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Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Define managem ent.
Answer: Management is defined as a process of getting things.done with the aim of achieving goals
effectively and efficiently.
or
It is a process of designing and ma intaining an environment in which Individuals working in groups,
can achieve selected objectives efficiently and effectively.
Question 2. Name any two important characteristics of managem ent.
Answer: Pervasive and Multidim ensional
Question 3. Ritu is the manager of the Northern division of a large corporate house. At what level
does she work in the organisation? What are her basic functions?
Answer: Ritu is working at the middle level Her baste functions are (num ber of functions should be
given according to the marks allotted for the question).
1. Interpreting the policies form ed by the top level management and acting as a link between top
level management an d operative managem ent
2. Assigning necessary duties to the em ploy ees.
Question 4. Why is managem ent considered a multi-faceted concept?
Answer: Management is considered as a multi-faceted concept because it is a com plex activity that
has three main dim ensions. These are
1. Management of Work All organisations perform som e work e.g., producing or selling. A
work is defined as the goals to be achieved
2. Management of People The main asset of an organisation IS the human resources. Thrs
resource has to be managed In such a manner that it helps to achieve the goals of the
organisations.
3. Management of Operations All organisations either produce a product or provide a service
This requires a production process which means using an operation to convert the inputs into
the output It is interlinked with both managem ent of work and management of output
Question 5. Discuss the basic features of man agem ent as a profession.
Answer: Basic features of management as a profession managem ent as a protession has the
following features which are as follows
1. Well-defined Body of Knowledge All professionals are based on a well-defined body of
knowledge that can be acquired through Instruction
2. Professional Association There are several associations of practicing managers in India,
like the AIMA (All India Managem ent Association) that has laid the code of conduct to regulate
the activities of their members.
3. Service Motive All business organisations aim to provide good quality product or service at a
reasonable price thus serving the society

Thus, we can say managem ent does not meet the exact cnteria of a profession but It has som e features
as a profession
Long Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Management is considered to be both an art and science. Explain.
Answer : Art is the skillful and personal applications of existing knowledge to achieve desired goal
Management s considered an art due to the following reasons
1. Exist ence of Theoretical Knowledge All art subjects are based on theoretical knowledge
e.g, written rnatenat IS available on dancing. tim e arts. mu sic etc sam e way there is lot of
literature available on management and Its branches – finance, marketing human resource etc
2. Personalised Application The use of this basic knowledge differs from one individual to the
other. Two painters, two dancers or two singers all use their knowledge in their own way Same
way two managers who have acquired the same knowledge may use It in their own different
ways to get the work done
3. Based on Practice and Creativity All art 1& practical. II involves creative practice. The
m ore we practice it better we becom e at it. It also requues creativity.
Same way a manager applies his acquired knowledge In a unique manner. More practice makes him a
better manager and he also develops his own style of management
Management is an In-exact Science
1. Sy stematised Body of Knowledge Science is a systematised body of knowledge Its or-ne
pies are based on cause and effect relationship. e.g .. water evaporates on being heated Sam e
way managem ent is a body stlgmalised Knowledge All managerial principles have cause and
effect relationship
2. Principles Based on Experimentation Scientific principles are first developed through
observation and then tested through repeated experimentation. Sam e way management pr
nciples are also propounded after observation and repeated experimentation
3. Universal Validity All scientific principal have universal validity. They give same result
wherever applied
Principles of management do not have Universal validity. They have to be adjusted and applied
according to the need of the s tuation.
Thus. managem ent is an in-exact science.
Question 2. Do y ou think management has the characteristics of a full fledged profession?
Answer : No, management does not possess all the characteristics of a full fledged profession. The
reasons go as follows
1. Well-defined Body of Knowledge All professions are based on a well-defined body of
knowledge that can be acquired teaching – learning process. This feature of a profession is
possessed by management as well. There is vast knowledge available on managem ent in the
form of definitions, concepts, theories, principles etc.
2. Rest rict ed Entry All professions have a restriction or the entry of its practitioners. They have
to acquire a specific degree to be professional e.g., LLB for a lawy er MBBS for a doctor etc. But
a manager can be an MBA qualified or not.
3. Professional Association All professions are affiliated to a professional association which
regulates entry, grants certificate of practice and formulates a code of conduct e.g., all lawyers
have to be a member of Bar Council to practice law. It is not com pulsory for all managers to be
a member of AIMA.
4. Et hical Code of Conduct All professions are bound by a ethical code of conduct which
guides the behaviour of its m embers. But as it is not com pulsory for all managers to be
members of AlMA, they all may not be aware of the prescribed code of conduct of AIMA.
5. Service Motive All basic m otive to serve their client’s interest. e.g., lawyers to get justice for
their clients, doctors to treat the patients etc. All managers also work in a manner where by

they show their effectiveness and efficiency in the form of good quality goods provided to the
custom er at a reasonable price.
Thus, managem ent possesses som e characteristics of a profession but not all.
Question 3. Co-ordination is the essence of management. Do y ou agree? Give reasons.
Answer : Co-ordination play s a vital role as it binds all the other functions of managem ent. It is the
comm on thread of all activities such as purchase, production, sales etc that runs through. Some of the
basic features are as follows
1. Int egrates Group Efforts Co-ordination brings unity to all. It gives a comm on focus to
group efforts.
2. Ensures Unity of Actions It acts as a binding force between department s and ensures that
all action is aimed at achieving the goals of the organisation.
3. It is a Continuous Process Co-ordination is not a one time function but a continuous
process. It begins at the planning stage and continues till controlling.
4. It is an All Pervasive Function Co-ordination is required at all levels of management due
to the interdependent nature of activities of various departments. It integrates the efforts of
different departments and different levels.
5. It is t he Responsibility of All Managers All managers need to co-ordinate som ething or
the other. A manager of production departm ent needs to co-ordinate the work within his
department and also with the other departm ents at the same time.
6. It is a Deliberate Funct ion Whatever the managers are doing in an organisation they are
doing it knowingly. Co-ordination is one of the m ost important functions of all managers. Thus
co-ordination is also done deliberately. Whatever the managers do, they do it deliberately to
achieved the predetermined goals and objectives.
Thus, we can say co-ordination is the essence of management after analy zing these points.
Question 4. “A successful enterprise has to achieve its goals effectively and efficiently:’ Explain.
Answer : “A successful enterprise has to achieve its goals effectively and efficiently”. Thus,
management has to see that task are completed and goals are achieved with the minimum resources.
Management is thus getting things done with the aim of achieving goals effectively and efficiently.
Being effective or doing work effectively basically m eans finishing the given task. It is concerned with
end result, it is achieved or not. Efficiency means doing the work correctly and with minimum cost. If
by using less resources m ore benefits are derived then efficiency has increased. It is thus essential for
any organisation to focus on efficiency as well as effectiveness. It is not only important to com plete the
work correctly but equally im portant to com plete it with minimum cost. In the same manner, it is not
only im portant to reduce cost but equally important to com plete the work correctly.
Question 5. Managem ent is a series of continuous inter-related functions. Comm ent.
Answer : Management is a series of continuous inter-related functions. Each one of them performed
to guide and direct the efforts of others.
1. Planning Planning is the primary function which runs through all other functions. It is the
process of thinking before doing. It bridges the gap between where we are and where we want
to go.
2. Organising It is the process of defining the formal relationship am ong people and resources
to accom plish the desired goals. It involves
(a) Identification and division of work
(b) Departm entalisation
(c) Assigning of duties
(d) Establishing reporting relationships
3. St affing Organisational goals can be achieved only through human efforts. It Is the duty of
management to ma ke the best possible use of this resource. Thus, placing the right person on
the right job is very important. Staffing helps management to m otivate, select and place the
right person on the right job.

4. Direct ing Directing involves leading, influencing and m otivating employ ees to perform the
tasks assigned to them. This requires establishing an atmosphere that encourages em ployees to
do their best. Directing com prises of four elem ents; supervision, m otivation, leadership and
communication.
5. Cont rolling Controlling is the management function of m onitoring organisational
performance towards the attainment of organisational goals. The task of controlling involves
(a) Establishing standards of performance
(b) Measuring current performance
(c) Com paring this with established standards
(d) Taking corrective action
Multiple Choice Questions
Question 1. Which is not a function of management of the following?
(a) Planning
(b) Staffing
(c) Co-operating
(d) Controlling
Answer : (c) Co-operating is not the function of management.
Question 2. Management is
(a) an art
(b) a science
(c) Both art and science
(d) Neither
Answer : (c) Management has features of both art and science as it relies on practice, thus it an art
and it is based on the principles which are the outcome of science. Thus, it is science also.
Question 3. The following is not an objective of management
(a) earning projects
(b) growth of the organisation
(c) providing em ployment
(d) policy making
Answer : (d) Policy making is not the objective of management.
Question 4. Policy formulation is the function of
(a) top level managers
(b) middle level managers
(c) operational management
(d) All of these
Answer : (a) Top level managers focusses on determination of objectives and formulation of policies.
Question 5. Co-ordination is
(a) function of managem ent
(b) the essence of management
(c) an objective of management
(d) None of these
Answer : (b) Co-ordination brings unity of action and integrates different activities. Thus, it is
considered as the essence of management.
Ca se Problems
1. Com pany X is facing a lot of problem s these day s. It manufactures white goods like washing
machines, micro-waves, refrigerators and air conditioners. The com pany’s margins are under
pressure and the profits and market share are declining. The production department blam es
marketing for not m eeting sales targets and marketing blames production departm ent for producing
goods, which are not of good quality meeting custom ers expectations. The finance department blames
both production and marketing for declining return on investment and bad marketing.

Question : What quality of management do y ou think the com pany is lacking? Explain briefly. What
steps should the com pany management take to bring the com pany back on track?
Answer : Co-ordination IS missing in Com pany X. All the departm ents are not co-ordinannq with
each other and that is why they end up blaming each other for the poor performance. To bring coordination. management sh ould take the following steps
1. After the goals are established. it should be communicated to all departments well in advance
to understand its importance and their role In helping to achieve it.
2. Managers ensure that all departm ents co-ordinate with each other.
3. Wherever is the difference of interest. the managers should try and strike a balance so that they
all work in the same direction.
4. Meeting s between the departm ental heads of production. marketing. finance etc should be
organised on regular basis and in routine to solve problems when they em erge.
2. A com pany wants to m odify it s existing product in the market due to decreasing sales. You can
imag ine any product about which you are familiar.
Question : What decisions/steps should each level of management take to give effect to this
decision?
Answer : The three leves of management will work together towards the m odification of the product
with the m otive of increasing sales. The following are the three levels of management.
1. Top Management
2. Middle Management
3. Lower Managem ent
Decisions Taken by Top Management for Increasing Sales
1. Direction of m odification.
2. Drafting sales targets and various sales plans and sales incentives.
3. How to enhance the value of the product in qualitative terms?
4. Thinking of the financial requirements.
5. Marketing and prom otional techniques required for fastening the sales.
Decisions Taken by Middle Level Management for Increasing Sales
1. Interpretation of the policies framed by top managem ent to the lower level managem ent.
2. Hiring necessary personnel with the required qualities and qualifications.
3. Assigning responsibility as per capability and establishing the supervisor-subordinate
relationship.
4. Co-operating with the team m embers as well as first line supervisors.
5. Taking the feedback and arranging the follow up meeting.
Decisions Taken by Lower Level Management for Increasing Sales
1. Interpretation of planned targets to the actual work force and labourers.
2. Helping and directing the workers regarding how to carry out the work.
3. Maintaining standards, quality control and frequent checks
4. Minimisation of wastage and m otivatinq the workers so that they can deliver up to their
maximum potential.
5. Communicating the grievances and feedback to the middle management and bringing in the
changes if required
3. A firm plans in advance and has a sound organisation structure with efficient supervisory staff and
control system. On several occasion, it finds that plans are not being adhered to, It leads to confusion
and duplication of work.
Question : Advise rem edy.
Answer : As per the case. the problem is in co-ordination and in communicating the work schedule.
Because the duplication of work im plies that there is a lack of co-ordination in between the levels of
management as well as there is a problem in communication because the confusion is only arise when
the things are not communicated properly.
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Multiple Choice Questions
Question 1. Principles of management are not
(a) universal
(b) flexible
(c) absolute
(d) behavioural
Answer (c) Principles of management are not absolute as they
are flexible behavioral and universal nature
Question 2. How are principles of managem ent form ed?
(a) In a laboratory
(b) By experiences of managers
(c) By experiences of custom ers
(d) By propagation of social scientists
Answer (b) Principles of managem ent are formed by the experiences of manager as It provides
useful Insights into reality.
Question 3. The principles of management are significant because of
(a) increase in efficiency
(b) initiative
(c) optimum utilization of resources
(d) adaptation to changing technology
Answer (c) Principles of management are Significant because It helps in increasing overall
efficiency.
Question 4. Henry Fay ol was a
(a) social scientist
(b) mining engineer
(c) accountant
(d) production engineer
Answer (b) Henry Fayol was a mining engineer and management theorist.
Question 5. Which of the following statement best describes the principle of ‘Division of Work’?
(a) Work should be divided into small tasks
(b) Labour should be divided

(c) Resources should be divided am ong jobs
(d) It leads to specialisation
Answer (a) Division of work im plies division of work into sma ll tasks.
Question 6. ‘She/He keeps machines, materials, tools etc ready for operations by concerned
workers’. Whose work is described by this sentence under functional foreman ship?
(a) Instruction card clerk
(b) Repair boss
(c) Gang boss
(d) Route clerk
Answer (c) Gang boss, keeping machines and tools.
Question 7. Which of the following is n ot a Principle of management given by Taylor?
(a) Science, not rule of the thumb
(b) Functional foreman ship
(c) Maximum not restricted output
(d) Harm ony not discord
Answer (b) Taylor adv ocated separation of planning and execution functions. This concept is known
as functional foreman ship.
Question 8. Management should find ‘One best way’ to perform a task. Which technique of scientific
management is defined in this sentence?
(a) Time study
(b) Motion study
(c) Fatigue study
(d) Method study
Answer (d) The objective of m ethod study is t o find out one best way of doing job.
Question 9. Which of the following statements best describes ‘Mental Revolution’?
(a) It im plies change of attitude
(b) The managem ent and workers should not play the game of one upman ship
(c) Both managem ent and workers require each other
(d) Workers should be pain m ore wages
Answer (a) Mental revolution im plies change In the attitude of workers and managem ent towards
one another.
Question 10. Which of the following statem ents is false about Taylor and Fay ol?
(a) Fay ol was a mining engineer whereas Taylor was a mechanical engineer
(b) Fayol’s principles are applicable in specialised situations whereas Taylor’s principles have
universal application
(c) Fay ol’s principles were form ed through personal experience whereas Taylor’s principles were
formed through experimentation
(d) Fayol’s principles are applicable at the top level of managem ent whereas Taylor’s principles are
applicable at the shop floor
Answer (b) Fayol’s principle are universally applicable whereas Taylor’s principles applied in special
situations
Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. How is the Principle of ‘Unity of Command’ useful to management? Explain briefly.
Answer Principle of Unity of Command Im plies that each and every subordinate should have one
and only one boss Orders and instructions should come from only one head This helps the working of
any organisation in the following manner
1. Authority responsibility relationship Is clearly defined.
2. Subordinates are known for whom they are accountable.
3. Discipline and order is maintained.
Question 2. Define scientific managem ent. State any three of its principles.

Answer Scientific management can be defined as knowing exactly what you want from men to do
and seeing that they do it In the best and cheapest way.
Scientific management aims at choosing the best. Method to get the maximum output from the
workers the principles of scientific managem ent are mainly applicable to the shop-floor level.
Three principles of scientific management are as follows
1. Science, Not Rule of Thumb When different managers use their own different methods to
get the work done it is rule of thumb. Taylor believed that there was only one best method to
maximise efficiency. Taylor advised that every organisation should com pare the results of
different methods, test them again and again and finally select one best method of getting the
work done.
2. Harmony, Not Discord Managers are an extension of the management and serve as a link
between workers and the owners. Workers have to take instructions from the managers and
managers have to get the work done through the workers. Oftentimes the relation between
them is spoilt which is very harm ful for every one-workers, managers and owners. This class
conflict sh ould be replaced by harm ony between the two. Both should change their thinking
towards each other. Both should give importance to each other. This is known as mental
revolution.
3. Co-operation, Not Individualism There should be com plete co-operation between the
labour and the management instead of individualism. This principle is an extension of the
principle of
‘Harm ony not discord.’ The management and the workers should not com pete with each other
rather co-operate with each other. Managem ent should consider all good suggestions made by
the employ ees which can help in cost reduction. At the same time, workers should never think
of going or stickes in order to get their unreasonable demands fulfilled.
Question 3. If an organisation does not provide the right place for physical and human resources in
an organisation, which principle is violated? What are the consequences of it?
Answer The principle of order is violated I if an organisation does not provide the right place for
phy sical and human resources.
If this principle is violated then
1. Lots of time will be wasted in locating the different resources.
2. This will lead to delayed decisions.
3. Wastage of energy which will lead to in efficiency and delay In production.
4. Cau ses hindrance in the activities of business.
Question 4. Explain any four points regarding significance of Principles of ma nagement.
Answer Significance of principles of management
1. Providing Managers with Useful Insights int o Reality When managers follow
principles it adds to their knowledge, ability and understanding of managerial situations and
circumstances. This im proves managerial efficiency e.g., when managers use principle
of delegation then they get m ore tim e to concentrate on critical areas of working.
2. Scientific Decision Making management principles help in thoughtful decision making,
They emphasise on logic rather than blind faith. Here, decisions are based on the objective
assessm ent of the situation.
3. Optimum Utilisation of Resources and Effective Administration Principles help the
managers to conceptualise the net effect of their decision rather than going for trial and error
method resulting in saved time, efforts and energy thereby increased productivity.
4. Management Training, Education and Research Principles of managem ent are the base
for management theory. As such they are used as a basis for management training, education
and research. These principles provide basic groundwork for the development of managem ent
as a subject. Professional courses like BBA, MBA also teaches these principles as part of their
curriculum.

Question 5. Explain the principle of ‘Scalar Chain’ and gang plank.
Answer Principle of Scalar Chain and Gang plank
The formal lines of authority from highest to lowest ranks are known as scalar chain. According to
Fay ol, “Organisation should have a chain of authority and communication that runs from top to
bottom and should be followed by managers and subordinates.

In the diagram, 0 is heading 2 team s where A and X are at the sam e level, B and Yare at the sam e level
and C and Z are at the sam e level. The line of communication is clearly defined A to B to C and X to Y
to Z. Authority responsibility relationship is also very clear. But C and Z cannot directly contact each
other. This some times may take lot of time during an em ergency to communicate as per the
prescribed flow to avoid this problem a system known as ‘Gang Plank’ was introduced where in Cor Z
could contact each other and sam e way Band Y could contact each other.
Long Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Explain the principles of scientific management given by Taylor.
Answer Principles of scientific managem ent are given by FW Taylor
1. Science, Not Rule of Thumb When different managers use their own different methods to
get the work done it is rule of thumb. Taylor believed that there was only one best method
maximise efficiency. Taylor advised that every organisation should com pare the results
of different methods, test them again and again and finally select one best method of getting
the work done.
2. Harmony, Not Discord Managers are an extension of the management and serve as a link
between workers and the owners. Workers have to take the instructions from the managers
and managers have to get the work done through the workers. Som etim e the relation between
them is spoilt, which is very harmful tor everyone-workers, managers and owners. This class
conflict sh ould be replaced by harm ony between the two. Both should change their thinking
towards each other. This is known as m ental rev olution.
3. Co-operation, Not Individualism There should be com plete co-operation between the
labour and the management instead of individualism. This principle is an extension of
principle of harmony, not discord. The management and the workers should not com pete with
each other rather co-operate with each other. Management should consider all good
suggestions made by the employees which can help in cost reduction. At the same time workers
should never think of going on strikes in order to get their unreasonable deman ds fulfilled.
4. Dev elopment of Each and Every person t o His or her Greatest Efficiency and
Prosperity Scientific management also stood for worker development. Taylor believed that
workers should be aware of the ‘best method’. On the other hand, all organisations should
select employ ee carefully in order to get maximum efficiency. When the duties are allotted,
perfect match should be made between the requirements of the job and the capabilities of the
worker. Training should be provided to im prove the skills further. In this way, efficiency will go
higher resulting in prosperity for both workers and com pany.
Question 2. Explain the following principles of man agem ent by Fayol with examples.
(a) Unity of direction
(b) Equity
(c) Espirit de Corps
(d) Order

(e) Centralisation and decentralisation
(f) Initiative
Answer Fayol introduced general principles of managem ent Some of them have been explained
below
(a) Unity of Direction All the units of an organisation should be m oving towards the sam e
objective Each group of activities having the same objective mu st have one head and one plan. Each
group should have its own incharge and on no account the working of two divisions neither be
ov erlaped.
(b) Equity This principle emphasise kindliness and justice in the behaviour of managers towards
workers. This will ensure loyalty and dev otion Lazy personnel should be dealt sternly and strictly
There should be no discrimination against any one on account of gender, religion, caste language or
nationality etc All decisions should be merit based
(c) Espirit de Corps This principle emphasises on building harm ony and team spirit am ong
em ployees. In a large organisation large work force teamw ork is very im portant. Teamw ork due to
a leads to better co-ordination while working. The head of each team should give credit of good result
to the whole team rather than confining it to his own self.
(d) Order A place for everything and everyone in his/her place. Basically it m eans orderlinss. If there
is a fixed place for different things n a fact ory and they remain In their places then no time is wasted
In locating them Same way if every personnel is allocated an area to operate from then his co-workers
head or subordinates, anyone can contact him easily.
(e) Centralisation and Decentralisation Concentration of authority in a few hands is
centralisation and its dispersal among m ore number of people is decentralisation Fay ol believed that
an organisation should not work with anyone of them in isolation A com bination of both is important
sim ple, easy and work of routine type should be decentralised and critical im portant type of work
should be centralised.
(f) Initiative Initiative m eans taking the first step wIth self-m otivation workers should be
encouraged to develop and carry out their plans for improvem ents according to Fayol. initiatives
should be encouraged. A good com pany should Invite suggesllons from employees which can result in
substantial cost/time reduction Rewards can be given to fruitful suggestions.
Question 3. Explain the technique of ‘Functional Foreman ship’ and the concept of ‘Mental
Rev olution’ as enunciated by Taylor.
Answer Functional Foreman ship Taylor advocated separation of planning and execution functions.
This concept was extended to the lowest level of the shop floor. It was known as functional
foreman ship.

Under the factory manager, there is a planning incharge and a production incharge.
Under the planning incharge. the work goes as follows
1. Instruction Card Clerk Draft instructions for the workers,
2. Route Clerk Specify the route of production.
3. Time and Cost Clerk Prepare time and cost sheet.
4. Disciplinarian Ensure discipline,
Under the production incharge. the work goes as follows
1. Speed Boss Tim ely and accurate com pletion of work,
2. Gang Boss Keeping tools and machines ready for operation by workers.
3. Repairs Boss Ensure proper working conditions of ma chines.
4. Inspector Check the quality of work.
Mental Revolution
In a factory, the managers served as a link between the owners and the workers The managers have to
get the work done from the workers which created som etimes problem between the two. Taylor
em phasized that there should be harm ony between the managem ent and workers Both should realise
that each one is Im portant. For this both had to change their thoughts for each other, This IS known
as ‘Mental Rev olution’. Management should share the gains of the com pany with the workers and at
the same time workers should work hard and be ready to accept any change ma de for the betterment
of the organisation.
Question 4. Discuss the following techniques of scientific work study
(a) Time study
(b) Motion study
(c) Fatigue study
(d) Method study
(e) Simplification and standardisation of work
Answer Some of the techniques of scientific work study are

(a) Time Study It determines the standard time taken to perform a well-defined job. The standard
time is fixed for the whole of the task by taking several readings. The m ethod of time study will
depend upon v olume and frequency of the task, the cycle tim e of the operation and tim e measurement
costs There are three objectives achieved through tim e study
1. Determine the num ber of workers
2. Frame suitable incentive schemes
3. Determines labour costs.
e.g.. If standard time taken to do a piece of work in 20 minutes then one work can be done 3 times In
an hour and total 21 times (3 x 7 hours per day) the work can be done on a single day.
(b) Mot ion Study Motion study refers to the study of m ovement s like lifting putting objects sitting
and changing pos.nons On close examination of body m otions e.g., It IS possible to find out three
types m otions
1. Motions which are productive.
2. Motions which are incidental.
3. Motions which are unproductive.
Out of the above three workers were m otivated to eliminate the third type com pletely and reduce the
second one to the minimum This help in increasing productivity
(c) Fatigue Study Fatigue study seeks to determine the am ount and frequency of rest intervals in
com pleting a task. A person is bound to feel tired physically and mentally if he does not take rest while
working. The next intervals will help one to regain stamina and work again with the same efficiency
for e.g., in an organisation working hours are 9 to 5. There is a lunch break of an hour for the workers
to take rest sim ilarly In a school there is a break tor the students and teachers after 4 periods of
continuous learning.
(d) Method Study The objective of m ethod study is to find out one best way of doing the job.
Different managers would use their own different m ethods of getting the work done. But there is
always one best m ethod. Right from procurem ent of raw materials till the final product is delivered t o
the customer every activity is the part of m ethod study. The objective of whole exercise IS to m inim ise
the cost of production and maximise the satisfaction of the custom er.
(e) Simplification and Standardisation of Work Standardisation refers to the process of
setting standards for every business activity e.g., process, raw material, time, product, machinery,
methods or working conditions. The objective of standardisation are
1. To reduce product to fixed types, sizes, features etc.
2. To establish interchangeability of various parts.
3. To establish standards of excellence and quality in materials.
4. To establish standards of performance of m en and machines.
Simplification aim s at eliminating unnecessary diversity of products. It results in savings of cost of
labour, machines and tools. It im plies reduced inventories, fuller utilisation of equipment and
increasing turnover.
Question 5. Discuss the differences between the contributions of Taylor and Fay ol.

Question 6. Discuss the relevance of Taylor and Fay ol’s contribution in the contemporary business
environment.
Answer Relevance of Taylor and Fav ors contribution in the contem porary business environment.
Both Fay ol and Taylor have given principles of management to im prove efficiency In an organisation.
Taylor gave us scientific principles of management which are being adopted by all organisations to
im prove Its productivity at the shop floor level, the principles help in giving effective results. In the
same manner, Henry Fayol gave in general principles of managem ent which when implem ented at
any of the levels-top, middle or lower and helps in achieving better co-ordination, rem ove ambiguity
and encourage the employees to improv e their work performance.
Ca se Problems
1. ‘F’ limited was engaged in the business of food pr ocessing and selling it s products under a popular
brand. Lately the business was expanding due t o good quality and reasonable prices. Also with more
people working the market for processed food was increasing. New players were also corning to cash
in on the new trend. In order to keep its market share in the short run the company directed its
existing workforce to work ov ertim e.
But this resulted in many problems. Due to increased pressure of work, the efficiency of the workers
declined. Som etim es the subordinates had to work for m ore than one superior resulting in declining
efficiency. The divisions that were previously working on one product were also ma de to work on two
or m ore products. This resulted in a lot of ov erlapping and wastage. The workers were becom ing
undisciplined. The spirit of teamw ork, which had characterised the com pany, previously was
beginning to wane. Workers were feeling cheated and initiative was declining. The quality of the
products was beginning to decline and market share was on the verge of decrease.
Actually the company had implem ented changes without creating the required infrastructure.
Question 1. Identify the principle of management (out of 14 given by Henry Fay ol) that were being
violated by the com pany.
Answer Company violated following principles
1. Division of work
2. of command
3. Unity of direction
4. Discipline
5. Subordination of individual interest to general interest
6. Order
7. Initiative
8. Remuneration
Question 2. Explain these principles in brief.
Answer
1. Division of Work As per the case work is not divided am ong the workers as per their
specialisation. As specialisation is the m ost efficient way to use human efforts and produces
m ore and better work.
2. Unity of Command In the case subordinates had to work for m ore than one superior. This
results in declining efficiency. As per Fayol’s principle of unity of command there should be
one boss and if it is violated it results in authority is undetermined, discipline is in jeopardy,
order distributed and stability threatened. Sam e we are observing in the above case.
3. Unity of Direction The units of an organisation should be m oving towards the same objective.
Each group mu st be having sam e objective must have one head one plan. But in case first the
producers are working on one product then m oved to two or m ore group. Thus, this principle is
also v iolated.
4. Discipline In the case, there is a lack of formalised control as the workers are working bey ond
there abilities. There is no rules and regulations as well as lack of employment agreem ent.

5. Subordination of Individual Interest to General Interest Every individual is working better only
when the organisation is giving priority to their general interest. In the case, com pany in only
focu sing over its objective not on em ployees.
6. Order People and materials mu st be in suitable places at appropriate tim e for maximum
efficiency. But In case they are not following the order of anything.
7. Initiative It implies that workers should be self m otivated, suggestions should be taken from
the employ ees. It results in substantial cost and tim e reduction but here they are taking no
feedbacks, no suggestions.
8. Remuneration The workers should get the fair wages but in case workers are perform ing day
and night but they are not getting a fair am ount for the same. This results that they are feeling
cheated.
Question 3. What steps should the com pany management take in relation to the abov e principles to
restore the com pany to its past glory?
Answer Following steps should be taken by the com pany to retain its past glory
1. Work is divided into sma ll tasks and distributed am ong the em ployees as per their
specialisation.
2. There should be one boss.
3. Functions should be performed under one head or one plan.
4. Forma lised control should be maintained.
5. Proper remuneratIOn and Im pressive Incentives should be given
6. Hierarchical communication pattern is t o be followed
7. Suggestions and feedback shoo d be taken from the employees.
8. Maintain high m orale am ong employees
2. The management of com pany ‘F’ Limited now realised its folly.
In order to rectify the situation, it appointed a managem ent consultant ‘M consultants’ to recommend
a restructure plan to bring the com pany back on the rails. ‘M consultants’ undertook a study of the
production process at the plant of the com pany ‘F’ limited and recommended the following changes
1. The company should introduce scientific managem ent with regard to production.
2. Production Planning including routing, scheduling, dispatching and feedback should be
im plem ented.
3. In order to separated planning from operational management ‘Functional foreman ship’ should
be introduced.
4. Work study should be undertaken to optimise the use of resources.
5. ‘Standardisation’ of all activities should be implemented to increase efficiency and
accountability.
6. To m otivate the workers ‘Differential Piece Rate System’ should be implemented.
7. The above changes should be introduced apart from the steps recomm ended in case problem -l
(a s an answer to question number 3 of that case problem).
It was expected that the changes will bring about a radical transformat ion in the working of the
com pany and it will regain its pristine glory.
Question 1. Do you think that introduction of scientific managem ent as recomm ended by M
consultants will result in intended outcom e.
Answer Though scient ftc management IS the best solution but still it Will not be able to give very
effective results as It has its own limitations
1. As competition has Increased market research now Will not help much.
2. Appointing professionals which increase the cost.
3. Principle of initiative will not help if functional foreman ship will also be adopted.
4. In differential piece wage system only efficient workers may gain, the others will be in pain as
they might lose their wages if target not met. This will lead instability which is harmful.
5. Lot of stress will be generated from top to lower level.

Question 2. What precautions should the com pany undertake to im plement the changes?
Give your enunciated answer with regard to each technique in points 1 through 6 in the case problem.
Answer A large number of changes will not accepted by any one. So the com pany should play safe
while ma king any changes.
1. Trained staff can be appointed for few areas and workers can be trained to im prove efficiency
levels.
2. Production planning to be done with care.
3. Functional foreman ship can be introduced but it not lead to clear killing of initiative. Workers
should be consulted for suggestions.
4. Optimum use of m ethod, time, m otion and fatigue study should be done. ,
5. Standardisation can be implemented for material, machinery and features of product.
6. Financial incentives should be provided to workers to get m ore work rather than adopting
differential piece wage system.
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Multiple Choice Questions
Question 1. Which of the following does not characterise the business environment?
(a) Uncertainty
(b) Em ployees
(c) Relativity
(d) Complexity
Answer (b) Em ployees does not characterise the business environm ent
Question 2. Which of the following best indicates the importance of business environment?
(a) Identification
(b) Im provement in performance
(c) Coping with rapid changes
(d) All of these
Answer (d) Identification, Im provem ent In performance, coping with rapid changes all are the
indicat ors of importance of business environment.
Question 3. Which of the following is an example of social environm ent?
(a) Money supply in the economy
(b) Consumer Protection Act
(c) The Constitution of the country
(d) Composition of family
Answer (d) Social environment Includes social forces thus, com position of families is the example of
social environment
Question 4. Liberalisation means
(a) integrating am ong econom ies
(b) reduced Government controls and restrictions
(c) policy of planned disinvestments
(d) None of the above
Answer (b) Liberalisation means end of license, quota and reduction of gov ernment controls and
restrictions
Question 5. Which of the following does not explain the impact of Government policy changes on
bu siness and industry?
(a) More demanding custom ers
(b) Increasing com petition
(c) Change in agricultural prices
(d) Market orientation
Answer (c) Change in agricultural prices does not exotom the impact of Governm ent policy changes
on business and industry.
Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. What do y ou understand by business environment?

Answer The term ‘business environm ent’ means the sum total of all Individuals, in stitutions and
other forces that are outside the control of a business enterprise but that may affect its performance.
The economic. social political, technological and other forces which operate outside the business
enterprise are part of its environm ent.
Question 2. Why it is im portant for business enterprises to understand their environment? Explain
briefly.
Answer It is important for business organisations to understand their environment because of the
following reasons
1. It Enables the Firm t o Identify Opportunities and Getting the First Mover
Advantage Environment provide numerous opportunities for business Early identification of
opportunities helps an enterprise to use it before instead of losing them to com petitors.
2. It Helps the Firm t o Identify Threats and Early Warning Signals Environm ental
awareness can help managers to identify various threats on tim e and serve as an early warning
signals.
3. It Helps in Tapping Useful Resources Environm ent is a source 01 various resources for
running a business To engage In any type of activity, a business enterprise assem bles various
resources called inputs. This can be done better by understanding what the environm ent has to
offer.
4. It Helps in Coping with Rapid Changes All types of enterprises facing increaSingly
dynamic environm ent In order to effectively cope with these Significant changes, managers
mu st understand and examine the environment and develop suitable courses of action
5. It Helps in ASSisting in Planning and Policy Formulation Since environment is the
source of opportunities and threats, ItS understanding and analy sis becom es the base for
various policies to be framed and strategies to be made.
6. It Helps in Improving Performance The enterprises that continuously m onitor their
environment and adopt suitable business practices are the ones. which not only improve their
present performance but also continue to succeed in the market for a longer period.
Question 3. Mention environm ent the various dimensions of business environm ent.
Answer
1. Economic Environment Interest rates Inflation rates value of rupee and many m ore are the
economic factors that can affect managem ent practices in a business enterprise
2. Social Environment The social environm ent of business Includes the social forces like
custom s and traditions values, social trends etc
3. Technological Environment This includes forces relating to scientific im provements and
Innovations whIch provide new ways of producing goods and services and new methods and
techniques of operating a business
4. Political Environment This includes political conditions such as general stability and peace
in the country and specific attitudes that elected government representatives hold towards
bu siness.
5. legal Environment This includes various legislations passed by government auth orities and
court Judgements It IS important for the management of every enterprise to obey the law of
land and for this, enough of knowledge of rules and regulations fram ed by the governm ent is a
pre-requisite for better performance.
Question 4. Briefly explain the following
(a) Liberalisation
(b) Privatisation
(c) Globalisation
Answer The three important features of New Economic Policy, 1991

(a) Liberalisation Under the new economic policy of 1991. -he economic reform s that were
intr oduced aimed at liberaliSing the Indian business and industry from all unnecessary controls and
restrictions. They signalled the end of the licence-permit quota raj.
(b) Privatisation The new set of econom ic reform s that aim at giving greater role to the private
sector in the nation building process and a reduced role to the public sector.
(c) Globalisation Globalisation means the integration of the various economies of the world leading
towards the emergence of a cohesive global economy . Till 1991, India had a policy which
strictly regulated imports in value and v olume terms. After 1991, the reforms aimed at Import
liberalisation.
Question 5. Briefly discuss the impact of Government policy changes on business and industry.
Answer Im pact of Gov ernment policy changes on business and Industry
1. Increasing Competition As a result of liberalisation, privatisation and globalisation number of
players Increased in all sectors and Increased com petition for every one.
2. More Deman ding Custom ers Increased com petition in the market gives the custom er wider
choices in purchasing better quality of goods and services, which makes them m ore demanding
3. Rapidly Changing Technological Environment New technologies help to improve machines,
process products and services. The rapidly changing technological environm ent creates tough
challenges before smaller firm s.
4. Necessity for Change After 1991, the market forces have become turbulent as a result of which
the enterprises have to continuously m odifying their operations.
5. Need for Developing Human Resource The new market conditions require people with higher
com petence and greater commitment. Hence. the need for developing human resources
em erged.
6. Market Orientation Earlier, production was taken up first and then selling was done. Now, due
to Increasing com petition and m ore deman ding custom ers firms have to study and analyse the
market hrst and produce goods accordingly.
7. Loss of Bu dgetary Support to the Public Sector Public sector have less of budgetary support
from the Central Gov ernment. Now, they have to generate their own resources and be m ore
efficient in order to survive and grow.
Long Answer Type Questions
Question 1. How would you characterise business environment? Explain with examples, the
difference between general and specific environm ent.
Answer Features of bu siness environment
1. Totality of External Forces Business environment is aggregative in nature as It is the sum total
of all things external to business firms.
2. Inter-relatedness Different elem ents of business environment are closely related to each other.
e.g., increased awareness of health care have increased the deman d for many health products.
3. Dynamic Nature The business environment is highly dynamic. It keeps on changing.
Sometim es there is a change In technology, tastes and preference of consumer etc
4. Uncertainty The environment cannot be predicted. It IS highly uncertain and unpredictable.
5. Complexity Since there are many elements of business Environment and they are Inter-related
and dynamic in nature Therefore, it becom es very difficult to understand them as a whole.
Difference bet ween Specific and General Environment There are two types of forces
operating in business environment specific and general Specific forces affect the individual
enterprises directly and Imm ediately, e.g., customers, suppliers
General forces affect the firms and only indirectly e g , social conditions or political conditions.
Question 2. How would you argue that the success of a business enterprise is significantly
in fluenced by its environment?
Answer Im portance of business environm ent

1. It Enables the firm to Identify Opportunities and Getting the First Mover Advantage
Environment provides numerous opportunities for business success. Early identification of
opportunities helps an enterprise to be the first to exploit them instead of loosing them to
com petitors, e g., Eureka Forbes introduced Aquaguard and took away the cream of demand.
2. It Helps the Firm to Identify Threats and Early Warning Signals Environment happens to be
the source of many threats Environm ental awareness can help managers to identity various
threats on tim e and serve as an early warning signals e.g. Lakme took serious steps to improve
the quality and types of products as foreign multinational cosm etics com panies started com ing
to India after 1991.
3. It Helps in Tapping Useful Resources Environment offers various resources for running a
bu siness in return the business enterprise supplies the environm ent With it s outputs such as
goods and services for customers taxes for government. In order to arrange for the best
possible resources, better understanding of the environment becom es Im portant
4. It Helps in Coping with Rapid Changes It is not the fact of change itself that is so Im portant as
the pace of change There are many changes taking place in the environment and at a fast
speed. In order to effectively cope with these changes, managers mu st understand and examine
the environment and develop Suitable courses of action .
5. It Helps in Assisting in Planning and Policy Formulation Since environment is a source of both
opportunities and threats Its understanding and analysis only helps In formulating the best
possible policies to handle the future properly
6. It Helps in Im proving Performance Continuous m onit oring and adopting changes in an
enterprise will help if! Improving not only their present performance. but also continue to
succeed in the market in long run.
Question 3. Explain with exam ples, the various dim ensions of business environment.
Answer Dim ension of business environment
(i) Economic Environment It includes the changes In the sy stem due to economic policies made
by the gov ernment. Reserv e Bank of India is the key regulator of country’s economic environm ent
since it
(a) influences the Interest rates
(b) controls the flow of m oney in the economy
(c) regulates the working of banks
Example When the banks reduce the int erest rates on long term loans. autom obiles and construction
industries get a boost to the business as m ore spending is ma de on the purchase of hom es and cars
through loans.
(ii) Social Environment The social environment of business Include the social forces like custom s
and traditions, values social trends, society’s expectations from business etc. In business term s, these
values translate int o freedom of choice in the market. Major elem ents of social environm ent are
(a) life expectancy
(b) shifts in the presence of women in the workforce
(c) consurnonon habits
Example Due to the sh It In the presence of wom en in the workforce the demand for readymade
ladles formal wear, cosm etics, packed/processed food, electronic gadgets has gone up.
(iii) Technological Environment Technological environm ent Includes forces relating to scientific
Im provem ents and innovations which provide new ways of producing goods and services and new
methods and techniques of operating a business.
Example Because of technological advancement, it has becom e possible to book railway
tickets through int ernet from hom e, office etc.
(iv) Political Environment Political environment includes political conditions such as general
stability and peace In the country and specific attitudes that elected governm ent representatives hold

towards business. It is only of use when a business enterprise can predict its business activities under
stable political conditions. Major element s of political environm ent are
(a) The constitution of the country
(b) The nature and profile of political leadership and thinking of political personalities
(c) Political ideology and practices of the ruling party.
Example After the NEP of 1991 , due t o globalisation the foreign com panies started coming to India,
but due to the bureaucratic red tape it became difficult for them t o cut through it to do bu siness here.
As a result, these com panies were discouraged in our country regarding investments. The situation
has improved overtime.
(v) Legal Environment Legal environm ent includes various legislations passed by the Government
administrative orders Issued by gov ernment authorities, court judgement s as well as the decisions
rendered by various commissions and agencies. It is im perative for the management of every
enterprise to obey the law of the land. Therefore, an adequate knowledge of rules and regulations
framed by the gov ernment is a pre-requisite for better business performance.
Example There is a gov ernment regulation to protect consumer’s interest e.g., the advertisements of
alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
Question 4. What econom ic changes were initiated by the Gov ernment under the Industrial Policy,
1991? What impact have these changes made on business and industry?
Answer Economic changes initiated by the governm ent under the Industrial Policy, 1991
1. The governm ent reduced the num ber of industries under com pulsory licensing to six.
2. The role of public sector was reduced. It was now limited only to four industries of strategic
im portance.
3. Disinvestm ent was carried out in case of many public sector industrial enterprises.
4. Foreign Direct Investment was permitted.
5. Automatic permission was now granted for technology agreements with foreign com panies.
6. Foreign Investment Prom otion Board (FIPB) was set up to prom ote and channelise foreign
inv estment in India.
The Indian corporate sector has com e lace-to-face with several challenges due to government policy
changes. Some of them are
1. Increasing Competition The competition has Increased due to entry of new players
(pnvausanon and globalisation).
2. More Deman ding Custom ers Custom ers today. has becom e m ore deman ding because they are
well-informed. Increased competition in the market gives the custom ers Wider choice In
purchasing better quality of goods and services.
3. Rapidly Changes Technological Environm ent The rapidly changing technological environment
creates tough challenges before sma ller firm s
4. Necessity for Change After 1991. the market forces have become turbulent as a result of which
the enterprises have to continuously m odify their operations.
5. Need for Developing Human Resources Earlier. Indian enterprises worked with inadequately
trained personnel The new market conditions require people with higher com petence and
greater commitm ent Hence. the need for developing human resources
6. Market Orientation Before 1991. all firms worked with production oriented marketing
operations. In a fast changing world. there was a shift to markel orientation. The firms had to
study and analy se the market first and produce goods accordingly.
7. Loss of Bu dgetary Support to the Public Sector The public sector undertakings have realised
that in order to survive and grow, they will have to be m ore efficient and generate their own
resources for the purpose
Question 5. What are the essential features of

(a) Liberalisation
(b) Privatisation
(c) Globalisation
Answer Essential features of
(a) Liberalisation
1. Abolishing licensing requirements In m ost of the industries a short list. except
2. No restriction on expansion or contraction of business.
3. Free m ovement of goods and services
4. Freedom in fixing the prices of goods and services.
5. Reduction in tax rates.
6. Simplifying procedures for imports and exports.
7. Making it easier to attract foreign capital and technology to India.
(b) Privatisation
1. The governm ent redefined the role of public sector.
2. Policy of planned disinv estments of the public sector
3. Refining of sick enterprises to the Board of Industrial and Financial Reconstruction.
(c) Globalisation
1. Im port liberalisation
2. Export prom otion
3. Foreign exchange reform s
Ca se Problem
Lately many com panies have planned for significant investment in organised retailing in India.
Several factors have prom pted their decision in this regard.
Cu stom ers incom e is rising. People have developed a taste for better quality products even though
they may have to pay m ore. The aspiration levels have increased. The governm ent has also liberalised
it s economic policies in this regard and permitted even cent per cent foreign direct investment in
som e sectors of retailing.
Question 1. Identify changes in business environment under different heads – economic, social,
technological, political and legal that have facilitated the com panies decisions to plan significant
inv stments in organised retailing.
Answer Changes which have taken place In the following areas are as follows
1. Economic Availability of m ore m oney because of em ployment opportunities increasing.
2. Social Tastes of custom ers are changing. As he is getting m ore exposure to the outside world
his tastes are changing.
3. Technological Technological advancem ents have led to advanced ways of counting. checking.
coding. billing discounts which are convenient for the custom er and also retailer.
4. Political Governm ent policies are encouraging developers to go ma ss construction on real
estate. As MNCs are coming to India, they have to be provided an Internationally based
in frastructure to operate from.
5. Legal As the government is providing m ore rights to the consumers, an organised retailing
outlets would be m ore particular in taking care as com pared to a small retailer.
Question 2. What has been the impact of these changes with regard to globalisation and
privatisation?
Answer Due to globalisation and privatisation, m ore retailers from India and abroad are encouraged
to ma ke investments in organised retailing The com petition has increased, the consum ers are more
deman ding and expert working force is required in order to cope up with the changes, which have
taken place and are further changing.
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Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. What are the main points in the definition of planning?
Answer : The ma in points in the definition of planning are as follows
1. Planning is deciding in advance what to do and how to do.
2. It is one of the basic managerial function.
3. Planning inv olves setting objectives and developing an appropriate course of action to achieve
these objectives.
4. It bridges the gap between where we are and where we want to reach.
Question 2. How does planning provide direction?
Answer : Planning provides direction for action by deciding in advance what has to be done, how to
do, when to do and who will do. When we try to seek answers to the above questions, which are well
planned then directions are automatically highlighted.
Question 3. Do y ou think planning can work in a changing environment?
Answer : Planning may not work in a changing environment. The environment consists of a number
of dim ensions, economic, political, social, legal and technological dim ensions. The organisation has
to constantly adapt itself to changes. It becom es difficult to accurately assess future trends in the
environment. Planning cannot foresee everything and thus, there may be obstacles to effective
planning.
Question 4. If planning involves working out details for the future, why does it not ensure success?
Answer : Planning does not guarantee success. The success of an enterprise IS possible only when
plans are properly drawn up and Im plemented. Any plan needs to be translated into action or It
becom es meaningless. Managers have a tendency to rely on previously tried and tested successful
plans It is not always true that Just because a plan has worked before It Will work again. This kind of
false sense of secunty may actually lead to failure Instead of success
Question 5. Why are rules considered to be plans?
Answer : Rules are specific statements that inform what is to be done. They do not allow for any
flexibility or discretion. It reflects a managerial oecrsion that a certain action mu st or mu st not be
taken. They are usually the Sim plest type of plans because there IS no com promise or change unless a
policy decision is taken.
Question 6. What kind of strategic decisions are taken by business organisations?
Answer : Major strategic decisions include whether the organisation Will continue to be in the same
line of business or com bine new lines of activuy With the existing business or seek to acquire a
dominant position In the same market

Long Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Why is it that organisations are not always able to accom plish all their objectives?
Answer : Organisations are not always able to accom plish all their Oblectlves due to the fo OWing
reasons
1. Planning Leads t o Rigidity In an organisation a wen defined plan is drawn up With specific
goals to be achieved, with in a specific time frame. These plans then decide how the work will
progress In the future and managers may not be in a position to change It. This creates a
problem as flexibility is very im portant. Always adhering to the plan may not give us the
desired results always
2. Planning May not Work in a Dynamic Environment The business environment is
dynamic, nothing is constant. The business environment is a totality of external forces, where
In som e changes or the other keep on taking place Plans decide in advance what has to be done
in future Planning cannot foresee everything and thus there may be obstacles to effective
planning.
3. Planning Reduces Creativity Planning is generally done by top managem ent. Usually the
rest of the members just implem ents these plans. As a consequence, m iddle managem ent and
other decisions makers are neither allowed to deviate from plans nor are permitted to act on
their own, thus planning in a way reduces creativity since people tend to think along the same
lines as others, there is nothing new or innovative.
4. Planning Involves Huge Cost Planning involves huge cost in their formulation. These may
be in term s of tim e and m oney. The Costs incurr ed som etim es may not justify the benefits
derived from plans.
5. Planning is a Time Consuming Process Sometim es plans to drawn take up so much of
time that there is not much tim e left for their implem entation and the objectives to be
achieved.
6. Planning does not Guarantee Success Any plans needs to translated into action or it
becom es meaningless. Managers have tendency to rely on previously tried and tested
successful plans. It not always true just because a plan has worked before it will work again.
Question 2. What are the main features to be considered by managem ent while planning?
Answer : The ma in features to be considered by the management whil planning are
1. It Focuses on Achieving Object ives Planning is purposeful. Planning has no meaning
unless it contributes to the achievem ent predetermined organisational goals.
2. It is t he Primary Funct ion Planning lay s down the base for other functions of management.
All other managerial functions are performed within the framework of the plans drawn. Thus,
planning precedes other function.
3. Planning is Pervasive Planning is required at all levels of ma nagem ent as well as in all
departments of the organisations. The top managem ent undertakes planning for the
organisation as a whole. Middle managem ent does the departmental planning. At the lowest
level, day -to-day operational planning is done by supervisors.
4. Planning is Continuous Plans are prepared for a specific period of time, may be for a
m onth, a quarter or a year. At the end of that period, there is need for a new plan to be drawn
on the basis of new requirem ents and future conditions. Hence, planning is a continuous
process.
5. Planning is Futuristic The purpose of planning is to m eet future events effectively to the
best advantage of an organisation. It implies peeping into the future, analy sing it and
predicting it.
6. Planning Involves Decision Making Planning essentially involves choice from am ong
various alternatives and activities. If there is only one possible goal then there is no need for
planning. The need only arises when alternatives are available. Planning thus, inv olves

7. Planning is a Mental Exercise Planning is basically an intellectual activity of thinking
rather than doing, because planning determines the action to be taken. Planning requires
logical and sy stematic thinking rather than guesswork or wishful thinking.
Question 3. What are the steps taken by managem ent in the planning process?
Answer : The planning process involves the following steps
1. Establishing Object ives The first step in planning is to determine objectives which mu st be
realistic, specific and clear so as to specify what is t o be accom plished by the network of
policies, procedures, strategies etc.
2. Dev eloping Premises They include assumptions or forecasts of the future and unknown
conditions that will affect the operations of the plans. They provide an idea about the future
which facilitates the work of planning.
3. Identifying the Alternative Courses of Action The next step in planning is to identify the
various alternatives available to achieve the objectives.
4. Evaluating Alternative Courses The m erits and demerits of different courses of actions are
evaluated in the light of objectives to be achieved and their feasibility is judged i.e., how far
they will be successful in helping to achieve the objective.
5. Selecting an Alternative The next step is t o find out the m ost suitable course to be followed.
The efforts are directed towards selecting that course. Which increases efficiency in the
organisation by maximising output and profits at the minimum costs.
6. Implement the Plan At this step the best alternative chosen is put to use.
7. Follow Up Only putting the best alternative to action is not enough. The future is uncertain
and dynamic. Therefore, it becom es important to check back whether the plan is giving results
or not.
Question 4. Is planning actually worth the huge costs inv olved? Explain.
Answer : Planning inv olves huge cost, when plans are drawn up huge costs are involved in their
formulation. These are in terms of tim e, m oney, effort etc. Detailed plans require scientific
calculations to ascertain facts and figures. The costs incurr ed sometim es may not justify the benefits
derived from the plans. There are a num ber of incidental costs as well (which are indirect) like
expenditures on organising a meeting, consultation fees given to professional experts, market survey
etc. But despite the high
cost no firm can work without proper planning if used properly.
Ca se Problem
An auto com pany C Ltd is facing a problem of declining market share due to increased competition
from other new and existing players in the maket. Its com petitiors are introducing lower priced
m odels for ma ss consum ers who are price sensitive. For quality conscious consumers, the com pany is
Question 1. Prepare a m odel business plan for C Ltd to m eet the existing challenge. You need to be
very specific about quantitative parameters. You may specify which type of plan you are preparing.
Answer : In such a situation, formulating a strategy would be advisable.
A strategy is a Single use plan It is normally ma de to fight com petition in the market.
The m odel business plan, i.e., strategy will be
1. It is objective and its purpose is that how much sales it wants to increase ov er a specified time.
2. The company should then list down its strengths and weakness. This brings in light as to what
will be easy and what will be difficult.
3. Aggressive, advertising and sales prom otion techniques to be adopted.
Qu estion 2. Identify the lim itations of such plans.
Answer : Umitation s of the abov e strategy can be
1 . Sh ortage of funds.
2. Sh ortage of technical professionals.
3. T op level m ay not be com petent enough t o dev elop a suitable strategy .
4. The com pany may not be successful in assessing the future plans of the com petitors as com pared t o its
own strategy.

Qu estion 3. How will y ou seek t o rem ov e these limitation s?
Answer : The abov e limitation s can be ov ercom e by
1 . Arranging funds in advance.
2. Effectiv e m ethods of recruitm ent should be ad opted to en sure av ailability of effectiv e staff in all
departm ents.
3. Middle lev el should be encouraged t o propose plans in the form of suggestions. After considering all
these, a strategy should be planned.
4. The com pany should be able to assess the m ov es of the com petit ors.
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Multiple Choice Questions
Question 1. Which of the following is not an element of delegation?
(a) Accountability
(b) Authority
(c) Responsibility
(d) Informal organisation
Answer (d) Informal organisation is not an elem ent of delegation.
Question 2. A network of social relationship that arise spontaneously due to int eraction at work is
called
(a) formal organisation
(b) informal organisation
(c) decentralisation
(d) delegation
Answer (b) Informa l organisation im plies social interaction am ongst people.
Question 3. Which of the following does not follow the scalar chain?
(a) Functional structure
(b) Divisional structure
(c) Formal organisation
(d) Informal organisation
Answer (d) Informal organisation does not follow the scalar chain.
Question 4. A tall structure has a
(a) narrow span of management
(b) wide span of management

(c) no span of management
(d) less levels of management
Answer (a) A tall structure has a narrow span of managem ent.
Question 5. Centralisation refers to
(a) retention of decision making authority
(b) dispersal of decision making authority
(c) creating divisions as profit centres
(d) opening new centres or branches
Answer (a) Centralisation im plies concentration of all decision making functions at the apex of the
management.
Question 6. For delegation to be effective, it is essential that responsibility be accompanied with
necessary
(a) authority
(b) manpower
(c) incentives
(d) prom otions
Answer (a) Authority refers to the right of an individual to command his subordinates Thus, It IS
essential that responsibility be accom panied with necessary authority.
Question 7 . Span of management refers to
(a) number of managers
(b) length of term for which a manager is appointed
(c) num ber of subordinates under a superior
(d) number of members in top management
Answer (c) Span of management IS the number of subordinates under a supenor.
Question 8. The form of organisation known for giving rise to rum ours is called
(a) centralised organisation
(b) decentralised organisation
(c) informal organisation
(d) formal organisation
Answer (c) As In informal organisation excess of interactions am ong people giVing rise to rumours.
Question 9. Grouping of activities on the basis of pr oduct lines is a part of
(a) delegated organisation
(b) divisional organisation
(c) functional organisation
(d) autonom ous organisation
Answer (b) Divisional organisation implies grouping of activities on the basis of product lines.
Question 10. Grouping of activities on the basis of functions is a part of
(a) decentralised organisation
(b) divisional organisation
(c) functional organisation
(d) centralised organisation
Answer (c) Functional organisation im plies grouping of a activities on the basis of functions
Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Define ‘Organising’?
Answer Organising is defined as a process that initiates implementation of plans by clarifying jobs,
working relationships and effectively deploying resources for attainm ent of identified and desired
results.
Question 2. What are the steps in the process of organising?
Answer Organising involves following steps that need to be taken in series

1. Identification and Division of Work Organising process begins with identifying and division of
total work into small units.
2. Departmentalisation After dividing the work, related and similar jobs are grouped together and
put under one departm ent.
3. Assignment of Duties After departmentalisation, the work is assigned according to the ability
of individuals.
4. Establishing Reporting Relationship Assigning duties is not enough. Each individual should
also kn ow, who he has to take orders and to whom he is accountable. Thus, reporting
relationship helps in co-ordination am ong various departments.
Question 3. Discuss the elem ents of delegation.
Answer The element s of delegation are as follows
1. Authority It refers to the right of an individual to command his subordinates and to take
action within the scope of his position. The concept of authority arises from the established
scalar chain, which links the various job positions and levels of an organisation. It mu st be
noted that authority is restricted by laws and the rules and regulations of the organisations.
Authority flows downward.
2. Responsibility Responsibility is the obligation of a subordinate to properly perform the
assigned duty. It arises from a superior-subordinate relationship because the subordinate is
bound to perform the duty assigned to him by his superior. Responsibility flows upward.
3. Accountability Accountability implies being answerable for the final outcom e. Once
authority has been delegated and responsibility accepted, one cannot deny accountability. It
cann ot be delegated
and flows upwards i.e., a subordinate will be accountable to a superior for satisfactory
performance of work.
Question 4. What does the term ‘Span of management’ refer to?
Answer Is the number of subordinates under a superior or we can say, it m eans how many
em ployees can be effectively managed by a superior. The span of management, to a large extent gives
shape to the organisational structure, e.q., if the number of subordinates under a superior keep
increasing when we m ove downward then the shape of the organisational structure will be as follows.

Question 5. Under what circumstances would functional structure prove to be an appropriate
choice?
Answer Functional structure would prove to be m ost suitable when the size of the organisation is
large, has diversified activities and operations require a high degree of specialisation. It prom otes
control and co-ordination within a department, increased managerial and operational efficiency,
results in increased profits.
Question 6. Draw a diagram depicting a divisional structure.
Answer Diagram of Divisional Structure

Question 7 . Can a large sized organisation be totally centralised or decentralised? Give y our opinion.
Answer No large organisation can not be totally centralised or decentralised. Com plete
centralisation would imply concentralisation of all decision making functions at the apex of the
management hierarchy. Such a scenario would obviate the need for a managem ent hierarchy. On the
other hand, com plete decentralisation would im ply the delegation of all decision making functions to
the lower level of the hierarchy and this would finish off the need for higher, managerial positions.
Both the situations are unrealistic.
As an organisation grows in size and com plexity, there is a tendency to m ove towards decentralised
decision making. This is because, in large organisations those employees, who are directly and closely
inv olved with certain operations tend to have m ore knowledge about them than the top management,
which may only be indirectly associated with individual operations. Hence, there is a need for balance
between these co-existing forces.
Question 8. Decentralisation is extending delegation to the lowest level. Comment.
Answer Decentralisation is extending delegation to the lowest level Decentralisation explains the
manner in which decision making responsibilities are divided am ong hierarchical levels.
Decentralisation refers to delegation of authority throughout all the levels of the organisation.
Decision making authority is shared with lower levels and is consequently placed nearest to the point
of action. In other words, decision making authority is pushed down the chain of command.
Delegation is the process and decentralisation is the end result. e.g., If the director give
the responsibility to production head to com plete the target of 2 0,000 units and authorise him to hire
the workers, production head further shares his responsibility with manager to select the worker.
Manager shares his responsibility with supervisors, who are dealing with workers, authorise him t o
select workers. Here, the responsibility distributed at every level. That’s why we say systematic
delegation leads to decentralisation.
Long Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Why is delegation considered essential for effective organising?
Answer Effective delegation leads to the following benefits
1. Effective Managem ent By em powering the employees, the managers are able to function m ore
efficiently as they get m ore tim e to concentrate on im portant matters. This ma kes the working
of all the levels effective and efficient.
2. Em ployee Development As a result of delegation, em ployees get m ore opportunities to utilise
their talent and this may give rise to talent abilities in them. It makes them better leaders and
decision makers. Delegation empowers the em ployees by providing them with the chance to
use their skills, gain experience and develop them selves for higher positions.
3. Motivation of Em ploy ees Delegation helps in developing the talents of the employ ees. It also
has psychological benefits. Responsibility for work builds the self-esteem of an em ployee

and im proves his confidence. He feels encouraged and tries to improve his performan ce
further.
4. Facilitation of Growth Delegation helps in the expansion of an organisation by providing a
ready workforce to take up leading positions in new ventures. Trained and experienced
em ployees are able to play significant roles in the launch of new projects.
5. Basis of Managem ent Hierarchy Delegation of authority establishes superior-subordinate,
which managem ent. The extent of delegated are the basis of hierarchy of authority also decides
the power that each job position enjoy s in the organisation.
6. Better Co-ordination Due to delegation work, duties, power all becom es very clear. This helps
to avoid ov erlapping of duties and duplication of effort as it gives a clear picture of the work
being done at various levels. Such clarity in reporting relationships help in developing and
maintaining effective coordination am ongst the departments, levels and functions of
management.
Question 2. What is a divisional structure? Discuss its advantages and limitations.
Answer A divisional structure com prises of separate business unit s or divisions. Each unit has a
divisional manager responsible for performance and who has authority over the unit. Generally,
man power is grouped on the basis of different products manu factured.
Merits
1. (i) Skill Developm ent Product specialisation helps In the developm ent of varied skills in a
divisional head and this prepares him for higher positions as he gains experience in all
functions.
2. (ii) Accountability Divisional heads are accountable for profits, as revenues and costs related to
different departments. can be easily identified and assigned to them. This provides proper
basis for performance m easurement.
3. (iii) Quick Decision Making It prom otes flexibility and initiative because each division
functions as an autonom ous unit which leads to faster decision making.
4. (iv) Facilitates Expansion It facilitates growth as new divisions can be added without
int errupting the existing operations, by m erely adding another divisional head and staff for the
new product line.
Demerit s
The divisional structure has certain disadvantages
1. Conflicts Conflicts may arise among different divisions with reference to allocation of funds.
2. Higher Cost Providing each division with separate set of similar functions increases
expenditure.
3. Ignoring Organisational Goals It provides managers with the authority to supervise all
activities related to a particular division. In course of tim e, such a manager may gain power
and in a bid to assert his independence may Ignore organisational int erests.
Question 3. Decentralisation is an optional policy. Explain why an organisation would choose to be
decentralised.
Answer Decentralisation is much m ore than mere transfer of authority to the lower levels of
management hierarchy. Its im portance can be understood fr om the following points
1. Dev elops Initiative Among Subordinates When lower managerial levels are given
freedom to take their own decisions they learn to depend on their judgem ent. A decentralised
policy helps to identify those executives, who have the necessary potential to becom e dynamic
leaders.
2. Dev elops Managerial Talent for the Future Formal training plays an important part in
equipping subordinates with skills that help them rise in the organisation, but equally
im portant is the experience gained by handling assignments independently. It gives them a
chance to prove their abilities and creates a reservoir of qualified man power.

3. Quick Decision Making In a decentralised organisation, however, since decisions are taken
at levels, which are nearest to the points of action and there is n o requirem ent for approval
from many levels the
process is much faster.
4. Relief t o Top Management Decentralisation leaves the top management with m ore time,
which they can devote to important policy decisions rather than occupying their time with both
policy as well as operational decisions.
5. Facilitates Growth Decentralisation awards greater autonomy to the lower levels of
management as well as divisional or departm ental heads. This allows them to function in a
manner best suited to their department and develops a sense of com petition am ongst the
departments. consequently, the productivity levels increase and the organisation is able to
generate m ore returns, which can be used for expansion purposes.
6. Better Control Decentralisation makes it possible to evaluate performance at each level and
the departm ents can be individually held accountable for their results. The extent of
achievement of organisational objectives as well as the contribution of each department in
meeting, the over all objectives can be ascertained.
Question 4. How does informal organisation support the forma l organisation?
Answer The informal organisation offers ma ov benefits Important am ong them are given as follows
1. Quick Feedback Prescribed lines of communication are not followed. Thus, the informal
organisation leads to faster spread of Information as well as quick feedback
2. Social Needs It helps to fulfill social needs of the members and allows them to find like
minded people. This enhances their job satisfaction, since it gives them a sense of
belongingness in the organisation.
3. Organisational Objectives It contributes towards fulfilm ent of organisational objectives by
com pensating for inadequacies in the formal organisation e.g., feedbacks on new policies etc
can be tested through Informal network.
Question 5. Distinguish between centralisation and decentralisation.
Answer Difference between centralisation and decentralisation

Question 6. How is a functional structure different from a divisional structure?
Answer Difference between functional and divisional structure

Application Type Questions
Question 1. Neha runs a fact ory wherein she manufactures shoes. The business has been doing well
and she intends to expand by diversifying into leather bags as well as Western formal wear, thereby
making her com pany a com plete provider of corporate wear. This will enable her to market her
bu siness unit as the one stop for working wom en. Which type of structure would y ou recommend for
her expanded organisation and why ?
Answer Neha should decide for divisional structure because
1. Sh e will diversify her unit now into varied product lines.
2. Such a structure would enable her to know the profit marqms from each product line and
accordingly, she can plan and select the specific product for future diversification.
3. It will facilitate further expansion without disturbing the existing units.
Question 2. The production manager asked the foreman to achieve a target production of 200 units
per day, but he doesn’t give him the authority to requisition tools and materials from the stores
department. Can the production manager blam e the foreman if he is not able to achieve the desired
target? Give Reasons.
Answer No, the production manager cannot hold the foreman responsible for the incom plete work
as the foreman was not given authority by the manager. The principle of authority responsibility says
that there should be a balance between the authority and responsibility. If the authority given is m ore,
then it leads to misuse of authority and if responsibility is m ore, then the work will not be com pleted.
Question 3. A manager enhances the production target from 500 units to 700 units per m onth, but
the authority to draw raw material was not given by him. The production manager could not achiev e
the revised production target. Who is responsible and which principle was violated?
Answer The manager is responsible for work not being com pleted. The principle of authority
responsibility is violated.
Question 4. A com pany has it s registered office in Delhi, manufacturing unit at Gurgaon and
marketing and sales department at Faridabad. The com pany manu factures the consumer products.
Which type of organisational structure should it adopt to achieve its target?
Answer
1. As a company is performing separate functions in separate areas. then it should adopt
functional structure
2. The services of experts are comm on to all products. It will be econom ical as no duplication will
take place.
3. Span of management can be increased as workers will be doing same type of work.
Ca se Problems
1. A com pany, which manu factures a popular brand of toys, has been enjoying good mar ket
reputation. It has a functional organisational structure with separate departments for production,
marketing, finance, human resources and research and development.
Lately to use its brand nam e and also to cash on to new business opportunities it is thinking to
diversify into manu facture of new range of electronic toy s for which a new market is em erging.

Question Prepare a report regarding organisation structure giving concrete reasons with regard to
benefits the com pany will derive from the steps it should take.
Answer In the given situation, organisation should shift from functional structure to divisional
structure as the com pany wants to diversity, by adding a new product line. The reasons and benefits
are
1. The performance of each unit can be easily assessed,
2. New product lines can be easily added without disturbing the existing units.
3. Decision making is faster.
4. Divisional structure maintains short line of communication with custom ers and provide better
services to them.
2. A com pany manu facturing sewing machines set up n 1945 by the British prom oters follows formal
organisation culture in t otality. It is facing lot of problem s in delays in decision making. As the result
it is not able to adapt to changing business environm ent. The work force is also not m otivated since
they cannot vent their grievances except through formal channels, which involve red tape. Employ ee
turnover is high. Its market share is also declining due to changed circumstances and business
environment.
Question You are to advise the com pany with regard to change it should bring about its organisation
structure to ov ercom e the problem s faced by it. Give reasons in term s of benefits it will derive from
the changes suggested by you. In which sectors can the company diversify, keeping in mind the
declining market for the product the com pany is manufacturing?
Answer The suggestions are
1. To ov ercom e the limitations of formal organisation, the managem ent should encourage
workers to int eract and socialise with each other through get together outings. In this way,
ev ery one will interact and like minded people will com e closer. The net result will be more
satisfied workforce.
2. The management should try to decentralise organisation structure.
3. The suggested area where the business can be diversified is textile ma chineries like embroidery
units, sequencing units, buttoning units.
3. A com pany X limited manu facturing com setics, which has enjoyed a pre-em inent position in
bu siness, has grown in size. Its business was very good till 1991. But after that, new liberalised
environment has seen entry of many MNC’s in the sector.
With the result the market share of X lim ited has declined. The com pany had followed a very
centralised business m odel with directors and divisional heads ma king even minor decisions. Before
1991, this business m odel had served the com pany very well as consumers has no choice. But now the
com pany is under pressure to reform.
Question What organisation structure changes should the com pany bring about in order to retain its
market share? How will the changes suggested by y ou help the firm? Keep in mind that the sector in
which the com pany is FMCG.
Answer The com pany X Ltd is working in a centralised way, which is n ot giving enough tim e to the
higher officials t o think of better policies, strategies to handle the changes in the changing
environment. The com pany should thus get decentralised so that the routine type of work, Inv olving
minor decisions can be looked after by the lower levels. Thrs Will give/save m ore tim e for the
directors and divisional heads to plan strategies to fight with com petition
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Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Briefly enumerate the im portant sources of recruitment.
Answer There are tw o Im portant sources of recruitm ent

When the firm arranges for man power from within the organisation then it is known as an internal
source
These are of two types

(a) Transfer When we m ove an em ployee from one department to the other, from one branch to the
other, from one division to another which leads to a change in hls/her working environment it is
known as a transfer There is hardly any change in his authority and responsibility.
(b) Promotion When we m ove an employee to a higher level In the sam e departm ent, branch,
division or different department, branch or division which increases his authority, responsibility and
status, It is known as a prom otion.

When the firm makes arrangement s for manpower from outside the organisation from any of the
above given sources, it is known as external sources of recruitm ent
Question 2. What is meant by recruitm ent? How is it different from selection?
Answer Recruitment refers to the process of finding possible candidates for a lob. It can be defined
as the process of m otivating and encouraging people to com e and apply for a job in an organisation
Selection is the process of identifying and choosing the best person out of a number 01 prospective
candidates for a job.
If r ecruitment is positive, selection is negative Recruitment helps in creating a pool of prospective
workforce whereas selection helps in finding the best out of them.
Question 3. Define training. How is it different from education?
Answer Training is the systematic development of knowledge, skills and attitudes required by an
individual to perform adequately a given task or job.

Question 4. Distinguish between training and developm ent.
Answer Difference between training and developm ent

Question 5. Why are internal sources of recruitment considered to be m ore economical?
Answer Filling of jobs internally is cheaper as com pared to getting candidates from external sources
because only transfer or prom otion has to be done. It does not involve the long process of staffing or
selection It Increases the cost in the form of m ore tim e. m oney and efforts in recruiting.

Question 6. What is the im portance of staffing function in today’s environment?
Answer Staffing is considered to be a key function because it deals With human resource. which is
regarded as one of the m ost valuable resource of any organisation Once an organisation could place
the right man at the right Job it is easy to plan, organise. co-ordinate. direct and control the human
activities to get the desired results It helps in discovering and obtaining com petent personnel. ensures
the continu ous survival and growth, helps to ensure optimum utilisation of resources and improves
Job satisfaction as well.
Long Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Define the staffing process and the various steps inv olved in it.
Answer Statf;ng process of the managem ent is concerned With acquiring, developing. employing.
remunerating and retaining people or we can say It is the timely fulfilment 01 the manpower
requirements with in an organisation.
The following steps are involved in staffing process
(i) Estimating the Manpower Requirements The first step in the staffing process is
determining the present manpower Inventory and assessing the present and future man power
requirements of the organisation keeping In mind the production schedule. demand etc.
(ii) Recruitment Recruitment may be defined as the process of searching for prospective em ploy ees
and stimulating them to apply for jobs in the organisation. For this vanous sources can be used like
transfer prom otion, advertising. job consultants etc
(iii) Select ion Selection of the prospective is the process of choosing from am ong the pool Job
candidates developed at the stage of recruitment It Involves a host of tests and interviews
(iv) Placement and Orientation em ployee to other employ ees Orientation is Introducing the
selected and familiarising him with the rules and policies of the organisation. He IS taken around the
work place and
given the charge of the job for which he has been selected Placem ent refers to the employ ee occupying
the position or post for which the person has been selected
(v) Training and Developm ent All organisations have either in-house training centres or have forged
alliances with training and educational institutes to ensure continued learning of their subordinates
By offering the opportunities for career advancement to their m embers, organisations are not only
able to attract but also retain its talented staff.
(vi) Performance Appraisal After the employees have undergone a period of training and they have
been on the job for some time. there is a need to evaluate their performance The em ployee is expected
to know what the standards are and the superior IS to provide the employee feedback on his/her
performance. The performance appraisal process. therefore, will Include defining the lob. appraising
performance and providing feedback
(vii) Promotion and Career Planning It is very Important for all orqarusauons to address career
related Issues and prom otional avenues for theIr employ ees. They must provide opportunities to
ev ery one to show their potential and in return prom otions can be provided.
(viii) Compensation All organisations need to establish wage and salary plans for their employees.
There are various ways to prepare different pay plans depending on the worth of the job.
Compensation therefore. refers to all forms of pay or rewards going to employees.
Question 2. Explain the procedure for selection of employees.
Answer The important steps in the process of selection are as follows
1. Preliminary Screening It helps the manager eliminate unqualified or unfit Job seekers based
on the information supplied In the application form s.
2. Selection Tests An employment test is a m echanism that attempts to m easure certain
characteristics of individuals These range from aptitudes, such as manual dexterity, to
Intelligence to personality.
3. Em ployment Interview Interview is a formal, in depth conversation conducted to evaluate the
applicant’s suitability for the Job

4. Reference and Background Checks Many em ployers request names, addresses and telephone
numbers of references for the purpose of v erifying information and gaining additional on
an applicant.
5. Selection Decision The final decision has to be ma de am ong the candidates who pass the tests.
Interviews and reference checks
6. Medical Examination Before the candidate is given a job offer he/she is required to go through
a medical test.
7. Job Offer Job offer IS ma de through a letter of appointment/confirm hiS acceptance Such a
letter generally contains a date by which the appointee must report on duty.
8. Contract of Employment After the job offer has been ma de and candidate accepts the offer.
certain documents need to be executed by the employ er and the candidate There is also a need
for , preparing a contract of employment It Includes lob title. duties responsibilities, date when
continuous employment starts etc.
Question 3. What are the advantages of training to the individual and to the organisation?
Answer Training helps both the organisation and the individual
Benefits t o the Organisation
1. Training is a systematic learning which reduces the wastage of efforts and m oney.
2. Enhances em ployee productivity
3. Training helps a manager to handle an emergency situation.
4. Training m otivates workers and thus reduces absenteeism.
5. Helps in adjusting to the changing environm ent (technological).
Benefits t o the Employee
1. Better career opportunities due to improved skills and knowledge.
2. Earning s can be increased due to improved performance.
3. Trained workers can handle machines m ore efficiently.
4. Em ployees always remain m otivated and satisfied.
Question 4. The staffing function is perform ed by every manager and not necessarily by a separate
department. Explain.
Answer Staffing is a function which all managers need to perform. It is the responsibility of all
managers to directly deal with and select people to work for the organisation. When the manager
perform s the staffing function his role is slightly limited. In small organisations, managers may
perform all duties related to employees salaries, welfare and working conditions but as organisation
grow and number of persons employ ed increases, a separate department called the human resource
department is formed which has specialists in managing people.
Application Type Questions
Question 1. The workers of a factory are unable to work on new machines and always deman d for
help of supervisor. The supervisor is ov erburdened with their frequent calls. Suggest the rem edy.
Answer Since the workers of a factory are unable to work on new machines. Training should be
im parted in this case as it is the process of learning new skills and application of knowledge.
Whenever, the new machines are installed in business it is the duty of management to provide
training in order to achieve the desired goal. As per the case it is m entioned that supervisors are ov er
burdened with their calls. Supervisor had som e other work also if he inv olves in im parting training
then his work is suffered. Thus, the managem ent should provide the apprenticeship training
programme under this trainee put under the guidance of a master worker. These are designed to
acquire a higher level of skill. The ma ster worker perform s the job and the trainee observes him
performing. When the learner learns all the skills then slowly he starts taking up the job step by step
and get full charge on job after some time.
Question 2. The workers of a fact ory remain idle because of lack of knowledge of hi-tech machines.
Frequent visit of engineer is ma de which causes high ov erhead charges. How can this problem be
rem oved?

Answer The workers of a factory are not perform ing because of lack of knowledge of hi-tech
machines. Technological change arises the little need for employees to upgrade or alter their skills.
Thus, in this case training should be provided by the engineer to one of their supervisor so that he will
guide the other workers and able to enhance their productivity. Frequent visit of engineer results in
high ov erhead charges When the training imparted to the supervisor then he equips and handle the
situation In the absence of engineer or In case of emergency
Question 3. The quality of production is not as per standards. On investigation, it was observed that
m ost of the workers were not fully aware of the proper operation of the machinery. What could be the
way to improve the accuracy?
Answer Workers should be provided off the job training m ethods where they can be taught how to
maintain accuracy related to the proper operations of the machinery. Training makes the employee
m ore efficient and results in high productivity.
Question 4. An organisation provides security services. It requires such candidates who are reliable
and don’t leak out the secrets of their clients. What step should be incorporated in selection process?
Answer ‘Reference check’ – this step should be done very carefully. Previous employer can be
contacted to check his m oral behaviour or conduct. Sincerity etc. The new candidates should be made
to sign contract of employment which clearly states that strict action will be taken If found guilty
Question 5. A com pany is manufacturing paper plates and bowls. It produces 1,00,000 plates and
bowls each day. Due to local festival, it got an urgent order of extra 50,000 plates and bowls. Advise
how the company will fulfill it s order and which method of recruitment would you suggest?
Answer There are tw o sources; internal and external. If internal source IS used then existing
workforce can be asked to work ov ertime. If external source is used then
1. existing em ployees can be asked to recommend nam es of their friends and relatives.
2. recruitment through labour contract ors can also be done.
Ca se Problems
1. A com pany X limited is setting up a new plant in India for manufacturing auto com ponents. India is
a highly com petitive and cost effective production base in this sector. Many reputed car
manu facturers source their auto components from here. X limited is planning to capture about 40%
of the market share in India and also export to the tune of at least $ 5 million in about 2 years of it s
planned operations. To achieve these targets it requires a highly trained and m otivated work force.
You have been retained by the company to advise it in this matter. While giving answer keep in mind
the sector, the com pany is operating.
Question 1. Outline the process of staffing the com pany should follow.
Answer X Ltd is planning to set up new plant in India for manu facturing auto com ponents. The prime
concern of the com pany is to hire the manpower who are highly trained and m otivated. In order to
achieve the targets, the com pany should follow the staffing process in this manner.

Question 2. Which sources of recruitment the com pany should rely upon? Give reasons for y our
recomm endation.
Answer The com pany is establishing a new unit in India. Thus. they should rely on external sources
of recruitment. They should adopt this source and through em ployment exchange. placement
agencies. labour contractors they will able to get the good staff in company
This recomm endation is fruitful because through these sources the com pany is having a wide choice
of candidates. they can get the qualified personnel and brings new blood in the organisation who are
highly
com petitive. will work harder to show better performance.
Question 3. Outline the process of selection the com pany should follow with reasons.
Answer Through recruitm ent process organisation receive large num ber of applications. In order to
select the m ost suitable candidate to perform the job. Selection process is to be considered. Following
steps are to be taken

Company should follow these steps in series as the first step preliminary screening helps the manager
to select am ong those candidates whose applications are selected
Second step is selection test it is to be conducted to check the practical knowledge of the candidate.
Third st ep interview is t o be taken of those candidates who qualify the test. A panel of experts
is called which are identifying the best am ong hundreds.
Fourth st ep is selection decision. The candidates who pass the test, interview included In selection
list and critically examined that they are best or not.
Fifth st ep is examining their medical fitness they are efficient or not.
Sixth st ep is to offer the job, providing them a letter of appointment in which terms and conditions
are mentioned.
The final st ep is contract of employment when candidate accepts the job offer they signed the
contract of employment, the em ployer and candidate exchange certain documents.
Question 4. Which methods of training and developm ent should be Com pany initiate? Explain
giving reasons.
Answer The com pany can use ‘On the job’ and ‘Off the job’ training methods.
The merits or benefits of ‘On the job’ are
1. It is a practical method.
2. The trainee can contribute towards the real/actual work. (iii) Separate arrangem ents need not
be done.
If the ‘Off the job’ methods are used then the benefits derived are
1. Vestibule training helps in av oiding m odern and expensive equipm ent from being damaged.
2. Conference helps In to develop conceptual knowledge reduce, resistance to change etc.
2. A major insurance company handled all recruiting screening and training processes for data
entry/custom er service representatives. Their competitor was attracting m ost of the qualified,
potential em ployees in their market. Recruiting was made even m ore difficult by the strong economy

and the ‘job seeker’s market: This resulted in the client having to choose from candidates who had the
‘soft’ skills needed for the job, but lacked the proper ‘hard’ skills and training.
Question 1. As an HR manager what problem s do y ou see in the com pany?
Answer The human resource manager may face the following problem s
(i) Lack of trained workforce
(ii) Lack of sufficient personnel to provide customer services.
(iii) Inefficient maintenance of data.
Question 2. How do y ou think it can be resolved?
Answer Following steps can be taken to resolve these problems
(i) Proper training of the personnel.
(ii) Provision of incentive based schemes.
(iii) Proper data base should be ma intained by the com pany provide efficient services. in order to
3. A public transport corporation has hired 1,000 buses for the different routes for the passengers of
metropolitan city. Most of the 3,000 crewm en (drivers, conduct, helpers etc) of these buses have been
found to be wanting in satisfactorily dealing with public and daily commuter. They seem to be little
int erested in the job and the job seem to have lost all meaning to them.
Question 1. As manager of the public transport com pany what measures do y ou suggest to improve
the working of crewman in question?
Answer The following m easures can be taken to improve the working of crewmen.
(i) Along with wages/salary various other facilities should be provided to them like education for their
children, insurance etc.
(ii) Working hours should be between 7 to 8 per day
(iii) Intervals should be provided.
Question 2. Is it possible to m odify their behaviour by planning a suitable type of training? Suggest
one.
Answer Yes, it is possible to m odify their behaviour by planning ‘coaching’ training programme as in
this programme superior guides and instruct the trainee as a coach. He suggests the changes required
in behaviour and performan ce of the em ployee. Coach gives due Im portance to the objective of
individual and objectives of organisation. Thus, effective coaching m otivates the em ployees to
perform their best ability.
4. Ms Jayshree recently com pleted her post graduate diploma in human resource managem ent. A few
m onths from now a large steel manufacturing com pany appointed her as it s human resource
manager. As of new, the com pany employs 800 persons and has an expansion plan in hand which
may required another 200 persons for various types of additional requirem ents. Ms Jayshree has
been given com plete charge of the com pany’s human resource department.
Question 1. Point out what functions is she supposed to perform?
Answer Ms Jayshree as HR manager is required to perform the following functions
(i) Recruitment
(ii) Prepare job description
(iii) Preparing com pensation and incentive plans
(iv) Arranging training programmes
(v) Making welfare schem es for employ ees
(vi) Handling grievances of employees
(vii) Handling labour dispute
Question 2. What problem s do y ou foresee in her job?
Answer She may face the following problem s
(i) Properly qualified candidates may not be available.
(ii) Demand for wages may go higher.
(iii) After providing training the workers may leave the organisation.
(iv) Trade unions may bring unreasonable deman ds.

Question 3. What steps is she going to take to perform her job efficiently?
Answer Following steps can be taken by her to perform her job efficiently
(i) She should make use of all the possible sources of recruitment.
(ii) She should frequently consult the experts and also observ e the policies followed by com petitors to
recruit and retain the workforce.
(iii) Maintaining cordial relationship With trade unions and encouraging them to act as one big
family.
Question 4. How significant is her rote in the organisation?
Answer Her role n very significant In the organisation. She is a human resources manager and
concerned with timely procurement of com petent manpower and ensuring its effective and efficient
utilisation so as to survive along with the three main objectives; organisational. individual and
societal.
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Multiple Choice Questions
Question 1. Which one of the following is not an element of direction?
(a) Motivation
(b) Communication
(c) Delegation
(d) Supervision
Answer (c) Delegation is not en element of direction.
Question 2. The motivation theory which classifies needs in hierarchical order is developed by

(a) Fred Luthans
(b) Scott
(c) Abraham Maslow
(d) Peter F Drucker
Answer (c) Abraham Maslow gave the hierarchy of five human needs.
Question 3. Which of the following is a financial incentive?
(a) Promotion
(b) Stock incentive
(c) Job security
(d) Employee participation
Answer (b) Stock incentive is a financial incentive which is a employee stock option with a tax benefit.
Question 4. Which of the following is not an element of communication process?
(a) Decoding
(b) Communication
(c) Channel
(d) Receiver
Answer (b) Communication is not the element of communication process, it is understood as a process of
exchange.
Question 5. Grapevine is
(a) Formal communication
(b) Barrier to communication
(c) Lateral communication
(d) Informal communication
Answer (d) Informal system of communication is referred as “Grapevine” .
Question 6. Status comes under the following type of barriers
(a) Semantic barrier
(b) organisational barrier
(c) Non semantic barrier
(d) Psychological barrier
Answer (b) Status related to organisation, Thus, it is a organisational barrier.
Question 7. The software company promoted by Narayan M urthy is
(a) Wipro
(b) infosys
(c) Saty am
(d) HCL
Answer (b) Narayana M urthy promoted Infosys.
Question 8. The highest level need in need Hierarchy of Abraham M aslow
(a) Safety need
(b) Belongingness need
(c) Self actualisation need
(d) Prestige need
Answer (c) Self actualisation need is the highest level of need as it refers to the drive to become what one is
capable of becoming.
Question 9. The process of converting the message into communication sy mbols is known as
(a) Media
(b) Encoding
(c) Feedback
(d) Decoding
Answer (b) The process of converting message into sy mbol is known as Encoding.

Question 10. The communication network in which all subordinates under a sup ervisor communicate through
sup ervisor only is
(a) single chain
(b) inverted
(c) wheel
(d) free flow
Answer (c) In the wheel network, the communication takes place in such a manner that subordinates under a
sup ervisor communicate through sup ervisor only.
Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Distinguish between leaders and managers.
Answer Difference between Managers and Leaders

Question 2. Define Motivation.
Answer M otivation is defined as inducing, inspiring and stimulating a person to perform with their best ability ,
to accomplish the goal. It depends upon satisfying needs of p eople. In the words of Farland, “motivation is the
way in which urges, desires, asp irations or needs, direct control and explain the behaviour of human beings”.
Question 3. What is informal communication?
Answer The social interactions, gossips, friendly talks and non officiat matters which are discussed among
different members of organisation who are not officially recognised is known as informal communication or we
can say the communication that takes p lace without following the formal guidelines of communication Is said to
be informal communication. This type of communication establishes the personal relationship among
employees. It is flexible, dynamic and no records of information communication are maintained under this
Informal communication system is generally referred to as “Grapevine”.
Question 4. What are semantic barriers of communication?
Answer While communicating a message, misrepresentation of communication causes misunderstanding on
account of use of wrong words lack of vocabulary skills, faulty translations, different interpretations is known
as semantic barriers. It is concerned with the problems which arises in the process of encoding and decoding of
message into words or impressions. M ain causes of semantic barriers are listed below
(i) Badly expressed message
(ii) Symbols with different meanings
(iii) Faulty translations
(iv) Unclarified assumptions
(v) Technical jargon
(vi) Body language and gesture decoding
Question 5. Who is a supervisor?
Answer Supervision means instructing, guiding, monitoring motivating and observing the activities of
employees from over and above. The person who is performing the work of supervision is known as supervisor.
Supervisor is the link between management and subordinates. He is the person who translates the policies and

plan of management to the subordinates and revert back the complaint, suggestions and feedback of
subordinates to management.
Question 6. What are the elements of directing?
Answer Directing comprises of four elements
(i) Supervision It can be understood as the process of guiding and instructing the efforts of employees.
(ii) M otivation The process of encouraging the employees in order to help them in achieving the desired goals is
known as motivation
(iii) leadership It is the process of mtluencmq the behaviour of people by making them strive voluntarily
towards achievement of organisational goals.
(iv) Communication It is the process of exchange of ideas, Views, facts, feelings etc between or among people
to create common understanding.
Question 7. Explain the process of motivation.
Answer M otivation process is based on how unsatisfied human need gets satisfied and results in reduction of
tension.
The steps of motivation process are as follows

(i) Unsatisfied Need The need of an individual which is not satisfied.
(ii) Tension Unsatisfied need creates tension
(iii) Drive This tension creates drive and an Individual starts looking for alternatives to satisfy the need.
(iv) Search Behaviour Then he starts behaving as per chosen option.
(v) S atisfied Need After opting the chosen behaviour his need got satisfied.
(vi) Reduction of Tension The fulfillment of need results in relieving of tension.
Question 8. Explain different networks of grapevine communications.
Answer Grapevine communications may follow different types of network they are
(i) Single Strand Network Each person communicates to the other in sequence.
(ii) Gossip Network Each person communicates with all on non-selective basis.

(iii) Probability Network The Individual communicates randomly with other Individual

(iv) Cluster Network The individual communicates with only those people whom he trusts

Long Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Explain the principles of Directing.
Answer Principles of Directing
(i) Maximum Individual Contribution This principle emphasises that directing techniques must help every
employee to contribute to his maximum potential in order to achieve the organisational goals. It should help In
bringing out unused or dormant p otential of an employee to improve the efficiency of the organisation. e.g.,
suitable and appropriate Incentives should be given to encourage employees to improve their performance.
(i) Harmony of Objectives M ost of the lime It happens that the organisational objectives and Individual
objectives move in opposite directions, The person In charge of a team of workers should guide and Instruct his
team In such a manner that they realise the Importance 0f both the objectives
(ii) Unity of Command This principle insists that a person in the organisation should receive Instructions from
one superior only. If Instructions are received from more than one, it creates confusion, conflict and disorder In
the organisation Adherence to this principle ensures effective direction.
(iv) Appropriateness of Direction Technique According to this principle. appropriate motivational and
leadership technique should be used while directing the people based on subordinate needs capabilities.
attitudes etc, e.g .. combination of both monetary and non-monetary Incentives should be used to elicit the right
response from the employees.
(v) Managerial Communication Directing should convey clear Instructions to create total understanding to
subordinates Through proper feed back the manager should ensure that subordinate understands his instructions
clearly.
(vi) Use of Informal Organisation Informal groups or organisations exist within every formal organisation and
every manager should spot and make use of such organisations for effective directing

(vii) Leadership While directing the subordinates managers should exercise good leadership as it can influence
the subordinates positively without causing dissatisfaction among them.
(viii) Follow Through M ere giving of an order is not sufficient M anagers should follow It up by reviewing
continuously whether orders are being implemented accordingly or any problems are being faced by the
subordinates.
Question 2. Explain the qualities of a good leader. Do the qualities alone ensure leadership success?
Answer Some 01the qualities required by all leaders are
(i) Physical Features It IS believed that good physical features attract people. Height. weight. health.
appearance determine the physical personality of an individual.
(ii) Knowledge A good leader should have required knowledge and competence Only such person can Instruct
subordinates correctly and Influence them
(iii) Integrity He should be a role model to other regarding the ethics and values A leader should possess high
level of integrity and honesty.
(iv) Initiative A good leader never waits for opp ortunities to come to his way rather he grabs the opportunity
and use it to the advantage of organisation.
(v) Communication and Motivation S kills A leader should be a good communicator. He should have the
capacity to explain his Ideas and make the people to understand his Ideas. He should also understand the needs
of people and motivate them through satisfying their needs.
(vi) Self Confidence A high level of self confidence is very important for any leader He should not loose his
confidence even in most difficult times A p erson who is not himself confident will never be successful in
providing confidence to his followers
(vii) Decisiveness Leader should be able to take decisions while managing the work. Once he is convinced
about a fact, he should be firm and should not change opinions frequently.
(viii) S ocial Skills A leader should be sociable and friendly with his colleagues and followers. He should
understand people and maintain good human relations WIth them.
M any times, the success of an organisation is attributed to the leader, but due credit is not given to the
followers. M any followers related factors like their skills, knowledge. commitment, willingness to co-operate
team spirit etc make a person an effective leader It is said that followers make a person, a good leader by
acceptance of leadership. Therefore both followers and leaders are playing an vital role in leadership process.
Question 3. Discuss M aslow’s Need Hierarchy theory of motivation.
Answer M aslow’s need Hierarchy Theory of M otivation M otivation IS a psychological term and the needs of
an employee plays an important role In motivation. In order to study motivation various researchers develop ed
theories on them. Among them Abraham Maslow’s need Hierarchy theory IS considered of worth. As per him,
their exists a Hierarchy of five needs these are
(i) Basic Physiological Needs These needs are most basic in the hierarchy and corresponds to primary needs.
Food, clothing shelter are a few examples of this type of need Basic salary helps to fulfill these needs.

(ii) S afety/Security Needs When the basic needs satisfied, people start thinking of future. These needs p rovide
security and protection from
(iii) Affiliation/Belonging Need These needs refer to human feeling of belongingness. We all as human beings
look forward to being accepted In the society e.g.. friendship.
(iv) Esteem Needs These include factors such as self-respect, autonomous status, attention An individual wants
a resp ect and recognition from others in this need
(v) Self-actualisation Needs It is the highest level of need in the hierarchy It refers to the drive to become what
one is capable of becoming The needs include growth self-fulfillment and achievement of goals etc.
Question 4. What are the common barriers to effective communication suggest measures to overcome them?
Answer Common Barriers to Effective Communication M anagers in all organisations face problems due to
communication barriers These barriers may prevent a communication or filter part of it or carry Incorrect
meaning due to which misunderstanding may be created. Therefore all managers should take some steps to
overcome these barriers.
There are broadly four groups of barriers
(i) Semantic Barriers Semantic barriers are concerned with problems and obstructions In the process of
encoding and decoding of message Into words or -expressions Normally such barriers result on account of use
of wrong words, faulty translations. different interpretations etc. These are discussed below
(a) Badly Expressed Message Sometimes the message is not communicated correctly by the manager because
of inadequate vocabulary, usage of wrong words. omission of needed words etc.
(b) S ymbols with Different Meaning A word may have several meanings Receiver has to perceive one such
meaning for the word used by communicator.
(c) Faulty Translations Sometimes while translating If incorrect translation is done due to p oor command over
both the languages then meaning of the message changes This leads to cause different meanings to the
communications.
(d) Unclarified Assumptions Sometimes communication may have certain assumptions which are subject to
different interpretations the one should always clear the meaning of what he is instructing the worker to do, so
that the worker has no doubts in his mind.
(e) Technical Jargon Sometimes sp ecialists may use technical words in their communication by which the
receiver IS not aware Therefore, they may not understand the complete conversation.
(f) Body Language and Gesture Decoding The body movement and body gestures plays an important role in
conveying the message. If there is no match between what is said and what is expressed In body movements,
communications may be wrongly perceived.
(ii) Psychological Barriers Emotional or psychological factors acts as barrier to communications e.g., a person
who is warned cannot understand what is being told. Some of the psychological barriers are
(a) Premature Evaluation Sometimes people evaluate the meaning of message before the sender completes his
message. Such premature evaluation may be due to preconceived notions.
(b) Lack of Attention If the mind is p re-occupied then the result is non-listening of message by receiver act as
a major psy chological barrier.
(c) Lon by Transmission and Poor Retention When message passes through various levels. successive
transmission of message results in loss of information. It happens mostly with oral communication. Also people
cannot retain the information for a long time if they are inattentive or not interested.
(d) Distrust If the communicator and communicate do not believe on each other. they can not understand each
others message in its original sense as they are not giving importance to the information exchanged.
(iii) Organisational Barriers The factors related to organisation structure, authority relationships, rules and
regulations may sometimes act as barriers to effective communication some of these
barriers are
(a) Organisational Policy If the organisational policy is not supportive to free flow of communication, it may
hamper effectiveness of communications.
(b) Rules and Regulations Rigid rules and cumbersome procedures may be a hurdle to communication
similarly, communication through prescribed channel may result in delays.

(c) S tatus Status of superior may create psychological distance between him and his subordinates The people
working at higher level may not allow his subordinates to express their feelings freely.
(d) Complex Organisational Structure In an organisation where there are number of managerial levels,
communications gets delayed and distorted as number of filtering pomts are more
(e) Organisational Facilities For smooth clear and timely communication proper facilities are required like
frequent meetings suggestion box. internet connection, Inter-com facility. Lack or ineffectiveness of these
facilities may create communication problems
(iv) Personal Barriers The personal factors of both sender and receiver may exert influence on effectiVe
communication. Some of the personal barriers are
(a) Fear of Challenge to Authority If a supenor feels that a particular communication may effect his authority
negatively then he/she may not speak it out clearly and openly.
(b) Lack of Confidence of Superior on his Subordinate If superiors do not have confidence on their
subordinates, they may not seek their advice or opinions.
(c) Unwillingness to Communicate Sometime subord nator may not be prepared to communicate with their
sup eriors if they think that it may adversely affect their interests.
(d) Lack of Proper Incentives If there is no reward for communication then employees may not be motivated
to communication e.q., if there IS no reward or appreciation for a good su ggestion, the subordinate may not be
willing to offer useful su ggestions again
Some measures which can be adopted by organisations to improve communications are
(i) Clarify the Ideas Before Communication The entire message to be communicated should be studied in
depth analysed and stated in such a manner that It is clearly conveyed to subordinates. The message should be
encoded In simple language which is understandable.
(ii) Communication According to the Needs of Receives All managers should be aware of the understanding
level of his/her subordinates. He should adjust his communication and select the words according to the
education and understanding levels of subordinates
(iii) Consult Others Before Communicating Before communicating anything. others who are linked with it In
some way or the other should be taken Into confidence for developing a better pian.
(iv) Be Aware of Languages, Tone and Content of Message The language used for communication should be
understandable to the listener. The tone of the appropriate and the matter should not be offending to anyone
(v) Convey Things of Help and Value to Listener It is always better to know the interests of the people with
whom you are communicating. If the message relates directly or Indirectly to such interests and needs II
certainly evokes resp onse trom communicate.
(vi) Ensure Proper Feedback The receiver of communication may be encouraged to respond process may be
Improved to communication. The communication by the feedback received to make it more responsive
(vii) Follow up Communication There should be a regular follow up and review on the instructions given to
subordinates Such follow up measures help in removing hurdles If any In implementing the instructions.
(viii) Be a Good Listener M anager should be a good listener. Patient and attentive listening solves half of the
problems. M anagers should also give Indications of their Interest in listening to their subordinates
Question 5. Explain different financial and non-financial incentives used to motivate employees of a company.
Answer Financial Incentives Financial incentives refer to incentives which are in direct monetary form or
measurable in monetary term and serve to motivate people for better performance. The financial incentives used
in organisations are listed below
(i) Pay and Allowances For every employee, salary is the basic monetary incentive It Includes basic pay, DA
and other allowances Salary system consists of regular increments In the pay every year and enhancement of
allowances from time to time.
(ii) Productivity Linked Wage Incentives Several wage incentives aim at linking payment of wages to
increase in productivity at Individual or group level.
(iii) Profit Sharing Profit sharing is meant to provide a share to employees In the profits of the organisation
Trus serves to motivate the employees to improves their performance and contribute to Increase in profits

(v) Co-Partnership/Stock Option Under these Incentives schemes, employees are offered company shares at a
set price which is lower than market p rice The allotment of shares creates a peeling of ownership to the
employees and makes them to contribute more for the growth of the organisation.
(vi) Retirement Benefits Several retirement benefits such as provident fund, pension and gratuity provide
financial security to employees after their retirement. This act as an Incentive when they are In serv-es in the
organisation.
(vii) Perquisites In many companies perquisites and fringe benefits are offered such as car allowance, housing,
medical aid, and education etc over and above the salary. These measures help to provide motivation to the
employees/managers
Non-financial Incentives Incentives which help in fulfilling our psy chological emotional and social needs are
known as non-financial incentives Some of the non-financial Incentives are
(i) S tatus Status means ranking or high positions In the organisation. Whatever power position prestige an
employee enjoys in the organisation are indicated by his status Psychological, social and esteem needs of an
Individual are satisfied by status given to their job.
(ii) Organisational Climate This indicates the characteristics which describe an organisation and distinguish
one from the other. Individual autonomy. reward orientation, consideration to employees,
etc are some of the positive features of an organisation. If managers try and Include more of these In an
organisation helps to develop better organisational climate
(iii) Career Advancement Opportunity M anagers should provide opportunity to employees to improve their
skills and be promo-eo to the higher level Jobs appropriate skill development programmes and sound promotion
policy Will help employees 10 achieve promotions. Promotions have always worked as tonic and encourages
employees to exhibit improved performance
(iv) Job Enrichment Job enrichment is concerned with designing jobs that include greater variety of work
contentment require higher of knowledge and Skill, give workers more autonomy level and responsibility and
provide opportunity for personal growth and a meaningful work experience
(v) Employee Recognition Programmes Recognition means acknowledgement With a show of appreciation.
When such appreciation is given to the work performed by employees, they feel
motivated to perform/work at higher level. e g.,
(a) Congratulate the employee
(b) Disp laying names of star performers
(c) Installing awards
(d) Distributing mementos
(vi) Job S ecurity Employees want their job to be secure. They want certain stab lily about future income and
work so that they do not feet warned on these aspects and work with greater zeal There is only one problem
with this Incentive i.e., when people feel that they are not likely to lose their jobs. they may become relaxed.
(vii) Employee Participation It means Involving employees In decision making of the Issues related to them.
In many companies, these programmes are In practice In the form of joint management committees. work
committees canteen committees etc.
(viii) Employee Empowerment Empowerment means giving more autonomy and powers to subordinates.
Empowerment makes people feel that their Jobs are important. This feeling contributes positively to the use of
skills and talents n the Job performance
Application Type Questions
Question 1. The workers always try to show their inability when any new work is given to them. They are
always unwilling to take up any kind of work. Due to sudden rise in demand a firm wants to meet excess orders.
The supervisor is finding it difficult to cope up with the situation. Suggest ways for the supervisor to handle the
problem.
Answer “he superv sor can take help of monetary incentives to motivate the workers Their wages can be linked
to productivity they can earn more incentives besides wages by producing goods. Supervisor should also play
the role of a good leader and encourage them to accept any kind of work as It would lead to Increase exposure
to tre industry and better job prospects.

Question 2. Workers of a factory often come to the production manager with the grievances. The production
manager finds himself overburdened with so many tasks advise a way to relieve the production managers.
Answer To overcome the problem the production manager should take the follOWing measures
(i) Arrange necessary training programmes
(ii) Prepare a work schedule
(iii) Recommend the cases of the workers for promotion, rewards. transfer, punishment etc.
(iv) Proper availability of materials. machines and tools for the workers
(v) Delegate sum of rus authorities.
Question 3. In an organisation employees always feel they are under stress. They take last initiative and fear to
express their problems before the manager. What do you think is wrong with the manager?
Answer The manager should adopt more friendly approach towards the workers. The manager should
encourage a system of two-way communication, provide an outlet to workers to share their feelings, suggestions
and problems.
Question 4. In an organisation all the employees take things easy and are free to approach anyone for minor
queries and problems. This has resulted in everyone taking to each other and thus resulting in inefficiency in the
office. It has also resulted in loss of secrecy and confidential information being leaked out. What sy stem do you
think the manager should adopt to improve communication?
Answer Excess of everything is bad. More use of Informal communication IS resulting in this p roblem. A
proper chain of command should be established. Only the necessary information should be passed through chain
of command The employees will not be allowed to communicate at all levels. This Will save time and more
discipline.
Case Problem
Y limited is a bank functioning in India. It is planning to diversify into increase business. Lately, the
Government of India has allowed the private sector to gain entry in the increase business. Previously, it was the
prerogative of LIC and GICto do insurance business. But now with liberalisation of the economy and to make
the field competitive other compnies have been given licenses to start insurance business under the regualtion of
1nsurance Regulatory and Development Authority’.
Y limited plans to recruit high quality employees and agents and exercise effective direction to capture a
substantial part of life and non-life insurance business.
Question 1. Identify how the company can supervise its employees and agents effectively. What benefits will
the company derive from effective supervision?
Answer The company can supervise I(S employees and agents by taKing the follOWing steps
(i) Training programmes should be organised
(ii) M ake them understand the various p olicies so that they can convince their clients.
(iii) Establishing targets for them and also monetary incentives.
(iv) Regularised system for submission of periodical reports of their performance.
The benefits of the above steps will be
(i) Trained personnel will give better performance. They can Improve upon their skills
(ii) Knowledge of the products of the Insurance company will ensure better satisfaction tor the clients.
(iii) They will compete to give better performance and earn higher incentives.
(iv) It will help in identifying the areas where workers and agents need sp ecialised training programmes.
Question 2. What financial and non financial incentives can the company use for employees and agents
separately to motivate them. What benefits company will get from them?
Answer Incentives for Employees
(i) Financial
(a) Productivity linked wage incentive
(b) Bonus
(c) Co-partnership
(d) Employee stock option
(ii) Non-financial

(a) Job-security
(b) S tatus
(c) Employee empowerment
(d) Employee recognition programme
Incentives for Agents
(i) Financial
(a) Commis Sion
(b) Bonus ike paid vacation
(ii) Non-financial Incentive
(a) Cordial relationship
(b) Career advancement opportunity
(c) Job enrichment
(d) Recognition programmes like certificate of merit etc.
(e) Company achieves the motivation among the employees and they will contribute more in achieving targets.
Question 3. How can the company ensure that higher order needs i.e., the esteem and self actualisation needs
are met?
Answer The higher order needs can be satisfied through
(i) Career advancement op portunity
(ii) Assignment of challenging job
(iii) Perquisites
(iv) Participation in management decisions
Question 4. Identify the qualities of leadership in this line of business that the company manager must possess
to motivate employees and agents.
Answer The qualities of leaders which the manager of the Insurance company must possess are
(i) Intelligence
(ii) Good communication skills
(iii) Self confidence, integrity and honesty
(iv) Good listener
(v) Pleasing personality
Question 5. Give a model of formal communication system that the company can follow. Identify the barriers in
this model, how can they be removed?
Answer The most suitable model for formal communication
Barriers to Effective Communication
(i) Barriers Due to Organisational S tructure An organisational structure is complex with numerous levels in
between which creates distance between the top management and the workers. With long lines of
communication, there is p ossibility of message losing its significance.
(ii) Psychological Barriers Everyone perceives information in the light of their own experiences, p rejudices
and thinking.
(iii) Inability to Communicate The lack of ability to communicate leads to misunderstanding and confusion.
Different people have different meaning for same words.
(iv) S tatus and Position Sometimes, effective flow of communication is hampered by status and position of the
sender and receiver.
Measures to Overcome the Barriers
(i) Clarity in the thoughts of the sender is must for effective communication.
(ii) The sender should try to make the message meaningful and understandable.
(iii) Message should be precise and to the point.
(iv) The sender should always take the feedback from the receiver.

Question 6. How can informal communication help to supplement formal communication model given by you
in answer to question?
Answer Informal communication takes p lace outside the official channels of communication It fills the gap s
that might exist in the formal communication. M erits of Informal communication are
(i) It helps the members to discuss the matters which cannot be discussed at the official level.
(ii) It is a way of knowing the reactions and opinions of the people about a change.
(iii) It helps in building team splnt,
(iv) The information flows at a faster speed.
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Multiple Choice Questions
Question 1. An efficient control system helps to
(a) accom plishes organisational objectives
(b) boosts em ploy ee m orals
(c) judges accuracy of standards
(d) All of the abov e
Answer (d) Efficient control system helps to accom plish objectives. boosts em ployee m orals. judges
accuracy of standards. analy se deviations.
Question 2. Controlling function of an organisation is
(a) forwar d looking
(b) back m oral looking
(c) forward as well as backward looking
(d) None of the above
Answer (c) Controlling is forwar d looking because it does not end only by com paring past
performance with standards. Controlling is backward looking because It postm ortem s all past
activities to set future standards.Thus, controlling is both forward as well as backward looking.
Question 3. Managem ent audit is a technique to keep a check on the performance of
(a) com pany
(b) managem ent of the com pany
(c) shareholders
(d) customers
Answer (b) The purpose of managem ent audit is to review the efficiency and effectiveness of
management of the com pany.
Question 4. Budgetary control requires the preparation of
(a) training schedule
(b) budgets
(c) network diagram
(d) responsibility centres
Answer (b) Budgetary control is a technique in which all operations are planned in advance in the
form of budgets.
Question 5. Which of the following is not applicable to responsibility accounting?
(a) Investment centre
(b) Accounting centre
(c) Profit centre
(d) Cost centre
Answer (b) Accounting centre is not applicable to responsibility accounting.
Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Explain the m eaning of controlling.
Answer Controlling m eans ensuring that activities In an organisation are perform ed as per the plans
Controlling also ensures that an organisations resources are being used effectively and efficiently for
the achievement of desired goals Controlling is, thus a goal oriented function. Controlling is a very
im portant managerial function. Because of controlling manager is able to com pare actual
performance with the planned performance In order to control the activities at all levels manager
needs to perform controlling function.

Question 2. Planning is looking ahead and controlling is looking back comment.
Answer Planning and controlling are inseparable Planning is the primary function of every
organisation it is the thinking process. which means looking ahead or making plans that how desired
goal IS achieved in future thus It is called a form ed look'”g function on the other hand controlling IS a
sy stematic function which measures the actual performance with the planned performance.
It com pared and analysed the whole process of an organisation and take correcting actions. Thus, it is
a backward looking function but the statement “Planning is looking ahead and controlling is looking
back” IS partially correct because it should be understood that planning is glided by past experiences
and the corrective action initiated by control function which alm s to Improv e future performance
Thus. planning and controlling are both backward looking as well as a forwar d looking functions.
Question 3. ‘An effort to control everything may end up in controlling nothing’. Explain.
Answer It’s a well known fact that “Jack of all ma ster of none when we start controlling everything It
results In control mq nothing because It is n ot possible at one tim e to control various activities as this
process may neither be economical nor easy Control thus focus on KRAs (Key Result Areas). It means
Instead of controlling all activities, control where the critical points goes wrong and by which
organisation suffers Thus, KRAs are set as critical points and one should be aware that he has to
control what.
Question 4. Write a short note on budgetary control as a technique of man agerial control.
Answer Budgetary control s a technique of managerial control In which all operations are planned
and this will help us in knowing how much we have to spend in order to achieve the future result. It
com pared the actual result with budgetary standards. This comparison reveals the necessary actions
to be taken so that the organisational objectives are accom plished. Budgeting offers the following
advantages
1. Bu dgeting focuses on specific and time bound targets.
2. Bu dgeting standards is a source of m otivation to the employees they set the against which their
performance will be appraised and thus, enables them to perform better
3. Bu dgeting helps in optimum utilisation of resources by allocating them according to the
requirements of different department s.
4. It helps the managem ent in setting standards.
Question 5. Explain how management audit serves as an effective technique of controlling.
Answer Management audit is a technique which helps measuring the efficiency and effectiveness of
management. It is a com prehensive and constructive review Thus, we can say it is defined as the
review of the functioning performance and to improve Its efficiency In future penod hence It serves as
an effective technique of control mq following points are proving the same
1. It helps to locate present and potential deficiencies in the performance of managem ent
functions.
2. It helps to Improv e the control system of an organisation by continuously m onitoring the
performance of management.
3. It ensures updating of eXisting managerial polic.es and strategies In the light of environmental
changes This results in efficient controlling of managem ent.
Long Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Explain the various steps involved in the process of control.
Answer Controlling is a systematic process involving following steps
(i) Setting Performance Standards The first step in the controlling process is setting up of
performance standards. Standards are the criteria against which actual performance would be
measured. Standards can be set In both quantitative as well as qualitative terms
Some of the qualitative standards are cost to be Incurred, product unit s to be produced, time to be
spent in performing a task etc. Im proving goodwill and m otivation level of employees are exam ples of
qualitative standards.

(ii) Measurement of Actual Performance Once performance standards are set, the next step is
measurem ent of actual performance. Performance should be m easured in an objective and reliable
manner. Som e of the techniques used for measuring the performance are personal observ ation.
sample checking performan ce reports etc.
(iii) Comparing Actual Performance with Standards This step involves com parison of actual
performance with the standards. Such com parison will reveal the deviation between actual and
desired results. Com parison becom es easier when standards are set in quantitative term s. For
in stance, performance of a worker In term s of units produced in a week can be easily measured
against the standard output for the week.
(iv) Analy sing Deviations Some deviations in performance can be expected in all activities. It is
therefore, im portant to determine the acceptable range of deviations. Also, deviations in key areas
of bu siness need to be attended m ore urgently as com pared to deviations in certain insignificant
areas. Critical point control and managem ent by exception should be used by a manager in this
regard.
(v) Taking Corrective Action The final step in the controlling process is taking corrective action.
No corrective action is required when the deviations are within acceptable limits. However, when the
deviations go bey ond the acceptable range. especially in the im portant areas. It demands immediate
managerial attention so that deviations do not occur again and standards are accomplished. Incase
the deviations cannot be corrected through managerial action. the standards may have to be revised.
Question 2. Explain the techniques of managerial control.
Answer The various techniques of managerial control may be classified into broad categories
(i) Tra ditional Techniques Those techniques which have been used by the com panies for a long
time now are traditional techniques. However., these have not becom e obsolete and are still being
used by
com panies.
(a) Personal Observation Personal observation enables the manager to collect first hand
in formation. It also creates a psychological pressure on the employ ees to perform well as they are
aware that they are being observed personally in their job.
(b) Statistical Reports Statistical analysis in the form of averages, percentages, ratios, correlation
etc. Present useful information to the managers regarding performan ce of the organisation in various
areas. Such information when presented in the form of charts. graphs. tables etc enables the
managers to read them m ore easily and allow a com parison to be made with performan ce in previous
periods and also with the benchmarks.
(c) Break-even Analysis It is a technique used by managers to study the relationship between
costs, volume and profits. It determines the probable profits and losses at different levels of activity .
The sales volume at which there is n o profit. no loss is known as break-even point. It is a useful
technique for the managers as it helps in estimating profits at different levels of activities.
(d) Budget ary Control It is a technique of managerial control in which all operations are planned
in advance in the form of budgets and actual results are com pared with budgetary standards. This
com parison reveals the necessary actions to be taken so that organisational goals are accom plished. A
bu dget is a quantitative statem ent for a definite future period of time for the purpose of obtaining a
given objective. It is also a statem ent which reflects the policy of that particular period. It will contain
figures of forecasts both in term s of time and quantities.
(ii) Modern Techniques Modern techniques of controlling are those which are of recent origin and
are com paratively new in managem ent literature. They provide a new thinking on the way s In which
various aspects of an organisation can be controlled
(a) Return on Investm ent Return on Investm ent (ROI) is a useful technique which provides the basic
yardstick for measuring whether or not invested capital has been used effectively for generating
reasonable am ount of return. It can be calculated as under

ROI pr ov ides top managem ent an effective m eans of control for measuring and com paring
performance of different departm ents. It also permits departmental managers to find out the problem
which affects ROI in an adverse manner.
(b) Ratio Analysis It refers to analysis of financial statem ents through com putation of ratios. The
m ost comm only used ratios are
 Rati os Liquidity ratios are calculated to determinedly short term solvency of business.
 Rati os Ratios which are calculated to determine the long term solvency of business are
known as Solvency ratios.
 Rati os These ratios are calculated to analyse the profitability position of a business.
 Rati os They are calculated to determine the efficiency of operations based on effective
utilisation of resources.
(iii) Responsibility Accounting Responsibility accounting is a system of accounting in which
different sections, divisions and departments of an organisation are set up as ‘responsibility centres’.
The head of the centre is responsible for achieving the target set for his centre. Responsibility centres
may be of the following types
(a) Cost Centre A cost or expense centre Is a segm ent of an organisation n which managers are held
responsible for the cost Incurr ed in the centre but not for the revenues e.g., production departm ent
(b) Rev enue Centre A revenue centre is held responsible for generating revenue e.g.. marketing
department.
(c) Profit Centre A profit centre is responsible for both cost and revenue e.g., repair and
maintenance departm ent
(d) Inv estment Centre An investm ent centre is responsible not only for profits but also for
inv estments ma de in the centre In the form of assets.
(iv) Management Audit Management audit refers to sy stematic appraisal of the ov erall
performance of the managem ent of an organisation. The purpose is t o review the efficiency
and effectiveness of managem ent and to Im prove its performance in future periods. It is helpful in
identifying the deficiencies in the performance of management functions The main advantages are
(a) Helps to locate weaknesses.
(b) It helps to improve control system.
(c) Ensures updating of existing managerial policies and strategies in the light of environmental
changes.
(v) PERT and CPM Programme evaluation and review technique and critical path m ethod are
im portant network techniques useful n planning and controlling These techniques are especially
useful in planning, scheduling and Im plem enting tim e bound projects Inv olving performance of a
variety of com plex, diverse and inter-related activities These techniques deal with time scheduling
and resource allocation for these activities and aim s at effective execution of projects within given
lime schedule and structure of costs.
(vi) Management Information Sy stem MIS IS a com puter based Information system that
provides informat ion and support for effective managerial decision-ma king A decision maker requires
up-to-date accurate and tim ely information. MIS provides the required information to the managers
by systematically processing a massive data generated In an organisation Thus, MIS IS an
im portant communication tool for managers
Question 3. Explain the im portance of controlling in an organisation. What are the problems faced
by the organisation in implementing an effective control system?
Answer Control is an indispensable function of management Without control the best of plans can
go away. A good control system helps an organisation in the following way

(i) Accomplishing Organisational Goals The controlling function m easures progress towards
the organisational goals and brings to light the deviations If any and indicates corrective action. It
thus. gUides the organisation and keeps it on the right track so that organisational goals might be
achieved
(ii) Judging Accuracy of St andards A good control system enables management to verify
whether the standards set are accurate and objective an efficient control system keeps a careful check
on the changes taking place in the organisation and in the environm ent and helps to review and revise
the standards in light of such changes.
(iii) Making Efficient Use of Resources By exercising control a manager seeks to reduce wastage
and spoilage of resources. Each activity is perform ed in accordance with pre-determined standards
and norm s. This ensures that resources are used in the m ost efficient and effective manner.
(iv) Improving Employ ee Motivation A good control system ensures that em ployees know well
in advance what they are expected to do and what are the standards of performance on the basis of
which they will be appraised. It, thus m otivates them and helps them to give better performance
(v) Ensuring Order and Discipline Controlling creates an atmosphere of order and discipline In
the organisation It helps to m inimise dishonest behaviour on the part of the employees by keeping a
close check on their activities
(vi) Facilitating Co-ordination in Action Controlling provides direction to ai’ activities and
efforts for achieving organisational goals Each department implem ented em ployee is governed by
pre-determined standards which are well co-ordination with one another This ensures that overall
organisational objectives are accom plished.
Alth ough controlling is an im portant function of management. It suffers from the following
limitations also
(i) Difficulty in Setting Quantitative Standards Control system loses som e of its effectiveness
when standards cannot be defined in quantitative terms. This makes m easurement of performance
and their com parison with standards a difficult task. Employ ee m orale, job satisfaction and human
behav iour are such areas where this problem might arise.
(ii) Little Control on External Fact ors Generally an enterprise cann ot control external factors
such as government policies, technological changes com petition etc.
(iii) Resistance from Employ ees Control is offer resisted by employees.
They see it as a restriction on their freedom . For instance, em ployees might object when they are kept
under a strict watch with the help of Closed Circuit Televisions (CCTVs).
(iv) Costly Affair Control is a costly affair as It Involves a lot of expenditure. tim e and effort. A
small enterprise cannot afford to install an expensive control system. It cannot justify the expenses
inv olved. Managers mu st ensure that the costs of installing and operating a control sy stem should not
exceed the benefits derived from it.
Question 4. Discuss the relationship between planning and controlling.
Answer Planning and controlling are inseparable, they are twins of management. A sy stem of control
pre-supposes the existence of certain standards. These standards of performance which serve as the
basis of controlling are provided by planning. Once a plan becom es operational controlling is
necessary to m onit or the progress, m easure it, discover deviations and initiate corrective measures to
ensure that events conform to plans.
Planning is clearly a pre-requisite for controlling. Controlling cannot be accom plished with planning.
With planning there is n o pre-determined understanding of the desired performance, planning seeks
consistent, integrated and articulated programmes while controlling seeks to com pel events to
conform to plans.
Application Type Questions
Following are som e behaviours that you and others might engage in on the job. For each item, choose
the behaviour that management mu st keep a check to ensure an efficient control system.
1. Biased performance appraisals.

2. Using com pany’s supplies for personal use.
3. Asking a person to violate com pany’s rules.
4. Calling office to take a day off when one is sick.
5. Ov erlooking boss’s error to prove loyalty.
6. Claiming credit for som eone else’s m om.
7. Reporting a violation on noticing it.
8. Falsifying quality reports.
9. Taking longer than necessary to do the job.
10. Setting standards in consultation with workers.
You are also required to suggest the management how the undesirable behaviour can be controlled.
Answers
1. To avoid biased appraisal, performance appraisal should be taken by a committee of experts.
2. The statem ent are not so expensive, so it can be ignored.
3. Strict and Immediate disciplinary action should be taken.
4. Mass bunking should not be allowed.
5. Secret suggestion box can be used to collect feedback about the boss for appraisal.
6. Performance records of employees to be maintained.
7. If m inor can be over looked
8. Strict quality control techniques should be used.
9. Time and m otion study should be used to fix standard.
10. The use of scientific techniques can help in fixing the m ost feasible and optimum standards.
Ca se Problem
A com pany M limited is manufacturing m obile phones both for dom estic Indian market as well as for
export. It had enjoyed a substantial market share and also had a loyal custom er following. But lately it
has been experiencing problems because it s targets have not been met with regard to sales and
custom er satisfaction. Also m obile market in India has grown trem endously and new players have
com e with better technology and pricing. This is causing problem s for the com pany. It is planning to
revamp its controlling system an d take other steps necessary to rectify the problem s it is facing.
Question 1. Identify the benefits the com pany will define from a good control system.
Answer When com pany starts following a good control on operations. it leads to derive benefits
which are
1. Helps in achieving desired goals.
2. Judging accuracy of operations.
3. Making efficient and effective use of resources.
4. Im proving employee m orale.
5. Ensuring proper flow of orders and the whole sy stem is in discipline.
6. It facilitates the co-ordination and Im prove the performance of every Individual.
Question 2. How can the com pany relate it s planning with control in this line of business to ensure
that its plans are actually implemented and targets attained?
Answer Company relates Its planning with control in this line of business by implem enting effective
control system as this will help in two aspects planning makes controlling effective and efficient
whereas controlling improv es future planning because it is like a postm ortem of past activities to find
out deviations from the standards and in order to ensure that its plan s are actually implemented and
targets are attained they will take the help from controlling process as it is a systematic process and it
leads to following benefits
1. Setting Up of Standards In this step. com pany set som e targets against which the actual
performance is m easured.
2. Measuring of Performance In this step, company is able to m easure the performance and
evaluating that what is actually done by the em ployees.

3. Compare Performance After evaluating the actual result. com pany com pares the actual
performance with the planned one this helps in knowing that the desired goal is achieved or
not.
4. Analysing Deviations This refers to the difference between actual and desired performan ce.
It helps in knowing to the company that the deviation is positive or negative. It needs focus on
which part rather than analysing whole.
5. Taking Corrective Measures Final step is t o know the type of operation and trying to
rem ove this deviation and in future it matches with the plans.
Question 3. Give the steps in the control process that the com pany should follow to rem ove the
problem s it is facing.
Answer The com pany should follow these steps in a systematic manner
1. Setting performance standards
2. Measurement of actual performance
3. Comparison of actual performance with standards
4. Analysing deviations
5. Taking corrective actions
Question 4. What techniques of control can the com pany use?
Answer The com pany should follow the m odern techniques to control the system
(i) ROI (Return on Investment) It is a useful technique of controlling ov erall performance of a
com pany. It Indicates how resources are being used. facilitates balanced use effectively of
capital em ployed. focuses on profits and relates them to capital Invested.
(ii) Responsibility Accounting Under this technique, organisation is divided into centres which is
responsible for overall growth of various departm ents. Responsibility centres in the organisation are
(a) Cost Centre Under this. one can check the production and operational cost.
(b) Revenue Centre Sales or marketing departm ents com e under this, it is responsible for generating
revenue.
(c) Profit Centre Profit = Revenue -Cost. It ensures the actual profit derived from the business.
(d) Investment Centre This centre ensures the optimum use of assets and it makes use of return on
inv estment.
(iii) MIS (Management Information Sy st em) It is a control technique which provides
in formation and support for effective managerial decision making. It provide accurate information to
the managers, helps in planning, controlling, provides cost effective information and many m ore.
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Multiple Choice Questions
1. The cheapest source of finance is
(a) debenture
(b) equity share capital
(c) preference share
(d) retained earning
Answer (d) Retained earning is the cheapest source of finance.
2. A decision to acquire a new and m odem plant to upgrade an old one is a
(a) financing decision
(b) working capital decision
(c) investment decision
(d) dividend decision
Answer (c) Inv estment decision is related to careful selection of assets in which funds will be
Inv ested by firm s. Thus, the abov e case com es under the investm ent decision.
3. Other things remaining the same, an increase in the tax rate on corporate profits will
(a) make debt relatively cheaper
(b) make debt relatively less cheap hom e
(c) no im pact on the cost of debt
(d) we can’t say
Answer (a) If the tax rate on corporate, profit will increase it makes debt relatively cheaper.
4. Com panies with higher growth paternal are likely to
(a) pay lower dividends
(b) pay higher dividends
(c) dividends are not affected by growth considerations
(d) None of the above
Answer (a) Companies who are having the higher growth pattern are likely to pay lower dividends.
5. Financial leverage is called favourable if
(a) return on investment is lower than cost of debt
(b) return on investm ent is higher than cost of debt
(c) debt is nearly available
(d) if the degree of existing financial leverage is low
Answer (b) If ROI is higher than cost of debt financial leverage in this case called favourable.
6. Higher debt equity ratio ( Debt/Equity ) results in Equity
(a) lower financial risk
(b) higher degree of operating risk
(c) higher degree of financial risk
(d) higher EPS
Answer (c) Higher debt equity ratio results in higher degree of financial risk.
7. Higher working capital usually results in

(a) higher current ratio, higher risk and higher profit s
(b) lower current ratio, higher risk and profits
(b) higher equitably, lower risk and lower profit s
(d) lower equitably, lower risk and higher profits
Answer (a) If the working capital is higher it results in higher current ratio, higher risk and higher
profits.
8. Curr ent assets are those assets which get converted into cash
(a) within six m onth
(b) within one year
(c) between one and three year
(d) between three and five year
Answer (b) Curr ent assets are those assets which are converted in cash in one year.
9. Financial planning arrives at
(a) minimising the external borrowing by resorting to equity issues
(b) entering that the firm always have significantly m ore fund than required so that there is no paucity
of funds
(c) ensuring that the firm paces neither a shortage nor a glut of unusable funds
(d) doing only what is possible with the funds that the firm has at its disposal
Answer (c) Financial planning m eans deciding how much to spen d and on what to spend it ensuring
that the firm paces neither a shortage nor a glut of unusable funds.
10. Higher dividends per share is associated with
(a) high earnings, high cash flows, unusable earnings and higher growth opportunities
(b) high earnings, high cash flows, stable earnings and high growth opportunities
(c) high earnings, high cash flows, stable earnings and lower growth opportunities
(d) high earnings, low cash flows, stable earnings and lower growth opportunities
Answer (c) Higher dividend per share includes higher earnings. high cash flows, stable earning and
lower growth opportunities.
11. A fixed asset should be financed through
(a) a long term liability
(b) a short term liability
(c) a mix of long and short term liabilities
(d) None of the above
Answer (a) Fixed assets financed through long term liability.
12. Current assets of a business firm should be financed through
(a) current liability only
(b) long term liability only
(c) partly from both types i.e., long and short term liabilities
(d) None of the above
Answer (c) Current assets are financed through long and short term liabilities.
Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. What is meant by capital structure?
Answer Capital structure refers to the mix between owners and borrowed funds. It represents the
proportion of equity and debt.
Ca pital Structure = (Debt/Equity)
Question 2. Discuss the two objectives of Financial Planning.
Answer Financial Planning strives to achieve the following two objectives
1. To Ensure Availability of Funds whenever These are Required This includes a proper
estimation of the funds required for different purposes such as for the purchase of long term
assets or to m eet day -to-day expenses of business etc.

2. To See That the Firm Does Not Raise Resources Unnecessarily Excess funding is
alm ost as bad as Inadequate funding. Efficient financial planning ensures that funds are not
raised unnecessarily in order to av oid unnecessary addition of cost.
Question 3. What is ‘financial risk’? Why does it arise?
Answer It refers to the risk of com pany not being able to cov er its fixed financial costs. The higher
level of risks are attached to higher degrees of financial leverage with the Increase in fixed financial
costs, the com pany its also required to raise its operating profit (EBIT) to meet financial charges. If
the com pany can not cover these financial charges, it can be forced into liquidation.
Question 4. Define a ‘current assets’ and give four examples.
Answer Current assets are those a ssets of the business which can be converted into cash within a
period of one year. Cash in hand or at bank, bills receivables, debtors, finished goods inventory are
som e of the examples of current assets.
Question 5. Financial management is based on three broad financial decisions. What are these?
Answer Financial management is concerned with the solution of three major issues relating to the
financial operations of a firm corresponding to the three questions of Investment, financing and
dividend decision. In a fmancial context, it means the selection of best financing alternative or best
inv estment alternative. The finance function therefore, is concerned with three broad decision which
are as follows
1. Decision The investm ent decision relates to how the firm’s funds are invested in different
assets.
2. Financing Decision This decision is about the quantum of finance to be raised from various
long term sources and short term sources. It Inv olves identification of various available sources
of finance.
3. Dividend Decision This decision relates to distribution of dividend.
Dividend is that portion of profit which is distributed to shareholders the decision involved here is
how much of the profit earned by com pany is to be distributed to the shareholders and how much of it
should be retained in the business for m eeting investment requirement s.
Question 6. What is the main objective of financial management? Explain briefly.
Answer Primary aim of financial management is to max imise shareholder’s wealth, which is referred
to as the wealth maximisation concept. The wealth of owners is reflected in the market value of
shares, wealth max imisation means the max imisation of market price of shares.
According to the wealth max imisation objective, financial management must select those decisions
which result in value addition, that is to say the benefits from a decision exceed the cost inv olved.
Such value addition increase the market value of the com pany’s share and hence result in
maximisation of the shareholder’s wealth.
Question 7 . Discuss about working capital affecting both the liquidity as well as profitability of a
bu siness.
Answer The working capital should neither be more nor less than required. Both these situations are
harmful. If the am ount of working capital is m ore than required, it will no doubt increase liquidity but
decrease profitability. For instance, if large am ount of cash is kept as working capital. then this
excessive cash will remain idle and cause the profitability to fall. On the contrary, if the am ount of
cash and other current assets are very little, then lot of difficulties will have to be faced in m eeting
daily expenses and making payment to the creditors. Thus, optimum am ount of both current assets
and current liabilities should be determined so that profitability of the business remains intact and
there is no fall in liquidity.
Long Answer Type Questions
Question 1. What is meant by working capital? How is it calculated? Discuss five important
determinants of working capital requirements.

Answer Working capital IS that part of total capital which is required to m eet day-to-day expenses.
to buy raw materials, to pay wages and other expenses of r outine nature in the production process or
we can say it refers to excess of current assets over current liabilities.
Working Capital = Current Asset s – Current Liabilities
Factors affecting working capital requirem ent are
(i) Nature of Business The basic nature of a business influences the am ount of working capital
required. A trading organisation usually needs a lower am ount of w orking capital com pared to a
manu facturing organisation. This IS because in trading. there is no processing required. In a
manu facturing business, however. raw materials need to be converted into finished goods. which
increases the expenditure on raw material, labour and other expenses.
(ii) Scale of Operation The firm s which are operating on a higher scale of operations, the quantum
of inventory. debtors required is generally high. Such organisations. therefore, require large am ount
of working capital as compared to the organisations which operate on a lower scale.
(iii) Production Cy cle Production cycle is the time span between the receipts of raw materials and
their conversion into finished goods. Som e businesses have a longer production cycle while som e have
a shorter one. Working capital requirement is higher in ferm s with longer processing cycle and lower
in firms with shorter processing cycle.
(iv) Credit Allowed Different firms allow different credit term s to their custom ers. A liberal credit
policy results in higher am ount of debtors, increasing the requirem ents of working capital.
(v) Credit Availed Just as a firm allows credit to its custom ers it also may get credit from its
suppliers. The m ore credit a firm avails on its purchases, the working capital requirement is reduced.
Question 2. Capital structure decision is essentially optimisation of risk-return relationship.
Comment.
Answer Capital structure refers to the mix between owners and borrowed funds. It can be calculated
as (Debt /Equity ).
Debt and equity differ significantly in their cost and riskiness for the firm. Cost of debt is lower than
cost of equity for a firm because lender’s risk is lower than equity shareholder’s risk, since lenders
earn on assured return and repayment of capital and therefore they should require a lower rate of
return. Debt is cheaper but is m ore risky for a business because payment of interest and the return of
principal is obligatory for the business. Any default in meeting these commitm ents may force the
bu siness to go into liquidation. There is no such com pulsion in case of equity, which is therefore,
considered riskless for the business. Higher use of debt increases the fixed financial charges of a
bu siness. As a result increased. use of debt increases the financial risk of a business.
Ca pital structure of a business thus, affects both the profitability and the financial risk. A capital
structure will be said to be optimal when the proportion of debt and equity is such that it results in an
increase in the value of the equity share.
Question 3. A capital budgeting decision is capable of changing the financial fortune of a business.
Do y ou agree? Why or why not?
Answer Investment decision can be long term or short term. A long term Investment decision is also
called a capital budgeting decision. It involves committing the finance on a long term basis. e.g.,
making investm ent in a new machine to replace an existing one or acquiring a new fixed assets or
opening a new branch etc. These decisions are very crucial for any business. They affect its earning
capacity ov er the long-run, assets of a firm, profitability and com petitiveness, are all affected by the
capital budgeting decisions. Moreover, these decisions normally inv olve huge am ounts of investment
and are irreversible except at a huge cost. Therefore, once made, it Is alm ost impossible for a business
to wriggle out of such decisions. Therefore, they need to be taken with utm ost care. These decisions
mu st be taken by those who understand them com prehensively.
A bad capital budgettng decision normally has the capacity to severely damage the financial fortune of
a business.
Question 4. Explain factors affecting the dividend decision.

Answer Dividend decision relates to distribution of profit to the shareholders and its retention in the
bu siness for meeting the future investment requirements.
How much of the profits earned by a com pany will be distributed as profit and how much will be
retained in the business is affected by many factors. Som e of the important factors are discussed as
follows
(i) Earnings Dividends are paid out of current and past year earnings. Therefore, earnings is a major
determinant of the decision about dividend.
(ii) Stability of Earnings Other things remaining the same, a com pany having stable earning is in a
posit ion to declare higher dividends As against this, a com pany having unstable earnings is likely to
pay
smaller dividend.
(iii) Growth Opportunities Com panies having good growth opportunities retain m ore m oney out
of their earnings so as to finance the required investment. The dividend in growth com panies. is
therefore, smaller than that in non-growth com panies.
(iv) Cash Flow Position Dividends Involve an outflow of cash. A com pany may be profitable but
short on cash. Availability of enough cash in the com pany is necessary for declaration of dividend by
it.
(v) Shareholder Preference If the shareholder in general, desire that at least a certain am ount
should be paid as dividend, the com panies are likely to declare the same.
(vi) Taxation Policy If tax on dividend is higher It would be better to pay less by way of dividends.
As compared to this, higher dividends may be declared if tax rates are relatively lower.
(vii) St ock Market Reaction For investors. an increase in dividend is a good news and stock prices
react positively to It. Similarly a decrease in dividend may have a negative impact on the share
prices in the stock market.
(viii) Access to Capital Market Large and reputed com panies generally have easy access to the
capital market and therefore. depend less on retained earnings to finance their growth These
com panies tend to pay higher dividends than the smaller com panies which have relatively low access
to the market.
(ix ) Legal constraints Certain provisions of the Com pany’s Act place restriction on pay outs as
dividend. Such provisions have to be adhered, while declaring dividends.
(x) Contractual Constraint s While granting loans to a company, som etim es the lender may
im pose certain restrictions on the payment of dividends in future The com panies are required to
ensure that the dividends does not violate the term s and conditions of the loan agreement in this
regard
Explain the term ‘trading on equity’. Why,when and how it can used by a business organisation?
Answer Trading on equity refers to the Increase in profit earned by the equity shareholders due to
presence of fixed financial charges. When the rate of earning or Return on Investm ent (ROt) of a
com pany is higher than the rate of interest on borrowed funds only then a com pany should opt for
trading on equity. Let us consider the following example

It should be clear from the above example that shareholders of the com pany ‘X have a higher rate of
return than com pany ‘Y’ due to loan com ponent In the total capital of the com pany.
Ca se Problem
‘S’ Limited is manu facturing steel at its plant in India. It is enjoying a buoyant demand for its
products as economic growth is about 7% – 8% and the deman d for steel is growing. It is planning to
set up a new steel plant to cash on the increased demand it is facing. It is estimated that it will require
about 5,000 crores to set up and about 500 crores of working capital to start the new plant.
Question 1. What is the role and objectives of financial management for this company?
Answer Role of Financial Management Financial management is concerned with the proper
management of funds it inv olves
1. Managerial decisions relating to procurement of long term and short term funds
2. Keeping the risk associated with respect to procured funds under control.
3. Utilisation of funds in the m ost productive and effective manner
4. Fixed debt equity ratio ‘n capital.
Objective of Financial Management
The objective of financial managem ent is max imisation of shareholder’s wealth The investm ent
decision. financial decision and dividend decision help an organisation to achieve trus objective In the
given situation S limited envisages growth prospects of steel Industry due to the growing demand. To
expand the production capacity. the com pany needs to invest However, investment decision will
depend on the availability of funds. the financing decision and the dividend decision. However. the
com pany win take those financial decisions which result In value addition I e the benefit s are m ore
than the cost This leads to an increase in the market value of the shares of the com pany.
Question 2. Explain the im portance of having a financial plan for this com pany. Give an imaginary
plan to support your answer.
Answer Im portance of financial plan for the com pany
1. Financial Planning ensures provision of adequate funds to m eet working capital requirements.
2. It brings about a balance between in flow and out flow of funds and ensures liquidity
throughout the year.
3. It solv es the problems of shortage and surplus of funds and ensures proper and optimum
utilisation of available resources
4. It ensures increased profitability through cost benefit analyses and by avoiding wasteful
operations
5. It seeks to eliminate waste of funds and provides better financial control.
6. It seeks to avail the benefits of trad n9 on equity.
Financial Plan of S Lt d
Total finance required; Fixed capital =
1,000 crores
Working capital = 100 crores

Source of finance : 2:1 Ratio i.e..
50% finance collected by issue of shares and 50% by borrowed funds.
Question 3. What are the factors which will affect the capital structure of this com pany?
Answer Capital structure refers to the proportion In which debt and equity funds are used for
financing the operations of a business. A capital structure is said to be optimum when the proportion
of debt and equity is such that it results in an increase in the value of shares. The factors that will
affect the capital structure of this com pany are
(i) Equity Funds The com position of equity funds in the capital structure will be governed by the
following factors
(a) The requirement of funds of’S Limited is for long term. Hence, equity funds will be m ore
appropriate
(b) There are no financial risks attached to this form of funding
(c) If the stock market is bullish, the com pany can easily raise funds through issue of equity shares.
(d) If the company already has raised reasonable am ount of debt funds, each subsequent borrowing
will come at a higher interest rate and will Increase the fixed charges.
(ii) Debt Funds The usage and the ratio of debt funds in the capital structure will be governed by
factors like
(a) The availability of cash flow with the com pany to m eet its fixed financial charges. The purpose IS
to reduce the financial risk associated with such payments which can further be checked by using
‘debt’ service coverage ratio
(b) It will provide the benefit of trading on equity and hence Will Increase the earning per share of
equity shareholders However, return on Investment’ ratio will be the gUiding principle behind it. The
com pany should opt for trading on equity only when return on investment is m ore than the fixed
charges.
(c) Interest on debt funds is a deductible expense and therefore, will reduce the tax liability
(d) It does not result in dilution of management control.
Question 4. Keeping in m ind that it is a highly capital intensive sector what factors will affect the
fixed and working capital. Give reasons with regard to both in support of your answer.
Answer The work.nq and fixed capital requirement of ‘S’ Limited Will be high due to the following
reasons.
1. The business is capital intensive and the scale of operation is large.
2. Heavy Investm ents are required for building up the production base and for technological
upgradation.
3. In case of steel industry. the major Input is iron are and coal. The ratiO of cost of raw material
to total cost is very high. Hence, higher will be the need for working capital
4. The longer the operating cycle, the larger is the am ount of working capital required as the
funds get locked up in the production proceSS for a tong penod of lime
5. Term s of credit for buying and selting goods, discount allowed suppliers and to the custom ers
also determines the quantum working capital.
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Multiple Choice Questions
1. Primary and secondary markets
(a) com pete with each other
(b) com plem ent each other
(c) function independently
(d) control each other
Answer (b) Primary Market and Secondary Market com plement each other as primary market deals
with the issue of new securities and secondary market also helps the fresh Investor to enter in the
market.
2. The total number of Stock Exchanges in India are
(a) 20
(b) 21
(c) 22
(d) 23
Answer (d) There are 23 stock exchanges In India list of stock exchanges in India are Bombay,
National, Regional, Ahm edabad, Bengaluru, Bhubaneshwar, Calcutta, Cochin, Coimbatore, Delhi,
Guwahati, Hyderabad, Jaipur, Ludhiana, Madhya Pradesh, Madras (Chennai), Magadh, Mangalore,
Meerut, OTC Exchange of India, Pune, Saurashtra Kutch, Vadodara.
3. The settlem ent cycle in NSE is
(a) T+5
(b )T+3
(c) T+2
(d) T+1
Answer (c) The settlement cycle in NSE is T + 2.
4. The National Stock Exchange of India was recognised as stock exchange in the year
(a) 1992
(b) 1993
(c) 1994
(d) 1995
Answer (b) NSE was incorporated in 1992 and was recognised as a stock exchange in April 1993.
5. NSEcommenced futures trading in the year
(a) 1999
(b) 2000

(c) 2001
(d) 2002
Answer (b) In 2000. NSE comm enced future tradings.
6. Clearing and settlement operations of NSEis carried out by
(a) NSDL
(b) NSCCL
(c) SBI
(d) CDSL
Answer (b) NSCCL carried out the clearing and settlem ent operations of NSE.
7. OTeErwas started on the lines of
(a) NASDAQ
(b) NYSE
(c) NASAQ
(d) NSE
Answer (a) OTCEI (Over The Counter Exchange of lndia) established on the lines of NASDAQ
(National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations).
8. To be listed on NSE, the minimum capital requirement for a com pany .
(a) 5 crores
(b) 3 crores
(c) 6 crores
(d) 1 crore
Answer (b) In order to have its securities listed the com panies should have an minimum caoual of
3 crores.
9. A Treasury Bill is basically
(a) an in strument to borrow short term funds
(b) an instrument to borrow long term funds
(c) an instrument of capital market
(d) None of the above
Answer (a) Treasury Bills are an instrument to borrow short term funds. These are issued by RBI on
behalf of the Government of India.
Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. What are the functions of a Financial Market?
Answer Financial market plays an important role in the allocation of scarce resources in an economy
by performing the fOllowing four important functions
1. Mobilisation of Savings and Channelising Them into the Most Productive Uses A financial
market facilitates the transfer of savings from savers to investors. It gives choice to the saver of
different investments and thus, it helps to channelise surplus funds into the m ost productive
use.
2. Facilitate Price Discovery In a financial market. the households are suppliers of funds and
bu siness firm s represent the deman d. The interaction between them helps to establish a price
for the financial asset which is being traded in that particular market.
3. Provide Liquidity to Financial Assets Financial markets facilitate easy purchase and sale of
financial assets. Holders of assets can readily sell their financial assets through the m echanism
of financial market.
4. Reduce the Cost of Transactions Financial markets provide valuable Information about
securities being traded n the market. It helps to save time, effort and m oney that both buyers
and sellers of a financial asset would have to spend to try or otherwise lind each other
Question 2. “Money Market is essentially a Market for short term funds:’ Discuss.
Answer The m oney market is a market for short term funds which deals in m onetary assets whose
period of matur ity is upto one year These assets are close substitutes for m oney. It is a market where

low risk, unsecured and short term debt in struments that are highly liquid are issued and actively
traded everyday. It enables the raising of short term funds for earning returns. The major participants
in the market are the Reserve Bank of India, Commercial Bank. Non-Banking Finance Com panies,
State Gov ernments, Large Corporate Houses and Mutual Funds.
Question 3. What is a Treasury Bill?
Answer A treasury bill is an instrument of short term borrowing by the Government of India
Maturing in less than one year. They are also known as Zero Coupon Bonds issued by the RBI on
behalf of the Central Government to m eet Its short term requirem ent of funds. Treasury bills are
issued in the form of a promissory note. They are highly liquid and have assured yield and negligible
risk of default. They are issued at a pnce which is lower than their face value and repaid at par
treasury bills are available for a minimum am ount of 2 5,000.
Question 4. Distinguish between Capital Market and Money Market.
Answer Difference between Capital and Money Market

Question 5. What are the functions of a Stock Exchange?
Answer The efficient functioning of a stock exchange creates a conducive climate for an active and
growing primary market following are the important functions of a stock exchange
1. Providing Liquidity and Marketability to Existing Securities The basic function of a stock
exchange is the creation of a continuous market where securities are bought and sold. It gives
inv estors the chance to disinvest and reinvest. Ttus provides both liquidity and easy
marketability to the existing securities in the market.
2. Pricing of Securities Share prices on a stock exchange are determined by the forces of deman d
and supply. A stock exchange is a m echanism of constant valuation through which the prices of
securities are determined. Such a valuation provides Im portant Instant informat ion to both
buy ers and sellers in the market.
3. Safety of Transactions The m embership of a stock exchange is well-regulated and its dealings
are well defined according to the existing legal framework which ensures that the investing
public gets a safe and fair deal on the market.
4. Contributes to Economic Growth A stock exchange is a market in which existing secunties are
resold or traded. This process of dr sinvestm ent and reinvestm ent saving get channelised into
productive investm ent avenues. This leads to capital format ion and economic growth
5. Spreading of Equity Cult The stock exchange plays vital role in ensuring wider share ownership
by regulating new issues, better trading practices and taking effective steps in educating the
public about inv estments.
6. Providing Scope for Speculation The stock exchange provides sufficient scope within the
provisions of law for speculative activity in a restricted and controlled manner.
Question 6. What are the objectives of the SEBI?
Answer The overall objective of SESI is to protect the interest of investors, prom ote the development
and regulate the securities in market. This may be elaborated as follows

1. To regulate stock exchanges and the securities industry to prom ote their orderly functioning.
2. To protect the rights and int erests of investors, particularly individual investors to guide and
educate them.
3. To prevent trading malpractices and achieve a balance between self-regulation by the securities
and it s statutory regulation.
4. To regulate and develop a code of conduct and fair practices by interm ediaries like brokers,
merchant bankers etc with a view to making them com petitive and professional.
Question 7 . State the objectives of the NSE.
Answer NSE was setup with the following objectives
1. Establishing a nationwide trading facility for all types of securities.
2. Through an appropriate communication network, ensuring equal access to investors.
3. Through electronic trading sy stem, provides a fair, efficient and transparents security market.
4. It enables shorter settlement cycles and book entry settlem ents. (v) Meeting international
benchmarks and standards.
Question 8. What is the OTCEI?
Answer The OTCEI is a com pany incorporated under the Com panies Act, 1956. It was set up to
provide sma ll and medium com panies an access to the capital market for raisinq finance In a cost
effective manner. It is fully com puterised, transparent, single window exchange which commenced
trading in 1992. This exchange is established on the lines of NASOAO the OTC exchange in USA. If
has been prom oted by UTI, ICICI, lOBI, IFCI, LIC, GIC, SBI capital markets and can bank financial
services.
It is a negotiated market place that exists any where as opposed to the auction market place,
represented by the activity on securities exchange. Thus, in the OTC exchange, trading takes place
when a buyer or seller walks up to an OTCEI counter, taps on the com puter screen, finds quotes and
effects a purchase or sale depending on whether the prices meet their target.
Long Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Explain the various m oney Market Instruments.
Answer Money Market Instruments
1. Treasury Bill A treasury bill is an instrum ent of short term borrowing by the Government of
India maturing in less than one year. They are also known as Zero Coupon Bonds issued by
Reserve Bank of India on behalf of the Central Government to m eet it s short term
requirements of funds. They are issued in the form of a promissory note. They are highly liquid
and issued at a price which is lower than their face value and repaid at par. Treasury bills are
available for a minimum am ount of 25,000.
2. Commercial Paper Commercial paper is a sh ort term unsecured prom issory note, negotiable
and transferable by endorsem ent and delivery with a fixed matur ity period. It is issued by large
and creditw orthy com panies to raise short term funds at lower rates of interest than market
rates. It usually has a maturity period of 15 days to one year. The issuance of comm ercial paper
is an alternative to bank borrowing for large com panies that are generally considered to be
finally strong. It is sold at discount and redeem ed at par.
3. Call Money Call m oney is a short term finance repayable on demand, with a maturity period of
one day to fifteen day s, used for inter-bank transactions. Commercial Banks have to maintain a
minimum cash balance known as cash reserve ratio. Call m oney is a m ethod by which banks
borrow from each other.
4. Certificate of Deposit Certificates of deposit are unsecured, negotiable, short
term instruments in bearer form, issued by Commercial Banks and developm ent financial
in stitutions. They can be issued to individuals, corporations and com panies during periods of
tight liquidity when the deposit qrowth of banks is slow but the demand for credit is high. They
help to m obilise a large am ount of m oney for short periods.

5. A Commercial Bill A commercial bill is a bill of exchange used to finance the working capital
requirements of business firm s. It is a sh ort term negotiable, self-liquida.ting instrum ent which
is used to finance the credit sales of firm s, when goods are sold on credit, the buyer becom es
liable to make payment on a specific date in future.
Question 2. What are the methods of floatation in Primary Market?
Answer The primary market is also kn own as the new issues market. It deals with new securities
being issued for the first time. There are various methods of floating new issues in the primary market
(i) Offer Through Prospectus This involves inviting subscription from the public through issue of
prospectus. A prospectus ma kes a direct appeal to investors to raise capital, throuqh an advertisement
in newspapers and magazines. The issues may be under written and also required to be listed on at
least one stock exchange. The contents at the prospectus have to be in accordance with the provisions
of the Com panies Act and SEBI disclosure and investor protection guidelines.
(ii) Offer for Sale Under this m ethod securities are not issued directly to the public but offered for
sale through interm ediaries like issuing houses or stock brokers. In this case, com pany sells securities
enblock at an agreed price to brokers who, in turn, resell them to the investing public.
(iii) Privat e Placement Private placement is the allotment of securities by a company to
in stitutional investors and som e selected individuals. It helps to raise capital m ore quickly than a
public issue. Access to the primary market can be expensive on account of various man datory and
non-man datory expenses.
(iv) Rights Issue This is a privilege given to existing shareholders to subscribe to a new issue of
shares according to the term s andconditions of the com pany. Th~ shareholder are offered the ‘right’
to buy new shares in proportion to the number of shares they already possess.
(v) e-IPOs A com pany proposing to issue capital to the public through the on-line system of the
stock exchange has to enter into an agreement with the stock exchange. This is called an Initial Public
Offer (IPO). SEBI registered broke?s have to be appointed for the purpose of accepting applications
and placing orders with the com pany the issuer company should appoint a registrar to the issue
having electronic connectivity with the exchange. The issuer com pany can apply for listing of its
securities on any exchange other than the exchange through which it has offered its securities. The
lead manager co-ordinates all the activities am ongst intermediaries connected with the issue.
Question 3. Explain the Capital Market reforms in India.
Answer The National Stock Exchange is the latest, m ost m odern and technology driven exchange.
NSE has setup a nationwide fully automa ted screen based trading sy stem. The NSE was setup by
leading financial institutions, banks, insurance com panies and others financial intermediaries. It is
managed by professionals, who do not directly or indirectly trade on the exchange. The trading rights
are with the trading m embers who offer their services to the investors. The Board of NSE com prises
senior executives from prom oter institutions and eminent professionals, without having any
representation from trading members.
Objectives of NSE
1. Establishing a nationwide trading facility for all types of securities.
2. Ensuring equal access to investors all over the country through an appropriate communication
network.
3. Providing a fair, efficient and transparent securities market using electronic trading system.
4. Enabling shorter settlement cycles and book entry settlem ents. (v) Meeting international bench
marks and standards ..
Within a span of 10 year, NST Was able to achieve its objectives for which it was set up. It has been
playing a leading role as a change agent in transforming the Indian capital market.
Question 4. Explain the objectives and functions of SEBI.
Answer Objectives of SEBI (already discussed in of short answer type questions)
Functions of SEBI

Keeping in mind the em erging nature of the securities market in India, SEBI was entrusted with the
twin task of both regulation and development of the securities market. It has certain functions
Regulatory Functions
1. Registration of brokers and sub-brokers and other players in the market.
2. Registration of collective investment schem es and mutual funds.
3. Regulation of stock brokers, portfolio exchanges, underwriters and merchant bankers and the
bu siness in stock exchanges and any other securities market.
4. Regulation of takenover bids by com panies.
5. Calling for informat ion by undertaking inspection conducting enquiries and audits of stock
exchanges and intermediaries.
6. Levying for or other charges for carry ing out the purposes of the act.
7. Performing and exercising such power under Securities Contracts Act. 1956, as may be
delegated by the Government of India.
Dev elopment Functions
1. Training of interm ediaries of the securities market.
2. Conducting research and publishing informat ion useful to all market segm ents.
3. Undertaking measures to develop the capital markets by adopting a flexible approach.
Protective Functions
1. Prohibition of fraudulent and unfair trade practice like making m isleading statements,
manipulations, price rigging etc.
2. Controlling insider trading and im posing penalties for such practices.
3. Undertaking steps for investor protection.
4. Prom otion of fair practices and code of conduct in securities market.
Question 5. Explain the various seqments of NSE.
Answer NSE provides trading in the following two segments
1. Wh ole Sale Debt Market Segment This segm ent provides a trading platform for a wide range of
fixed incom e securities that include central governm ent securities, treasury bills, state
developm ent loans, bonds issued by public sector undertakings, floating rate bonds, zero
coupon bonds, index bonds, commercial paper, certificate of deposit, corporate debentures and
mutual funds.
2. Ca pital Market Segment The capital market segment of NSE provides efficient and transparent
platform for trading in equity, preference, debentures, exchange traded funds as well as retail
governm ent securities.
Ca se Problems
1. ‘R’ Limited is a real estate com pany which was form ed in 1950.
In about 56 years of it s existence the com pany has managed to carve out a niche for it self in this
sector. Lately, this sector is witnessing a boom due to the fact, that the Indian economy is on the rise.
The incom es of middle class are rising. More people can afford to buy homes for them selves due 10
easy availability of loans and accom panying tax concessions.
To expand its business in India and abroad the com pany is weight various options to raise money
through equity offerings in India. Whether to tap equity or debt, market whether to raise m oney from
domestic market or international market or combination of both? When their to raise the necessary
finance from m oney market or capital market. It is also planning to list it self in New York Stock
Exchange to raise m oney through ADR’s. To ma ke its offerings attractive it is planning to offer host of
financial plans products to its stakeholders and investors and also expand it’s listing at NSE after
com plying with the regulations of SEBI.
Question 1. What benefits will the com pany derive from listing at NSE?
Answer Following are the benefits the com pany can derive from listtng at NSE
1. NSE provides nationwide trading facility for all types of facilities.

2. The liquidity and best available prices for the securities are ensured by the processing speed of
the exchange.
3. The NSE network is used to disseminate information and com pany announcements across the
country.
4. Enabling shorter settlement cycles and book entry settlem ent.
Question 2. What are the regulations of SEBr that the com pany mu st com ply with?
Answer Following are the regulations of the SEBI for new issue that the com pany mu st com ply with
1. Prospectus has to be attached with every application.
2. Objective of the issue and cost of project should be mentioned in the prospectus.
3. Company’s management, past history and present business of the firm should be highlighted in
the prospectus.
4. Subscnption I st for public issue should be kept open for a minimum of 3 days and maximum
of 1 0 days.
5. Collections agents are not allowed to collect application money in cash.
6. Issue should make adequate disclosure regarding the term s and conditions of redemption
security conversion and other relevant features of the new Instrument so that an investor can
make reasonable determination of risks returns. safety and liqUidity of the instrument The
disclore shall be vetted by SESI In this regard
Question 3. How does the SEBl exercise control ov er ‘R’ Limited in the interest of investors?
Answer SESI will exercise control over ‘R’ limited by
1. Prohibiting fraudulent and unfair trade practices In the securities market unfair trade practices
Include pnce rigging. making misleading statements
2. Prohibiting m sider trading I.e., restricts the persons having access to price sensitive
in formation about the com pany to take undue advantage of it.
3. Examing that adequate disclosure about the term s and conditions of redemption, security
conversion and other relevant features of the new Instrum ent at the tim e of issue is made so
that an investor can make reasonable determination of risks returns. safety and liquidity of the
in strument.

The above figures are taken from the website of National Stock Exchange of India. They illustrate the
m ovement of NSE stock indices as well as world stock indices on the date indicated.
Question 1. What do y ou mean by a stock index? How is it calculated?
Answer Stock index refers to the index used to capture the m ovement of the stock market. It IS a
bar om eter which measures overall market trend through a set of stocks which are representatives of

the market An ideal index mu st represent changes in the prices of securities and also show the pnce
m ovement of different classes of shares. Most of the stock market uses the following 3 methods of
calculating index.
1. Price Weighted Index An index reflecting the sum of the prices of the sample share in a certain
year/m onth/week/day with reference to a base year.
2. Equal Weighted Index An index reflecting the simple arithmetic average of the price relatives
of a sam ple of shares in a certain period with reference to base year.
3. Value Weighted Index It is an index reflecting the aggregate market capitalisation of the
sample shares in certain period in relation to base year.
Question 2. What conclusions can you draw from the various m ovements of NSE stock indices?
Answer There is a downward swing in the stock market. While comparing the previous and current
index of NSE we can say that there is a depression in the market as index is down for all the sectors.
Question 3. What fact ors affect the m ovement of stock indices? Elaborate on the nature of these
factors.
Answer The fall in the dom estic market. as given in the above table, can significantly be attributed to
the market sentim ents of world market. We can see the world indices and NSE indices are m oving in
the same direction.
Question 4. What relationship do y ou see between the m ovement of indices in world markets and
NSE indices?
Answer There is direct relation between NSE indices and world market indices. As there is negative
trend in world index, it brings negative trend in NSE index also.
Question 5. Give details of all the indices mentioned above, y ou can find information on the web or
bu siness magazines.
Answer Answer to this question is based on reader’s evaluation.
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Very Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Explain the advantages of branding to marketers of goods and services.
Answer Branding is an im portant function performed by a marketer. It has following advantages to
the marketers
(i) Enables marking product differentiation.
(ii) Helps in advertising and display programmes.
(iii) Differential pricing.
(iv) Ease in introduction of new products.
Question 2. List the characteristics of a good brand name.
Answer Following are the characteristics of a good brand nam e
(i) It should be short, easy to pronounce, recognise and remember e.g., Rin, Vim.
(ii) It should suggest product’s qualities e.g .• Genteel, Rasna.
(iii) It should be distinctive e.g., Zodiac.
(iv) It should be versatile to accomm odate new products which are added to the product line e.g,
Maggie, Videocon
(v) It should be capable of being registered and protected legally.
(vi) Chosen name should have staying powers e.g., it should not get out of date.
Question 3. What is the societal concept of marketing?
Answer The societal concept of marketing means an extension of marketing concept. Apart from the
consumer satisfaction, it pay s attention to the social, ethical and ecological aspects of marketing.
Question 4. List the characteristics of convenience products.
Answer Following are the characteristics of convenience products
(i) These goods are purchased at convenient locations with least efforts and time.
(ii) They have regular and continuous deman d.
(iii) They are purchased in small quantities and per unit price IS low.
(iv) They are m ostly branded and have standardised price.
(v) The com petition is high as the supply is greater than the demand.
(vi) Sales prom otion schem es play an im portant role in the marketing of such products.
Question 5. Enlist the advantages of packaging of a consumer products.
Answer Importance of Packaging

(i) Helps in raising the standard of health and sanitation.
(ii) Helps in self service outlets as consum er own what to buy. can easily decide on his
(iii) Innovational opportunity e.g., new types of packaging availability have ma de it easier to market
the product.
(iv) Product Differentiation Packaging is one of the very important m eans creating product
differentiation.
Question 6. What are the limitations of a advertising as a prom otional tool? Enlist.
Answer Following are the limitations of advertising
(i) Less forceful
(ii) Lack of feedback
(iii) Inflexibility
(iv) Low effectiveness
Question 7. List five shopping products purchased by y ou or your family during the last few m onths.
(i) Curtains
(ii) Shirts
(iii) Cosm etics
(iv) Travelling bags
(v) Hand bags
Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. What is marketing? What functions does it play with process of exchange of goods and
services? Explain.
Answer Marketing is a t otal system of business activities designed to plan. price, prom ote and
distribute want satisfying goods and services to present and potential custom ers. Marketing is
concerned with exchange of goods and services from producer to consumers which inv olves many
activities.
(i) Gathering and Analy sing Market Information This is done to identify the needs of the
custom ers and take various decisions for the successful marketing of the products and services.
(ii) Marketing Planning Another important activity or area of work of a marketer is t o develop
appropriate marketing plans. so that the marketing objective of the organisation can be achieved.
(iii) Product Designing and Development The design of the product contributes to ma ke the
product attractive to the target customers.
A good design can im prove performance of a product and also give it a com petitive advantage in the
market.
(iv) Standardisation and Grading Standardisation refers to producing goods of predetermined
specification which helps in achieving uniformity and consistency in the output which reduces the
need for Inspection. testing and evaluation of the products.
Gra ding is the process of cla ssification of products into different groups, on the basis of its features
such as quality, size etc. It ensures that goods belong to a particular quality helps in releasing higher
prices for high quality output.
(v) Packaging and Labelling Packaging refers to designing the package for the products. Labelling
refers to designing the label to be put on the package. Packaging provides protection to the product
and also helps in its prom otion. Labelling helps in self service.
(vi) Branding Brand nam es help in creating product differentiations i.e., how the product can be
distinguished from Its com petitors.
(vii) Cu st omer Support Service Marketing management relates to developing custom er support
service such as after sales services. handling custom er com plaints. All these aim at provides custom er
satisfaction which is a key to marketing success.
(viii) Pricing of Product Price IS an Im portant fact or affecting the success or failure of a product in
the market. The marketers have to analy se properly the factors determining the price of a product.

(ix) Promot ion Prom otion of products and services involves informing the custom ers about the
firm’s product, its features etc and persuading them to purchase these products. It includes four
method advertising, sales prom otion, personal selling and publicity.
(x) Physical Distribution The im portant decisions areas under physical distribution include
managing inventory, storage, warehousing and transportation of goods from one place to the other.
(xi) Transportation Transportation involves physical m ovement of goods from one place to
another. A marketer has to perform this function very efficiently keeping in mind the nature of
product. cost, location of target market etc.
(xii) St orage or Warehousing In order to ma intain sm ooth flow of products in the market, there is
a need for proper storage of the products. Further, there is a need for storage of adequate stock of
goods to protect against unav oidable delays in delivery or to m eet out contingencies in the demand.
Wh olesalers and retailers are playing an im portant role.
Question 2. Distinguish between the product concept and production concept of marketing.
Answer Difference between Product and Production Concept

Question 3. Product is a bundle of utilities. Do y ou agree? Comment.
Answer Yes, product is a bundle of utilities, which is purchased because of its capability to provide
satisfaction of certain need. A buyer buys a product or service for what it does or service for what it
does for her or the benefits it provides. There can be three types of benefits, it provides to a customer
(i) functional benefits
(ii) psychological benefits
(iii) social benefits.
e.g., the purchase of a m otorcycle provides functional utility of transportation, but at the sam e time
satisfies the need for prestige and esteem and provides social benefit by the way of acceptance from a
group by riding it.
Question 4. What are industrial products? How are they different from consum er products? Explain.
Answer Industrial products are those products. which are used as inputs in providing other products
e.g., raw material, engines, tools, lubricants etc.
The difference between consum er products and industrial products is based on their ultimate use and
nature of purchases.

Question 5. Distinguish between convenience product and shopping product.
Answer Difference between Convenience and Shopping Product

Question 6. Products is a mixture of tangible and intangible attributes. Discuss.
Answer In marketing, product is a mixture of tangible and intangible attributes which are capable of
being exchanged for a value, with ability to satisfy custom er needs. Beside phy sical objects, include
services, ideas, persons and places in the concept of product. Thus, product may be defined as
anything that can be offered in a market to satisfy a want or need. It is offered for attention,
acquisition, use or consumption.
Question 7. Describe the functions of labelling in the marketing of products.
Answer Label on a product provides detailed information about the product, its contents, m ethods of
use etc. The various functions performed by a label are as follows
(i) Describe the Product and Specify its Contents One of the m ost im portant functions of labels is that
it describes the product, its usage, cautions in use etc and specify its contents.
(ii) Identification of the Product or Brand A label helps in identifying the product or brand e.g., we
can easily pick our fav ourite soap from a num ber of packages only because of its label.
(iii) Grading of Products Labels help grading the products into different categories. Som etim es,
marketers assign different grades to indicate features or quality of the product e.g., different type of
tea is sold by som e brands under Yellow, Red and Green label categories.
(iv) Help in Prom otion of Products An im portant function of label is to aid in prom otion of the
products. A carefully designed label can attract the custom er to purchase. So, many labels provide
prom otional messages, som e show discount or other schemes etc.
(v) Providing Information Required by Law Another important function of labelling is to
provide information required by law. e.g., the statutory warning on the package of cigarette or pan
ma sala – ‘Sm oking is injurious to health’ or ‘Chewing tobacco causes cancer.’
Question 8. Discuss the role of intermediaries in the distribution of consum er non-durable products.
Answer The term channels of distribution refers the facilitate to the m ovement of goods and services
and their title between the point of production and point of consum ption, by performing a variety of
marketing activities. Following are the functions perform ed by the channels of distribution
(i) Accumulation It aims at holding the stock to match between the consumer demand and supply
condition, warehousing helps in maintaining continu ous flow of goods and services.
(ii) Prom otion The marketing channels also help in prom oting the deman d for the product by
displaying dem onstrating and participating in various prom otional activities organised by the
producers.
(iii) Negotiating The marketing channels are the intermediaries between the producers and the
consumers. They attempt to reach final agreem ent on price and other term s of the offer, so that
transfer of ownership is properly affected.
(iv) Risk Taking Risk taking is the basic responsibility of the intermediaries. It may arise out of
phy sical deteriorations, changes in price levels, natural calamities, change in fashion etc. These are
unavoidable as they hold sufficiently large and variety of inventories till the sale of stock.
(v) Grading/Sorting Grading is the process whereby they sort the products on the basis of different
sizes, qualities, m oisture contents and so on. It helps us realising the tim e value for the product and at
the same time ultimate consumer feels satisfied with the uniform quality of the product.

(vi) Packaging The products are packed in the small tradable lots for the convenience of the
consumer.
(vii) Assembling/Assortment Marketing channels aim at satisfying the needs of the customers. The
products desired by the consumer may not be available in the market. They procure such goods from
different sources, assemble or assort them as per the requirement s of the consumers.
Question 9. Explain the factors determining choice of channels of distribution.
Answer The choice of channels depend on various factors, which are discussed as follows
(i) Product Related Factors The important product related considerations is deciding the channels. It
includes whether the’ product is an industrial product or a consumer product. Industrial product
require shorter channel and consumer products require longer channel.
(ii) Com pany Characteristics The important company characteristics affecting the choice of channels
of distribution include the financial strength of the com pany and the degree of control it wants to hold
on other channel m ember. Direct selling involves lot of foods to be invested in fixed assets say starting
own retail outlets or engaging large num ber at sales force. Similarly if the managem ent want to have
greater control on the channel number, short channels are used but if the management do not want
m ore control over the middlem en, it can go in for longer channel or large num ber of intermediaries.
(iii) Com petitive Fact ors The choice of channel is also affected by what the com petitor has selected as
it s channel. Sometimes, firm may decide to go for the sam e channel and sometimes absolutely
opposite.
(iv) Market Fact ors Im portant market factors affecting the choice of channel of distribution include
size of market, geographical concentration of potential buyers and quantity purchased.
(V) Environmental Fact ors Som etim es environmental factors also helps in deciding the channel of
distribution. e.q., in a depressed economy , marketers use shorter channels to distribute their goods In
an economical way.
Question 10. Explain briefly the com ponents of physical distribution.
Answer The main components of physical distribution are as follows
(i) Order Processing If a firm takes m ore time to process the order, then the consumer remains
dissatisfied. Therefore, order processing has to ma de faster by using informat ion technology.
(ii) Inventory Control Inventories ensure the availability of the product as and when consum er
deman d arises. There are various factors which influence a firm decision regarding the level of
inv entory e.g., degree of accuracy of sales forecast, cost of blocking of the working capital etc.
(iii) Warehousing It refers to the storage of goods from the time of production to the time of
consum ption, Warehousing is important as it creates tim e utility,
(iv) Transportation It creates place utility, It refers to the carrying of raw materials or finished goods
from one place to another, The m ost im portant thing to be kept in mind is that the value addition by
transportation should be greater than the cost of transportation,
Question 11. Define advertising, what are its main features? Explain.
Answer Advertising is defined as the impersonal form of communication which is paid form by the
marketer to prom ote som e goods or services, It is comm only use as the prom otional tool of the
com pany, The im portant features of advertising are as follows
(i) Paid Form Advertising is a paid form of communication which means the sponsor has to bear the
cost of communication with the prospects,
(ii) Im personality There is no direct face to face contact between the prospect and advertiser, It is
therefore, referred as the im personal m ethod of prom otion,
(iii) Identified Sponsor Advertising is undertaken by some Identified individual or com pany, who
makes the advertising efforts and also bear s the cost of it.
Question 12. Discuss the role of ‘Sales Prom otion’ as an elem ent of prom otion mix.
Answer Sales prom otion includes those marketing activities other than personal selling, advertising
and publicity that stimulate consum er purchasing and dealer effectiveness, such as display, shows and

exhibitions, dem onstrations and various non-current selling efforts not in the ordinary routine, The
main objectives of sales prom otion activities are
(i) Creation of deman d for the product.
(ii) Educating the consumers about new products or new uses of the old product.
(iii) Building the brand loyalty for the product am ong the consumers,
Long Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Define Marketing, How is it different from selling? Discuss.
Answer Marketing is a t otal system of business activities designed to plan, price, prom ote and
distribute want, satisfying goods and services to present and potential custom ers.
Difference bet ween Selling and Marketing

Question 2. What is the marketing concept? How does it help in the effective marketing of goods and
services?
Answer Orientation of mar keting implies that focus on the satisfaction of custom ers need, is the key
to the success of any organisation in the market. All the decisions in the firm are taken from the point
of v iew of the custom ers. e.g., What product will be produced, with what features and at what price
shall it be sold or where shall it be ma de available for sale will depend on what do the custom er wants.
Marketing concept helps in effective marketing of goods and services by using the following
(i) Identification of market or customer who are chosen e.s the target of marketing effort.
(ii) Understanding needs and wants of custom ers in the target market.
(iii) Developm ent of products or services for satisfying needs of the target market.
(iv) Satisfying needs of target market better than the com petitors.
(v) Doing all this at a profit.
Question 3. What is marketing mix? What are its ma in elements? Explain.
Answer Marketing mix refers to the com bination of four basic element s known as four P’s – Product,
Price, Prom otion and Place.
The various com ponents of marketing mix are
(i) Product Mix Product m ix basically concerns with the features related to a product e.g., range,
quality, size, labelling, packaging, branding etc. All products mu st satisfy consum er needs and
expectations. It aim s at providing good quality products at fair prices.
(ii) Price Mix It includes decisions relating to price determination, discounts and allowances credit
term s. It covers pricing objectives and pricing policies. Price should cover not only cost of production
and selling expenses but also a reasonable profit margin. The price policy adopted by the enterprise
should not only be cost based but also deman d based and com petition based.
(iii) Place Mix Place mix links the seller and buyer. The choice of channels of distribution and
transport are the two ma jor issues here. There are various factors which help in deciding the channel
e.g., the time and the place, where the goods have to reach or transportation. It is the nature of goods,
place of destination, cost and availability etc.
(iv) Promotion Mix It refers to all marketing activities to increase the volume of sales of the product
of an enterprise. It consists of m eans of markellng communication with a view to informing and

per suading the prospective buyers to buy a certain product. It includes advertising, personal selling,
publicity and sales prom otion.
Question 4. How does branding help in creating product differentiation? Does it help in marketing of
goods and services? Explain.
Answer Branding helps a firm in distinguishing its products from that of its com petitors. This helps
the firm to secure and control the market for its products. If pr oducts were sold by generic names, it
would be very difficult for the marketers to distinguish their products from its com petitors. Thus,
m ost marketers give a nam e to their product, which helps in identifying and distinguishing their
products from their com petitors product. This process of giving a nam e or a sign or a symbol etc to a
product is called Branding.
Question 5. What are the factors affecting determination of the price of a product or service? Explain.
Answer There are num ber of factors which affect the fixation of the price of a product. Som e of the
im portant factors in this regard are discussed as below
(i) Product Cost The cost sets the minimum level or the floor price at which the product may be
sold. There are broadly three types of cost-fixed costs, variable costs and semi variable cost. Total cost
IS the sum of all these three. Generally, all firms try to cover all their costs, atleast in the long Sun. In
addition, they aim at earning a margin of profit over and above the costs.
(ii) The Utility and Demand The utility provided by the product and the Intensity of demand of the
buy er sets the upper limit of price. which a buyer would be prepared to pay. Infact the price mu st
reflect the interest of both the parties to the transaction – the buyer and the seller. The buyer may be
ready to pay up to the point, where the utility from the product is atleast equal to the sacrifice made in
term s of the price paid. The seller would, however, try to cov er the costs. According to the law of
deman d, consumers generally purchase m ore units at a low price than at a high price.
(iii) The Extent of Competition in the Market The price is also affected by the nature and degree
of competition. The price will tend to reach the upper lim it in case there is less degree of com petition
while under free com petition, the price will tend to be set at the lowest level.
(iv) Government and Legal Regulations In order to profit the interest of public against unfair
practices in the field of price fixing, Government can intervene and regulate the price of comm odities.
Gov ernment can declare a product as essential product and regulate its price.
(v) Pricing Object ives Pricing objectives are another im portant factor affecting the fixation of the
price of a product or a service. Apart from price maxim isation. the pricing objectives of a firm may
Include.
(a) Obtaining Market Share Leadership If a firm objective is to obtain larger share of the market,
it will keep the price of it s products at lower level, so that greater number of people are attracted to
purchase the products.
(b) Surviving in a Competitive Market If a firm is facing difficulties surviving in the market
because of intense com petition or introduction of a m ore efficient substitute by a competitor.
(c) Attaining Product Quality Leadership higher prices are charged to cover high In this case,
norma lly quality and high cost of R&D (Research and Developm ent).
(vi) Marketing Methods used Price Fixation Price is also affected by other elem ents of
marketing such as distribution system, quality of salesm en employ ed, quality and am ount of
advertising, sales prom otion efforts. the type of packaging, product differentiation, credit facility and
custom er service provided.
Question 6. What do you mean by ‘Channels of distribution’? What functions do they play in the
distribution of goods and services? Explain.
Answer People, institutions, merchants and functionaries, who take part in the distribution of goods
and services are called ‘Channels of Distribution’. Channels of distribution are set of firm s and
individuals that take title or assist in transferring title, to particular goods or services as it m oves fr om
the producers to the consumers.

Channels of distribution sm oothen the flow of goods by creating possession. place and tim e utilities.
They facilitate m ovement of goods by overcoming various barriers The important function performed
by middlemen are
(i) Sorting Middlemen procure supplies of goods from a variety of sources. which is often not of the
same quality, nature and size. These goods are sorted into hom ogeneous groups on the basis of the
size or quality.
(ii) Accumulation This function inv olves accumulation of goods int o larger homogeneous stock.
which help in maintaining continu ous flow of supply.
(iii) Allocation Allocation inv olves breaking hom ogeneous stock Into smaller, marketable lots to sell
them t o different types of buyers.
(iv) Assorting Middlem en build assortment of products for resale. There is usually a difference
between the product lines ma de by manu facturers and the assortment or com binations desired by
the users. Middlemen produce variety of goods from different sources and delivers them in
com binations, desired by customers.
(v) Product Promot ion Middlemen also participate in som e sales prom otion activities. such as
dem onstration. special display, contests etc. to increase the sale of products.
(vi) Negotiation Channels operate with manu facturers on the one hand and custom er on the other.
They negotiate the price, quality. guarantee and other related matters with custom ers. so that transfer
of ownership is properly affected.
(vii) Risk Taking In the process of distribution of goods, the m erchant middlem en take title of the
goods and thereby assum e risks on account of price and deman d fluctuations, spoilage, destinations
etc.
Question 7. Explain the major activities involved in the physical distribution at products.
Answer Physical distribution covers all the activities required to physically m ove goods from
manu facturer to the customers. Im portant activities inv olved in the physical distribution include
transportation, warehousing, material handling and inventory control.
(i) Order Processing In a typical buyer-seller relationship order placement is the first step.
Products flow from the manu facturers to custom ers via channel m embers while orders flow from
custom ers to manu facturers. Therefore, a good speedy and accurate system of order processing
becom es a necessity.
(ii) Transportation Transportation is the means of carry ing goods and raw materials from the point
of production to the point of sale. It is one of the major element in the physical distribution of goods.
It is important because unless the good are physically ma de available. the sale can not be com pleted.
(iii) Warehousing Warehousing refers to the act of storing and assorting products in order to create
time utility in them. The basic purpose of warehousing activities is to arrange placement of goods and
provide facilities to store them. The need for warehousing arises because there may be difference
between the time, a product is produced and the time it is required for consumption. Generally, the
efficiency of a firm in serving its customers will depend on, where these warehouses are located and
where are these to be delivered.
(iv) Inventory Control A very im portant decision in respect of inventory is deciding about the level
of inventory. Higher the level of inventory, higher will be the level of service to customers but the cost
of carry ing the inventory will also be high because lot of capital would be tied up in the stock. The
decision regarding level of inventory inv olves prediction about the deman d for the product. A correct
estimate of the demand helps to hold inventory and cost level down to a minimum. The ma jor fact ors
determining inventory levels include.
(a) Firm’s policy regarding the level of custom er service. Higher the level of service, greater will be the
need to keep m ore inventories.
(b) Degree of accuracy of the sales forecast. In case more accurate estimates are available, the need for
keeping very high level of Inventory can be minimised.
(c) Responsiveness of the distribution system i.e., ability of the system to transmit inventory needs

back to the factory and get products to the market.
(d) Cost of inventory, which includes holding cost, such as cost of warehousing, tied up capital etc and
the manufacturing cost
Question 8. ‘Expenditure on advertising is a social waste’. Do you agree? Discuss.
Answer The opponents of advertising say that the expenditure on advertising is a social waste as it
adds to the cost, multiplies the needs of the people and undermines social values. The proponents,
however argue that advertising is very useful as it increases the reach, brings the per unit cost of
production down and adds to the growth of the economy .
Following are the points of criticism
(i) Adds t o Cost The opponents of advertising argue that advertising unnecessarily adds to the cost
of product, which is ultimately passed on to the buyers in the form of high prices. It is line that
advertisem ent of a product cost lots of m oney but it helps to increase the demand for the product as
large number of potential buyers come to know about the availability of the products, its features etc
and are persuaded to buy it. This increases the demand and therefore the production. As a result, the
per unit cost of production comes down as the total cost is divided by larger num ber of units.
(ii) Undermines Social Values Advertising undermines social values and prom otes materialism. It
breeds discontentment am ong people as they com e to know about new products and feel dissatisfied
with their present state of affairs. This criticism is not entirely time. Advertisement in fact helps buy er
by inform ing them about the new products which may be Im provement over the existing products.
(iii) Confuses the Buyers Another criticism against advertisements is that so many products are
being advertised which makes sim ilar claim s that the buyer gets confused as to which one is true and
which are should be relied upon. e.g., there are so many brands of soaps, shampoos. cars. TVs. cell
phones etc which are advertised. The supporters of advertisement. however argued that we are all
rational human beings who ma ke our decisions for purchase of products on factors. such as price.
style. size, etc. Thus the buyers can clear their confusion by analysing the Information provided on the
advertisem ents and other sources before taking a decision to purchase a product.
(iv) Encourages Sale of Inferior Product Advertising does not distinguish between superior and
in ferior products and persuade people to purchase even the inferiors products. The desired level of
quality will depend on the econom ic states and preferences of the target custom ers. Advertisements
sell products of a given quality and the buyers will buy. if it suits their requirement s.
(v) Some Advertisements are in Bad Tast e Another criticism against advertising is that some
advertisem ents are in bad taste. They Show som ething which is not approv ed by som e people. Some
advertisem ent spoil the relationship between employer and em ployee. husband and wife etc.
From the above discussion, we have learnt that through advertisements are criticised but still they
have their own advantages. It is not a social waste. rather it adds value to the social cause by giving a
boost to production and generating em ployment.
Question 9. Distinguish between advertising and personal selling.
Answer Difference between AdvertiSing and Personal Selling

Application Type Questions
Question 1. As marketing manager of a big hotel located at an im portant tourist destination, what
societal concerns would be faced by you and what steps would y ou plan to take care of these concerns?
Discuss.
Answer
The societal marketing concept holds that the task of any organisation is to identify the needs and
wants of the target market and deliver the desired satisfaction in an effective and efficient manner, so
that the long term well-being of the consumers and the society is taken care of. In case any business
activity encourages pollution, deforestation, storage of resources population explosion, then its
benefits can not be justified. As marketing manager of a big hotel located at an im portant tourist
destination certain care need to be taken regarding environment
(i) Proper drainage facility
(ii) In-built plant for re-cycling the waste
(iii) Solar geysers to be used
(iv) Rain water harvesting
(v) proper maintenance of greenery-lawns, parks, gardens
(vi) CNG based vehicles to be used to provide transport facility to the guests.
Question 2. Suppose y ou are the marketing Vice President of an insurance company, planning to
design a new mediclaim policy for senior citizens. What information would y ou like 10 collect to
perform this task and how will, y ou collect such information? Discuss.
Answer The following information about the senior citizens should be collected
(i) Age of the senior citizen
(ii) Their source of incom e
(iii) Medical background
(iv) Present working states
There are various sources of collecting the above information – personal visits, questionnaires,
medical reports from nursing hom es, doctor clinics etc.
Question 3. What shopping products have been purchased by y ou/y our family in the last six m onths?
Make a list and specify what factors influenced the purchase of each of these products.
Answer The following shopping goods were purchased by my family
(i) Clothes Price, fashion, occasion for which they were bought.
(ii) Refrigerator Brand, price, features, books, durability.
(iii) Shoes Size, price, brand, material used.
(iv) Furniture (study table) Design, quality, finishing, com fort level, cost.
Question 4. What information is generally placed on the package of a food product? Design a label for
one of the food pr oduct of y our choice.
Answer The following information is normally placed. on the package of good pr oduct

(i) Name of the product
(ii) Brand name
(iii) Veg/Non-veg sign (green/red dot)
(iv) Price
(v) Manufacturing date and date of expiry
(vi) Ingredients
(vii) Net weight
(viii) Directions for use
(ix) FPO mar k
(x) Preservatives used
Question 5. For buyers of consumer durable products, what ‘customer care services’ would y ou plan a s
a manager of a firm marketing new brand of m otorcycle. Discuss.
Answer For marketing m otorcycles, the following custom er care services can be planned
(i) Specified period warranties
{ii} Easy m onthly instalment s
(iii) Exchange offer
(iv) 0% finance scheme
(v) Free servicing
Ca se Problem
Nokia takes four-lane road to consumers.
NEW DELHI After having grabbed a king size 79% share of the 15,000 crore m obile handset market
in India, Nokia India has found a new way of connecting people.
The m obile handset manufacturer has embarked upon a brand new retail strategy that is based on a
classification of its consumers into four major groups that separates people in terms of usage, incom e
level and lifestyle.
The classification is based on an extensive survey - the Nokia Segmentation Study -that was carried
ov er two years involving 42,000 consumers from 16 countries. It studied the impact lifestyle choices
and attitudes have on the m obile devices consumers buy and how they use them.
The strategy, which was announced globally in June last year, is being unfolded in India now. While
the nitty-gritty of the new strategy is still being worked out, it is likely that the com pany would follow
separate marketing strategies for the four different segments. The advertising campaigns could be
different for the segments.
Nokia’s entire product portfolio has now been re-aligned towards these four groups to address the
specific needs of each. The first of these segments Live, aimed a first time users whose basic need is to
stay in touch with voice as the main driver, would have basic handsets low on features and price.
“These may be functional phones but the target group for these phones range from SEC C (low socioeconomic class) to SECA1 + (very high socio-economic class) markets”, says Nokia India marketing
head Devinder Kishore. The second segment Connect looks at m ore ev olved users who look for m ore
functionality and features and connectivity. Accordingly, phones in this segment would have GPRS,
cam era and music capabilities.
The next two categories, Achieve and Explore, are aimed at high-end users and have Nokia’s top-end
handsets. e.q., Achieve segment looks at enterprise users who need to have business functionalities in
their phones. Nokia’s new E-series has been put under this segment with handsets having QWERTY
keyboards and full Internet capabilities.
Aimed at high-end lifestyle users, Explore would be the m ost prominent segm ent for the com pany in
the com ing years. Says Nokia India multimedia business director Vineet Taneja, “This segm ent would
see the m ost vibrant growth in the com ing year. It will look at five different areas-applications,
imag ing, m obile, TV, mu sic and gaming. We are fast developing (the ecosy stem to support Ihese
areas.”

Nokia acquired music solution and content provider LoudEye and GPS solution provider Gate5. It is
all slated to launch its m ost high-profile handset, which boasts of having a 5 mega pixel cam era and
GPS capabilities apart from iPod quality mu sic, in February.
Say s Taneja, “There is increasing deman d for convergence and multiple functionalities in high-end
handsets. The N-series will try to address that”. Nokia feels that the new platform strategy wherein
different handsets are launched under a platform, like the N-Series, will becom e a status and style
statem ent and drive numbers.
Question 1. Identify the four market segments that Nokia plans to address as per the news report
above.
Answer Live, Connect, Achieve and Explore.
Question 2. What is the basis of classification of the market used by the com pany?
Answer SEC Socio-Econom ic Class, usage and lifestyle
Question 3. What do y ou mean by realignment of product portfolio? Illustrate this from the case
above.
Answer It means that whatever product Nokia is planning to develop now, it will be according to the
needs of the consumers. The four different handsets are Live, Connect, Achieve and Explore, being
planned keeping the needs of four different types of users.
Question 4. Identify the points that can be highlighted in marketing campaigns for each segm ent.
Answer The points that can be highlighted in marketing cam paigns for each segment can be
(i) Latest m odel
(ii) Reasonable price
(iii) Better performance
(iv) Advanced technology
(v) Consum er friendly
Question 5. What are the different considerations in the m ind of consumers of each segment while
purchasing m obile phones as given in the above case?
Answer Different considerations in the mind of each segm ent while purchasing m obile phones are
(i) The first of these segm ents Live, aim ed at first time users whose basic need is to stay in touch with
voice as the main driver So, here pnce of the phone is the ma in consideration.
(ii) The second segment connect looks at m ore ev olved users who look for m ore functionality and
featur es and connectivity. So, here the features of the phone as well as an econom ic price tag are
considered.
(iii) The next two categories, Achieve and Explore, are aimed at high•end users. So here the
uniqueness of the handset and its business functionalities are the main points considered by the
consumer.
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True or False
State whether the following statem ents are true or false.
1. Consumer protection has a m oral justification for business.
Answer True
2. In addition to rights, a consum er also has som e responsibilities.
Answer True
3. A com plaint can to be made to a district forum when the value of the goods or services in question,
along with the com pensation claim ed, exceeds 2 0 lakhs.
Answer False
In district forum com plaint can be ma de when goods or services, along with the com pensation
claim ed, does not exceed 20 lakhs.
4. The Consum er Protection Act provides for six consumer rights.
Answer True
5. lSI is the quality certificate mark used in case of food products.
Answer False
lSI is certification mark on electrical goods and FPO mar k on food products

6. Under the Consumer Protection Act, a com pliant can be filed by a consum er for a defective good
also for deficiency in service.
Answer True
Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Explain the importance of consum er protection from the point of view of business.
Answer A business can not survive without paying attention on protecting – the consumers interest
and adequately satisfying them. This is important because of the following reasons
1. Long Term Interest of Business BUSiness firms should aim at long term profit maximisation
through custom er satisfaction. Satisfied custom ers not only lead to repeat sales but also
provide good feedback to prospective custom ers and thus help in increasing the customer base
of business.
2. Bu siness uses Society’s Resources Business organisation uses resources which belong to the
society, thus they have a responsibility to supply such products and render such services which
are in public interest.
3. Social Responsibility A business has social resposibility towards various interest groups.
Bu siness organisations make m oney by selling goods and providing services to consum ers.
Thus, consumers form an im portant group am ong the many stakeholders of business and like
other stakeholders, their interest has to be well taken care of.
4. Moral Justification The m oral duty of any business is to take care of consumer’s interest and
securing them from exploitation. Thus, a business mu st av oid insecure loss, exploitation and
unfair trade practices like defective and unsafe products. adulteration. false and misleading
advertising hoarding. black marketing etc.
5. Gov ernment Intervention A business engaging in any form of exploitation time trade practices
would invite gov ernment intervention or action. Thus, it is advisable that business organisation
voluntarily resort to such practices, where the custom ers need and interests will be taken care
of.
Question 2. Enumerate the various Acts passed by the Government of India which help in protecting
the consumer’s interest?
Answer The Indian legal framework consists of a number of regulations which provide protection to
consumers. Som e of these regulations are as under
1. The Consum er Protection Act, 1986 The Act provides safeguards to
Consum ers against defective goods, deficient services, unfair trade practices etc.
2. The Contract Act, 1982 The Act lay s down the conditions in which the prom ises made by
parties to a contract will be binding on each other.
3. The Sale of Goods Act, 1930 The Act provides som e safeguards and reliefs to the buyers of the
goods in case, the goods purchased do not com ply with express or im plied conditions or
warranties.
4. Essential Comm odities Act, 1955 The Act alm s at controltinq, production, supply, distribution
and price of essential comm odities.
5. The Agricultural Produce Act, 1937 The Act prescribes grade standards for agricultural
comm odities and livestock products.
6. The Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1954 The Act aims to check adulteration of foods
articles and ensure their purity, so as to ma intain public health.
7. The Standards of Weights and Measures Act, 1976 It provides protection to consum ers against
the malpractice of under-weight or under-measure.
8. The Trade Marks Act, 1999 The Act prevents the use of fraudulent marks on products and thus
provides protection to the consumers against such products.
9. The Com petition Act, 2002 The Act provides protection to the consum ers In case 01 practices
adopted by business firm s which hamper com petition in the market.

10. The Bureau of Indian Standard Act, 1986 The bureau has two major activities: formulation of
quality standards for goods and their certification through the BIS certification scheme. The
bureau has also set up a grievance cell, where consumers can make a com plaint about quality
of products carry ing the lSI mark.
Question 3. What are the responsibilities of a consumer?
Answer A consumer should keep in mind the following responsibilities while purchasing, using and
consuming goods and services
1. Be aware about various goods and services available in the market, so that an intelligent and
wise choice can be made.
2. Buy only standardised goods as they provide quality assurance. Thus, look for lSI mar k on
electrical goods. FPO mark on food products and Hallmark on jewellary etc.
3. Learn about the risks associated with products and services.
4. Read labels carefully, so as to have informat ion about prices, weight, manufacturing and expiry
dates etc.
5. Assert y ourself to get a fair deal.
6. Be h onest In your dealings. Choose only from legal goods and services.
7. Ask for a cash-m em o on purchase of goods and services. This would serve as a proof of the
purchase ma de.
8. File a com plaint in an appropriate consum er forum in case of a shortcom ing in the quality of
goods purchased or services availed.
9. Form consum er societies which would play an active part in educating consumers and
safeguarding their interests
10. Respect the environm ent, avoid waste, littering and contributing to pollution.
Question 4. Who can file a com plaint in a consumer court?
Answer A com plaint can be ma de by
1. Any consumer.
2. Any registered consumer’s association.
3. The Central Government or any State Governm ent.
4. One or m ore consumers. on behalf of numerous consumers having the same Interest.
5. A legal heir or representative of a deceased consumer.
Question 5. What kind of cases can be filed in a state commission?
Answer A com plaint can be ma de to the appropriate state commission when the value of the goods
and services, along with com pensation claim exceeds 20 lakhs but does not exceed 1 crore. The
appeals against the orders of a District Forum can also be filed before the state commission.
Question 6. Explain the role of consumer organisations and NGOs in protecting and prom oting
consumers’ interest.
Answer Consum er organisation and NGOs perform several functions for the protection and
prom otion of interest of consumers. In India, these associations are performing lots of functions som e
of them are
1. Educating the general public about consumer rights by organiSing training programmes,
seminars and workshops.
2. Publishing periodicals and other publications to impart knowledge about consum er problem s,
legal reporting, reliefs available and other matters of interest.
3. Carrying out com parative testing of consum er products in accredited laboratories to test
relative qualities of com peting brands and publishing the test results for the benefit of
consumers.
4. Encouraging consumers to strongly protest and take an action against unscrupulous,
exploitation and unfair trade practices of sellers.
5. Providing legal assistance to consumers by providing aid, legal advice etc in seeking legal
remedy.

6. Filing com plaints in appropriate consum er courts on behalf of the consumers.
7. Taking an Initiative in filing cases in consumer court in the interest of the general public, not
for any individual.
Long Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Explain the rights and responsibilities of a consumer.
Answer The Consum er Protection Act provides six rights to consumers. They are as follows
1. Right to Safety The consum er has a right to be protected against goods and services which are
hazardous to life. e.g., sometim es we purchased the food item s of low quality which causes
sev ere problems. Thus, in this case, we should purchased good quality and FPO labelled
products,
2. Right to be Informed The consum er has a right to have com plete information about the
product. which he intends to buy including its ingredients, date of manu facture, price,
quantity, directions for use etc. Under the legal framework of India manu factures have to
provide such information on the package and label of the product.
3. Right to Choose The consum er has the freedom to choose from a variety of products. The
marketers should offer a wide variety of products and allow the consum er to make a choice and
choose the product which is m ost suitable.
4. Right to be Heard The consumer has a right to file a com plaint and to be heard in case of
dissatisfaction with a good or a service. It is because of this reason that many enlightened
bu siness firm s have set up their own consum er service and grievance cells.
5. Right to Seek Redressal The Consum er Protection Act provides a number product, of reliefs to
the rem oval of defect consum er including replacement of the in the product, com pensation
paid for any loss or injury suffered by the consum er etc.
6. Right to Consumer Education The consumer has a right to acquire knowledge about products.
He sh ould be aware about his rights and the reliefs available to him in case of a producVservice
falling short of his expectations Many consum er organisations and som e enlightened
bu sinesses are taking an active part in educating consum ers in this respect.
Consumer Responsibilities
A consumer mu st be aware about these responsibilities while purchasing, using and consuming goods
and services
1. Consum er must be aware of all their rights.
2. Consum er must be careful while purchasing a product.
3. He sh ould file com plaint for the redressal of genuine grievances.
4. Consum er must buy a standardised good.
5. He sh ould ask for a cash -memo on purchase of goods and services.
Question 2. What are various way s in which the objective of consumer protection can be
achieved? Explain the role of consumer organisations and NGOsin this regard?
Answer There are various ways in which the objective of consumer protection can be achieved
(i) Self Regulation by Business Socially responsible firm s follow ethical standards and practices in
dealing with their custom ers. Many firms have set up their customer service and grievance cells to
redress the problems and grievances of their consumers.
(ii) Business Associations The associations of trade, commerce and business like Federation of Indian
Chambers of Commerce of India (FICCI) and Conference of Indian Industries (CII) have laid down
their code of conduct which lay s down for their members the guidelines in their dealings with the
custom ers.
(iii) Consumer Awareness A consumer, who is well inform ed about his rights and the reliefs, would be
in a position to raise his voice against any unfair trade practices or exploitation.
(iv) Consumer Organisations Consum er organisations play s an im portant protecting role in educating
consumers about their rights and them. These organisations can force business firms to avoid
malpractices and exploitation of consumers.

(v) Government The Governm ent can protect the interests of the consumers by enacting various
legislations. The legal framework in India encom passes various legislations which provide protection
to consumer, the m ost important of these regulations is the Consumer Protection Act, 1986. The Act
provides for a three-tier machinery at the District, State and National levels for redressal of consumer
grievance.
Role of Consumer Orgs and NGOs
Discussed in Q. 6 of Short Answer Type Questions.
Question 3. Explain the redressal mechanism available to consumers under the Consumer
Protection Act, 1986?
Answer For the redressal of consumer grievances, the Consumer Protection Act provides for setting
up of a three-tier enforcement machinery at the District, State and the National levels.
(i) District Forum A complaint can be ma de to the appropriate District Forum when the value of
goods or services, along with the com pensation claimed, does not exceed 20 lakhs. In case
the aggrieved party is not satisfied With the order of the District Forum, he can appeal before the
State Commission within 30 days.
(ii) State Comm ission A com plaint can be ma de to the appropriate State Commission when the value
of the goods or services, along with the com pensation claimed. exceeds 20 lakhs but does not
exceed 1 crore. The appeals against the orders of District Forum can also be filed before the State
Commission. In case the party is not satisfied with the order of the State Commission, he can appeal
before the National Commission within 30 days of the passing of the order by State Commission.
(iii) National Commission A com plaint can be made to the National Commission when the value of
the goods or services, along with the com pensation claim ed exceeds 1 crore. The appeals against
the orders of a State Commission can also be filed before the National Commission. An order passed
by the National Commission in a matter of its original justification is appealable before the supreme
court. This means that only those appeals, where the value of goods + services in question, along with
the com pensation claimed, exceeded 1 crore and where the aggrieved party was not satisfied with
the order of the National Commission, can be taken to the Supreme Court of India.
Ca se Problem
Now, filing complaint is just, a click away. Filing a com plaint in a consumer court’s going to get a lot
easier by the end of this year, virtually. No matter which part of the country you’re in, it’s going to
happen at the click of a m ouse.
The project, called Confonet (Com puterisation and Com puter Networking of Consumer Fora), is
being executed on a turnkey basis by the National Informatics Centre (NIC).
“Online registration of com plaints, the government hopes, will prom ote e-gov ernance, transparency,
efficiency and streamlining of consumer fora”, said an official in the consumer affairs ministry. Of
48.64 Crore set aside for the project, the governm ent has released 30.56 crore so far, the official
added.
“Besides software developm ent and testing, networking and project implem entation, integration and
site preparation, it will include purchase of hardware for all the 583 District fora,
35 state commissions and the National Commission”, the official said.
At present, com puter system s and system software have been delivered to 25 state commissions and
300 District fora – never mind (he fact that it’s som etim es a long wait before the hardware is finally
unpacked and set up in some of the districts. Meanwhile, training of staff, som etimes in the classroom
and som etimes through e-learning sessions, are in full swing.
“But just setting up an online com plaint filing system won’t ensure a strong consum er protection
m ovement in the country for that we’re working on GenNext and the best way to do that is to go to
sch ools”, the official said.
The governm ent is, therefore, inv olving school children to form consumer clubs, so as to involve them
in various consum er welfare activities.

Part of the funding for running the club is t o com e from various state governm ents, with an equally
matching grant from the Centre. However, a number of state gov ernments are yet to sanction the fund
– som e of these include Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Kerala
Question 1. What new measure is the ministry of consumer affairs taking to make filing a com plaint
easy?
Answer Online registration of com plaints has been initiated by the ministry of consumer affairs to
make filing of com plaint easy.
Question 2. What roll can you as a student play to contribute to the cause of consumer protection?
Answer A student can play an active role in bringing out an awareness campaign on ‘Consumer
Protection’.
1. Special assemblies can organised to show the display of consum er rights and responsibilities
2. When school organises any exhibilion the commerce students can put a stall and give
dem onstration on responsibilities of a consumer,
3. The Biology and Chemistry laboratories can be used for testing adulterated goods. (e.g milk,
paneer, spices etc).
4. Essay writing competitions, debate com petition and quiz can be organised to prom ote the
awareness on consum er protection,
5. Encourage students to boycott goods/eatables which are adulterated or defective in school
cant een.
6. To set up v oluntary com plaint centre for consumer guidance and counseling,
Question 3. What scenario of consumer protection do you foresee when the m easures proposed in
the above news report are implem ented?
Answer With the Im plem entation of online registration, educated and technology friendly consumer
will gain but in my opinion the unaware, ignorant and Sim ple consumers who still are far away from
e-gov ernance would stand in need of the 3 forum s working efficiently and effectively Thus both the
sy stem s should work parallel, hand in hand to protect the interests of different types of consumers.
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Multiple Choice Questions
1. Entrepreneurs undertake
(a) calculated risks
(b) high risks
(c) low risks
(d) moderate and calculated risks

Answer (b) It is generally believed that entrepreneurs take high risks as there is n o assured career 10
that and secondly for a higher return the person takes higher risk.
2. In Econom ics, which of the following is not a function of the entrepreneur?
(a) Risk-taking
(b) Provision of capital and organisation of production
(c) Innovation
(d) Day-to-day conduct of business
Answer (d) Day-to-day conduct of business is n ot the function of the entrepreneur.
3. Which of the following statements does not clearly distinguish between entrepreneurship and
management?
(a) Entrepreneurs found the business; managers operate it
(b) Entrepreneurs are the owners of their business; managers are em ployees
(c) Entrepreneurs earn profits; managers earn salaries
(d) Entrepreneurship is once for all activity; management is a continuous activity
Answer (d) Entrepreneurship IS once for all activity, The concept behind it is not cleared. Through
this point, it is typical to understand the difference between entrepreneurship and management.
4. In the roles and functions of the entrepreneur identified by Kilby, which of the following is not an
aspect of ‘political administration’?
(a) Dealing with public bureaucracy
(b) Managing human relations within the firm
(c) Introducing new production techniques and products
(d) Managing customer and supplier relations
Answer (c) Introducing new production techniques and products is not an aspect of ‘political
administration’. It is com e under thl’ ‘Technology’ Identified by Kilby.
5. Which of the following attitudes is n ot generally associated with successful entrepreneurship?
(a) Investing in R&D
(b) Live your business day -by-day
(c) Innovate and improvise continually
(d) Produce as per custom ers’ requirements
Answer (b) Live your business day -by -day is not the attitude associated with successful
entrepreneurship.
Short Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Clarify the m eaning of the terms ‘entrepreneur’, ‘entrepreneurship’ and ‘enterprise’.
Answer Entrepreneur The owner of a business is known as Entrepreneur or we can say that the
per son who set-up his business. He is the co-ordinator, orqaniser of resources and gives shape to the
bu siness.
Entrepreneurship It is the dynamic process of interaction between the person and the
environment. It m eans starting up one’s own business, concerned with strategic decisions of resource
allocation and inv olves huge risk to create value and earn profit.
Ent erprise The output of the entrepreneurship process is known as the Enterprise. It is som ething
attem pted to be performe. It provides employment opportunities, professional opportunities and
bu siness
opportunities which helps in building up the economy of a nation.

Question 2. Why is entrepreneurship regarded as a creative activity?
Answer Entrepreneurship is a creative activity as an entrepreneur converts raw materials into useful
goods and services, it involves creation of value, introduction of new products, discovery of new

markets and technologies. Successful entrepreneurs keep focusing on innovative ideas and skills to
produce efficient and effective results. Thus, an entrepreneur is innovator and this process is creative.
Question 3. “Entrepreneurs undertake m oderate risk”. Elaborate this statement.
Answer “Entrepreneurs undertake m oderate risks”. It implies that an entrepreneur assures various
supply of the projects, he agreed to pay salaries, wages, rent whether the venture succeed or not.
Secondly, the person who opted a career in entrepreneurship takes a bigger risk as there is no assured
payoff. It is said that it is a 50 : 50 situation means loss and profit both are unpredictable. Success
depends upon the observations, calculations of risk, skills and confidence. Risk is not centred to one
problem it involves many issues like fluctuation in price, taste and preference fashion, risk of strikes,
lock outs etc. It becomes the essential feature of the entrepreneurship which is t o be focused m ore and
m ore.
Question 4. How entrepreneurship result in increasing the spectrum and scope of economic activities?
Answer Developm ent does not mean only the betterment of existing but it m eans the overall
betterment across the geographical, sectoral and technological scope. Entrepreneurship results in
diversification of economic activities by creating em ployment, business opportunities. stabilising the
deman d and supply factors as underdeveloped countries caught in the vicious cycle on the demand as
well as supply side. Thus, it helps in overcome from this situation. GOP originates from Industry and
serv ices increases. Entrepreneurs through their decisions to direct from the stale sectors and invest in
green field sectors brings a virtual transformation of the economy from underdeveloped to developed
status. Thus, we can say entrepreneurship result in increasing the spectrum and scope of economic
activities.
Question 5. Describe briefly the role of achievement m otivation in entrepreneurship.
Answer Entrepreneurial motivation is important to learn as’ different individual m otivated
differently and for the success of an enterprise following needs are to be focused to m otivate an
entrepreneur
(i) Need for Achievement It im plies a desire to accom plish som ething In order to accom plish the
task one can use the creativity, talent, organise physical resources, explore and use opportunities,
ov ercome from the obstacles and attain a high standard.
(ii) Need for Power It is concern with influencing people or the behaviour of others m oving in the
same direction to attain the objectives. Need for power means authority required to control
the activities of an enterprise.
(iii) Need for Affiliation people to conform It implies am ong other things a tendency of the to the
wishes and norms of those whom they value. Entrepreneurs are believed to be Iowan affiliation buy
they should focus and trace the elem ents of affiliation for the successful career and for the
developm ent of standardised goods and services for others.
(iv) Need for Autonomy It means a desire for independence and being responsible and accountable
to oneself rather than som e external authority for performance. Every body needs freedom to some
extent as it is very difficult to take orders and work all the time as per the boss.
Long Answer Type Questions
Question 1. Describe briefly the steps involved in starting a new business.
Answer Setting up and running of business unit is a very crucial decision which is taken by an
entrepreneur. He perform s several functions like assembling inputs, market analysis, sales strategy,
risk factors, financial analysis and many m ore. But in order to start a new business following steps are
to be taken
(i) Scanning the Environment The com plete awareness and understanding of business
environment Is kn own as Environment scanning An entrepreneur scan business opportunities and
risks involved. After the analy sis, he use these opportunities and market them in much better way.
(ii) Development of Product It is second step after scanning the environment an entrepreneur
starts assessing scarce resources, assem bling inputs and starts the production of goods and services.

(iii) Feasibility Analysis It refers to the analysis which helps in knowing the practical possibility. An
entrepreneur starts looking the feasibility like technical feasibility helps in knowing that the idea
should be converted into reality using available technology, similarly econom ic feasibility helps in
knowing the cost involved in production and after selling it will earn profit or not. The business plan
starts after the feasibility report.
(iv) Funding Agencies Finance is the back bone for the business activity. An entrepreneur needs
finance to carry on the business that’s why they prepare business plan which is to be submitted before
the financial institutions and if they satisfy they fund the project.
(v) Establishing of an Enterprise After getting the fund, an entrepreneur have to take legal
permission and clearance from various agencies in order to establish an enterprise.

Question 2. Examine the nature of relationship between entrepreneurship and economic
developm ent.
Answer There is a mutual relationship between economic development an d entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurship developm ent leads to economic development of the country by contributing in GOP
and process of economic development gives an opportunity for expansion and growth. Following
points explain the relationship between econom ic developm ent and entrepreneurship
(i) Contributing t o Gross Domestic Product (GOP) Incom e is generated in the process of
production. Entrepreneurs generate income via organisation of production, it results in increasing
the value of GOP directly.
(ii) Capital Formation Entrepreneurs use their own funds and encourage various investm ent
opportunities to invest in com panies. This leads to capital formation.
(iii) Generation of Employment Every new business gives the opportunity of employment to the
people with different abilities, skills and qualifications. It becom es a source of livelihood to those wh o
do neither have capital to earn interest or nor have the land to earn rent.
(iv) Improves Economic Efficiency Entrepreneurs improve econom ic efficiency by im proving the
process, reducing waste, increasing yield and bring technical progress. In this way, entrepreneurship
results in economic development. On the other hand, economic developm ent provides following
opportunities for the growth and expansion of enterprise.
(a) Well developed financial in the economy
(b) Opportunities to raise and avail funds from various financial institutions.
(c) Lower rate of interest and m oderate inflation. (d) Availability of fact ors of production.
(d) Availability of factors of production

Question 3. Clarify how m otivation and abilities im pact on individuals decision to choose
entrepreneurship as a career.
Answer Motivation and ability can positively reinforce each other. Persons having abilities search for
the exposure and focus to start a new business. They take decisions logically with the personal
courage and strive hard to acquire the necessary com petencies to realise their dreams. Following
com petencies contribute towards effective performan ce and success
(i) Entrepreneur mu st take initiative to set up an enterprise.
(ii) Recognise the opportunities and grab them as early as possible.
(iii) Must strive for success.
(iv) He must collect im portant informations.
(v) Entrepreneurs mu st set up quality standards.
(vi) Must be committed towards the com pletion of task.
(vii) Concern for conservation of tim e, m oney and effort.
(viii) Entrepreneurs must have ability to do pr oduct planning.
(ix) Must have ability to diagnose the problem and take required steps to solv e It.
(x) Entrepreneur mu st be confident.
(xi) Conveying one’s vision and convincing others of its values.
(xii) He mu st seek the support of others.
(xiii) Providing leadership.
(xiv) Ensuring the progress of venture. (xv) Concern for em ployee’s welfare.
On the other hand. m otivation is required to understand because entrepreneur’s objective is profit
maximisation and it can only be achieved when employ ees are m otivated in such a manner that
fulfillment of enterprise’s objective may also lead to satisfy employees basic needs. In this way,
entrepreneurship career proves to be a success for an individual m otivation and ability both goes
hand to hand
Application Type Questions
Question. Anshuman was very industrious sales executive with a small herbal cosm etic manu facturer.
He earned a good salary and commission on the business, he brought for the firm and had very good
command over the Delhi market for which he had virtually becom e indispensable. He was aware of
the enviable position he held in the firm and thought aloud “The key to success in any business is the
sale of its products. The beginning and end of the business cycle is nothing but sale and ‘other’ people
working in the factory to ma nufacture products are mere cogs in the business ma chine set in motion
by sales people. So, why carry this burden and get only a tiny share of the prosperity of the firm ?
Instead others enjoying the fruits of my labour, why should I not start my own business?” Should
Anshuman take a leap? Give reasons for y our answer.
Answer Anshuman was a good industrious sales executive with a small herbal cosm etics. As per my
opinion, Yes, he should start his own business as he is experienced, had a very good command over
the market. he had market the products very well, maintain good relations with custom ers. He is good
in marketing management. Thus, he can produce goods as per the customers, use effective
prom otional techniques, take care of custom er
Ca se Problem
Inspiring Feat: Daily Wage Labourer Turns Entrepreneur
A landless woman from Bihar has been nom inated am ong the top 25 farmers in Asia by a Mexican
website.
Forty five years old Lalmuni Devi was a daily wage labourer when she decided to take destiny into her
own hands and transformed herself into a successful mu shroom farm er. Today she manages to make
Rs. 12,000 every year for an investment of only Rs 600.
Her feat finds mention on a Mexican website that has grouped her as the top 2 5 inspirational farmers
in its photo gallery.

“1 am a poor woman. I thought that mushroom farming would profit henceforth I started it. Now, I
can earn a living for my family”, said Lalmuni Devi. Successful Enterprise
The success story has caught on with many women in the Azadpur village on the outskirts of Patna.
“It is effortless farming, which we can even do in our village. Working in the scorching heat is very
tiring. Mushroom farming generates m ore profit”, said Urmila Devi.
Lalmuni and other landless women have been encouraged by the Indian Council for Agriculture
Research to take up mu shroom farming.
It is to help the poorest of the poor through alternative livelihood support system. For that we have
chosen a village where people have no land and they have to share croppers”, said Dr AR Khan,
Principal Scientist, ICAR,Patna.
Lalr Nuni’s efforts have paved the way for many other landless women to take up mu shroom farming
and earn a livelihood for their family with little effort.
Question 1. What inspiring feat did Lalmuni Devi perform ?
Answer A forty five years old woman Lalmuni Devi from Bihar was a daily wage labourer, then she
decided to transform herself by starting mu shroom farming. This step proved an Inspirational leet
and she was am ong the top 25 farmers in Asia by Mexican website.
Question 2. Do you feel that y ou can also becom e an entrepreneur?
Answer Lalmuni efforts have paved the way for others. Similarly, we can also become an
entrepreneur and for that we should have following qualities
(i) Initiate the business
(ii) Grab the opportunities
(iii) High quality work
(iv) Efficiency
(v) Risk taking abilities
(vi) Concern for employee’s welfare
Question 3. What qualities of entrepreneur did Lalmuni Devi exhibit?
Answer In the given case, Lalmuni have following qualities
(i) She decided to transform herself Into an entrepreneur,
(ii) She recognised the opportunity and grab it.
(iii) She managed efficiently and effectively,
(iv) She was a chaser and faced the difficulty,
(v) She was self confident.
(vi) She took required steps to solve the problem s.
Question 4. entrepreneur? What
How are the benefits and can you guard against the risks of risks? becoming an (Teachers should
m otivate students highlight to do the qualities so, Help that of entrepreneurs is available from and the
Gov ernment of India is listed on the website www.india.gov.in.)
Answer Benefits of an entrepreneur
(i) They are the owner of the business,
(ii) No worries of job, compensation and reward.
(iii) They earn profit.
(iv) They have full authority to take decisions.
Risks of an Entrepreneur
(i) Market risk
(ii) Financial risk
(iii) Risk in product planning
(iv) Risk of Innovative technologies
In order to secure from the risk, an entrepreneur should analyse the market well, study about the
inn ovative technologies, prepare the business plan so that financial institutions granted the fund,
adopt the best ideas for product planning.

